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ABSTRACT 
The purpose of this study was to identify and assess Texas community orchestras 
and create a demographic and musical profile of participants. This was accomplished 
through use of two online questionnaires. A director survey questionnaire determined the 
organizational status of each orchestra. The directors surveyed were leaders in these 
organizations who provided information about their orchestras’ founding, budget, and 
membership numbers. The participant survey questionnaire was adapted from Bowen’s 
1995 study of community band participants in the southeastern United States. Participant 
data included educational and musical training, musical activities, and demographics. 
Bowen’s study guided this venture in expanding a profile of community musicians to 
include those in community orchestras. Eleven of the 18 community orchestras identified 
in Texas responded to the questionnaires distributed, with 361 participant questionnaires 
returned. 
Although many music making opportunities for adults are available in Texas, the 
existence of only 18 community orchestras in the state indicates a tremendous gap 
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between school music making and adult music making in these types of ensembles, given 
44,000 Texas school orchestras reported competing in 2010–2011. Research has shown 
that making music increases the physical, emotional, social, and intellectual wellbeing of 
those who take part. As serious leisure, community music making experiences enable 
those involved an opportunity to engage in a challenging, satisfying, and meaningful 
activity. All members of a community should have access to such opportunities because 
these activities may improve their quality of life. According to the profiles in the 
participant survey questionnaires, the following activities may encourage more 
participation in adult music making: Offering diverse music making opportunities, 
intergenerational music activities, encouraging community music experiences, and the 
modeling adult music making by teachers. 
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Chapter 1 
Introduction and Background 
Playing in a community orchestra can be considered one of many opportunities 
for lifelong learning practice through active music making. Participation in these and 
other music making activities has been shown to offer a great number of benefits for 
individuals of all ages. These benefits are multifaceted and meaningful: from 
experiencing feelings of belonging, to enhanced cognitive abilities, to overall 
improvements in quality of life. Although more research and advocacy in music 
education has focused on the benefits of music making for youths, a growing body of 
research is addressing the benefits afforded adults through their active music 
participation. The current study is a small part of a larger movement toward investigating 
ways to facilitate more people making music as adults, thus positively affecting their 
lives and possibly their communities, as well. There are a large number of school 
orchestra participants who choose not to continue making music beyond the school 
ensemble. While a small percentage of these players will find success as professional 
musicians, most will go on to careers in other fields. With such a disparity in the 
continuance of music making into adulthood, what functions do learned music making 
skills and experiences serve after these students leave the classroom? It is important to 
recognize the viability and usefulness of these musical skills beyond school, regardless of 
the context. In the same way that Potthoff (1942) presented a general education as 
preparation for life experiences, music educators need to look more carefully at music 
education as preparation for lifelong music making.  
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Through the theoretical framework of the serious leisure perspective, this study 
addressed the status of Texas community orchestras and established a profile of adult 
music makers in these community orchestras with the potential of finding patterns of 
influence and experience that could be shared with educators to possibly encourage more 
continuance of music making outside and beyond the classroom. Concepts of community 
music were explored, and the history and recent status of community orchestras were 
reviewed.  
Concepts of Active Music Making 
Active music making may encompass any activity in which a person is actively 
creating music in some way. Wade (2004) describes music makers as follows: 
Music makers are individuals and groups, adults and children, female and male, 
amateurs and professionals. They are people who make music only for 
themselves, . . . and they are performers, people who make music purposefully for 
others. They are people who make music because they are required to and people 
who do so simply from desire. Some music makers study seriously, while others 
are content to make music however they can, without special effort. (p. 1) 
In this description, Wade suggests a variety of participation options, skill levels, social 
interactions, and commitment levels, and no limiting details are specified as to what these 
music making experiences might entail. 
A variety of musical activities are a part of David Elliott’s (2005) praxial 
philosophy of music education. According to Elliott, this musicing is a path to the 
development of musicianship through “performing-and-listening, improvising-and-
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listening, composing-and-listening, arranging-and-listening, [and] conducting-and-
listening” in a variety of musical styles (p. 7). Although all these tasks involve listening 
(music makers always being the first to hear what they are performing, improvising, 
composing, arranging, or conducting), each of these tasks contains an active component. 
Small (1998) coined the term musicking as the present participle variation of the 
verb “to music” to exemplify his image of music making. Small’s use of the k in the term 
is intentional because, according to him, it has “historical antecedents.” Small designates 
musicking as a descriptive term, one that covers all participation in a musical activity, 
regardless of active or passive engagement. His definition for musicking specifically 
reads: “To music is to take part, in any capacity, in a musical performance, whether by 
performing, by listening, by rehearsing or practicing, by providing material for 
performance (what is called composing), or by dancing” (p. 9). Through this portrayal, 
Small’s definition situates musicking within the area of performance, although not merely 
through performers. He describes these musical performances as “encounters” that take 
place between human beings “through the medium of sound organized in specific ways” 
(p. 10). By focusing on the encounters, Small extended musicking to anyone and 
everyone involved, whether passively or actively participating, everyone from ticket 
takers to stage crew, audience to participants. Although these ideas exhibit an extended 
view of what others may consider active music making, Small consistently asserted that 
music is not a thing, but an action and a process—something people do. 
Although the active element of Elliott’s (2005) model of music making is 
applicable, Small’s (1998) definition more closely aligns with this study. Thus, in the 
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context of this research, active music making is defined as the action of creating or 
making music, including but not limited to playing a musical instrument or singing. 
These activities may take place in a rehearsal situation, alone or with others, or in a 
performance. Through this interpretation, the phrases “active music making” and “music 
participation” will be used interchangeably. 
Benefits of Music Making 
The benefits of music participation have been found in many areas of research, 
including the social sciences, brain function, and general health and wellbeing. Cook 
(1998) indicated, “Music isn’t just something nice to listen to” (p. vi), nor is it merely 
beautification or enhancement of daily life. Music is something that is a part of every 
culture—a part of human values—and, just as every culture has its own language, each 
culture has its own music. Cook maintained that music is significant in life because 
people not only express themselves through music but also “think through music, decide 
who they are through it” (p. vi). It becomes a way of knowing oneself and, therefore, 
facilitates a way of viewing the world (Cook, 1998). Hargreaves and North (1997) refer 
to this self-knowing as a “badge of identity” that provides signals into personality. Joss 
(1994) puts music making in the context of how community music participants make 
“new discoveries about themselves” and empower themselves to an identity within a 
community (p. 59). Veblen (2007) also applied these concepts within community music, 
and found a potential for personal satisfaction, individual creativity, and enhancement of 
individual or group identity. Through connections to self and others, music is something 
that brings meaning to life and, as a result, can offer many benefits.  
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Music making and the social sciences 
Active music making results in physical gains along with intellectual and 
affective ones (Trollinger, 2006). The music making experience, therefore, is one that 
incorporates all aspects of a person. When making music, most often there is attention to 
accuracy of notes and rhythms along with awareness and adjustments to adhere to 
traditions and styles and making adjustments to other musicians when in an ensemble 
setting. These types of ongoing adjustments, which are both physical and mental, are part 
of the skills that keep a person engaged in making music. These physical and mental 
benefits are represented in an advocacy piece created by The Kennedy Center that touts 
three key skills learned in music making that are influential in creating success in life. 
These are (a) discipline, learned through practicing until proficient; (b) “critical thinking 
and self-reliance” (p. 3), through assessing what needs to be corrected and working to 
make those corrections, and (c) teamwork and collaboration, working with others to make 
music together (McCollum, 2014).  
Sociological benefits to music participants include greater abilities in connecting 
with others (Jensen, 2002) and finding meaning and coherence in life through a broader 
sense of community (Ruud, 1997). Catterall et al. (1999), highlighting “nonacademic 
benefits” of the arts, counted values felt by the individual as well as society, including 
“lowered truancy and absenteeism in a school setting, greater camaraderie and connection 
with others, rekindled love of learning through discovery, and the provision of challenges 
for participants at all levels” (p. 12). Davies and Richards (2002) asserted that music 
participation helps people develop awareness of interactions with others, lessening 
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isolation while building a sense of how actions affect others. Enhancing interpersonal 
relationships and lessening isolation were benefits indicated in studies by Coffman 
(2009), Koga and Tims (2001), and Rohwer (2005). 
Turino (2008) argued that music participation is “valuable for the processes of 
personal and social integration that make us whole” (p. 1). He noted all societies use 
music to express a myriad of emotions and making music incorporates “fundamentally 
distinct types of activities that fulfill different needs and ways of being human” (p. 1). 
Turino drew from ideas in both psychology and anthropology in suggesting that benefits 
of music making are fostered through relating a person’s inner life (reason, sensitivity, 
and sense) with the opportunity to connect with others. Turino considered these music 
making experiences “prime activities for achieving flow states,” as well as “ways of 
knowing and developing the self” and “key resources for connecting intimately with 
others” (p. 99).  
Music, according to psychologist Csikszentmihalyi (1990), is an ordering of 
auditory information, which “helps organize the mind that attends to it, and therefore 
reduces psychic entropy” (p. 109). Even the act of listening to music can lessen boredom 
or anxiety, and many more rewards are available to those who learn to make music. 
Blending one’s musical abilities with those of others, as in ensemble participation, can 
bring about even more benefits. As Csikszentmihalyi noted, the psychological benefits 
are many because, in the mastery of any complex skill, there is also a strengthening of 
character and identity.  
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Music making and brain function 
Brain function and activity are enhanced by music participation. Kraus and 
Chandrasekaran (2010) reported on the neurological benefits of music making, 
specifically in the area of neuroplasticity or the “ability of the brain to adapt and change 
as a result of training and experience” (p. 1). They found that active engagement with 
music enhanced brain activity and provided a stable framework of meaningful patterns 
important to learning, because playing an instrument prepared the brain to determine 
order and relevance in reading, playing, and interpreting music. Furthermore, Levitin 
(2006) offered a perspective on the musician and how making music engaged multiple 
brain regions because of the brain’s constant taking in, processing, and sending of 
information simultaneously as a person is making music. Jensen (2002) described this 
process through the many cognitive areas of the brain affected by music participation, 
stating, “All areas of the brain are involved in cognition” (p. 48). In the arts, these 
cognitive abilities include processing, visual input and visualizing, sensory sorting, 
movement, and emotional response. Reimer (2009) simplified the description of this 
process as having two fundamental parts: the immediate, nonverbal reaction to the 
absorption of musical sounds, and the other as conscious reactions to symbol systems of 
music, such as notation and text. LeGasse and Thaut (2012) suggested that when people 
are engaged in music, they always utilize some level of neurological process, and that 
music activities may influence brain plasticity. 
Altenmüller and Schlaug (2012) explain the connection between brain health and 
music as follows: “Making music is a powerful way of engaging a multisensory and 
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motor network and inducing changes and linking brain regions within this network” (p. 
12). In addition, music’s ability to “tap into the emotion and reward system in the brain” 
increased the potential to facilitate brain health (p. 12). Music making involves many 
brain activities taking place simultaneously, including listening, feeling, moving and 
coordination, and remembering as well as anticipating. The combination of all these 
activities increases brain plasticity, regardless of the age of participant. This plasticity 
suggested benefits in general wellbeing, as well as cognitive and emotional processes that 
improved various sensory, motor, coordinative, or emotional states (Altenmüller and 
Schlaug, 2012). 
Music making and quality of life in senior adults 
Quality of life in senior adults has gained a great deal of attention in music 
participation research, partially due to an increasing senior population as well as the 
significant numbers of groups forming as part of the New Horizons International Music 
Association (NHIMA). Started at the Eastman School of Music in 1991, New Horizons 
music programs were designed to “provide entry points to music making” for senior 
adults with little to no musical experience or those who have not been active in music 
making in a long time (newhorizonsmusic.org). The earliest programs were bands, but 
other types of ensembles are now also encouraged.  
Ruud (1997) suggested the following as reasons that music making may 
contribute to better quality of life: “1) music may increase our feelings of vitality and 
awareness of feelings, 2) music provides opportunity for increased sense of agency 
[purpose], 3) music making provides a sense of belonging and communality, and 4) 
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experiences of music creates a sense of meaning and coherence in life” (p. 86). 
Lehmberg and Fung (2010) compiled data from many studies in their review of 
literature on the benefits of active music participation for seniors. They divided the 
benefits into four areas: physical, psychological, social, and overall quality of life. 
Physical benefits were primarily instrument specific, such as improved respiratory 
function for singers or reduced arthritis symptoms in those playing the piano, but some 
general physical benefits included increased cardiovascular strength and maintenance of 
muscle tone.  
  Cohen (2006b) led The Creativity and Aging study supported by the National 
Endowment for the Arts (NEA) “examining the influence of professionally conducted, 
participatory art programs on the general health, mental health, and social activities of 
older people” (p. 10). The experimental study, which was administered in three U.S. 
metropolitan areas and included 300 participants ranging in age from 65 to 103, indicated 
a strong correlation between arts activities and potential for maintaining independence 
and reducing dependency. The participatory group rated higher results for quality of life 
than the control group because the weekly art program participants “reported: (A) better 
health, fewer doctor visits, and less medication usage; (B) more positive responses on the 
mental health measures; (C) more involvement in overall activities” (p. 1) at two annual 
follow-up assessments (Cohen, 2006a).  
Koga and Tims (2001) observed similar results from 100 healthy seniors over the 
age of 65. For those participants who took organ lessons, the test results indicated a 
considerable drop in anxiety, lowered depression levels, and decreased loneliness. Blood 
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tests indicated a considerable increase in levels of human growth hormone, which 
increased energy while reducing wrinkles and instances of osteoporosis. 
A 2005 study by Hays and Minichiello investigated older Australians and how 
“music contributes to self-identity and the quality of life” (p. 261). The participants 
described music as a source of entertainment, an opportunity to interact with others, and a 
way for them to escape from some of the difficulties of aging. Other themes arising 
during this qualitative study concerned music’s role in elevating a participant’s sense of 
wellbeing. Music helped balance “the intellectual, emotional, and spiritual facets of their 
lives” (p. 269), helped them think more clearly and work more efficiently, and provided a 
sense of contentment. Therapeutic benefits mentioned included a releasing of tension, 
increased physical stamina, and an “intense physical joy and pleasure when listening to or 
making music (p. 271).  
Coffman (1996) and Coffman and Levy (1997), using players in a New Horizons 
Band as subjects, found that participants especially enjoyed the social aspects of the band 
along with aspiring to achieve challenging musical goals. Psychological benefits that 
enhanced quality of life for seniors included an increase in self-understanding, the ability 
to be successful in learning new things and the pride that comes with doing so, 
opportunity to participate in rewarding and interesting activities, and ability to express 
their thoughts and feelings. In addition, the social benefits of music making activities 
existed through opportunities for participants to establish social connections and, 
consequently, acquire a sense of belonging (Coffman, 2002).  
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Community Music and Community Orchestras 
Research in the field of community music has revealed a variety of ways of 
describing and defining these types of activities. For instance, Veblen and Olssen (2002) 
defined community music by the common characteristics found in the many occurrences 
of making music together. These opportunities for making music in the community 
encompass a wide range of music styles and genres, mediums, and experiences, and 
many are “based on the premise that everyone has the right and ability to make music” 
(p. 730). Veblen and Olsen categorized these ideals of community music according to 
seven different types, of which one indicates the inclusion of community performance 
organizations such as orchestras, bands, and choirs. In the community setting, music is 
something done with others that connects to and adds value to a specific community as 
well as the individuals that take part (Guetzkow, 2002). 
Higgins (2012) described community music in terms of three perspectives: 
(a) music of a community, such as those that reflect the traditions of a specific 
community; (b) communal music making, which bring people together through 
performance and participation in a casual way; and (c) “an active intervention between a 
music leader or facilitator and participants” (p. 3). Although the first two perspectives 
recognize that music can be made at any time in a community, the third is the most 
applicable to community groups such as community orchestras, bands, and choirs. Each 
of these groups has an “identifiable music leader who facilitates music making 
experiences” (Coffman & Higgins, 2012, p. 846).  
An additional trait Higgins (2012) asserted as common to community ensembles 
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is that of a welcoming atmosphere that encourages participation regardless of skills. 
While there are ensembles, including many community orchestras, that require an 
audition to participate, there is still an overarching concept of “welcome” that emphasizes 
“people, participation, context, equality of opportunity, and diversity” (p. 4). These “acts 
of hospitality” within the collaborative experiences of community music serve to 
cultivate feelings of trust, respect, and responsibility between the participants (Higgins, 
2013). Participants seek relevance and accessibility in their musical activities, which can 
be exemplified through music selection, event types, and the manner in which the music 
activity is accomplished, whether listening, improvising, or performing (Higgins, 2012). 
Leaders of community ensembles often see themselves as facilitators and work to 
encourage dialogue with participants that is “open, honest, and respectful” (Coffman & 
Higgins, 2012, p. 855). 
The Adult and Community Music Education Special Research Interest Group web 
site (ACME SRIG, n.d.) defines a community music ensemble as “an instrumental or 
vocal group that is typically comprised of volunteer amateur or semi-professional 
musicians.” Communities of these types of ensembles are built around the specific type 
of instrumentation (i.e., orchestra, band, or choir), proximity (location), or common 
interests (i.e., culture, occupation, or ethnicity). Patterson (1985) added that a community 
band is partly or wholly funded by its particular community. Spencer (1996), Chiodo 
(2001), Bowen (1995), Heintzelman (1988), and Fuller (1973) added that membership is 
primarily adult, and Martin (1983) indicated that participation in the group does not 
satisfy any outside requirements, such as school or military credit. Community chorus 
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definitions indicate similar assumptions regarding amateur status, repertoire, and 
rehearsal/performance characteristics (Belz, 1994; Faivre-Ransom, 2001; Holmquist, 
1995; Tipps, 1992). 
The vision statement of the Community Music Activity (CMA) commission of 
the International Society for Music Education (ISME) resonates with the benefits and 
activities already mentioned. The CMA states:  
We believe that everyone has the right and ability to make, create, and enjoy their 
own music. We believe that active music making should be encouraged and 
supported at all ages and at all levels of society. Community Music activities do 
more than involve participants in music making; they provide opportunities to 
construct personal and communal expressions of artistic, social, political, and 
cultural concerns. Community Music activities do more than pursue musical 
excellence and innovation; they can contribute to the development of economic 
regeneration and can enhance the quality of life for communities. Community 
Music activities encourage and empower participants to become agents for 
extending and developing music in their communities. In all these ways 
Community Music activities can complement, interface with, and extend formal 
music education structures (http://www.isme.org/cma). 
Community orchestras, bands, and choirs generally have a connection to a specific 
community, most often driven by geographic location (ACME SRIG, n.d.). In addition to 
a general connection of music making, these groups might also be connected by societal 
groupings, such as with gay and lesbian ensembles. Some ensembles, particularly choirs, 
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are often a community drawn together by gender, as with men’s or women’s choruses. 
The Texas Medical City Orchestra, a community orchestra in Houston, is an ensemble 
consisting specifically of medical professionals, drawn together by both music making 
and profession. The New Horizons ensembles draw together senior citizens to renew their 
skills in playing instruments or to learn those skills for the first time (NHIMA web site, 
n.d.). A common factor in all of these ensembles is their dependence on volunteers to 
make the music. 
Most participants in community music ensembles, particularly bands and 
orchestras, received instruction on their instruments and engaged in learning experiences 
in school ensembles. Lifelong makers of music often share common musical experiences, 
backgrounds, and educations that affect their decision to continue making music into 
adulthood. There may be benefits to music educators’ awareness of the impact of certain 
musical activities (and combinations of activities) on these participants, particularly those 
activities that impressed the students to continue making music into adulthood.  
Community orchestras share in all these qualities as community music 
organizations and—as with community bands and choruses—have their own unique 
histories and offerings. The most visible differences between a band and orchestra are in 
instrumentation. Bands consist of the woodwind, brass, and percussion families of 
instruments, and orchestras add the string family. Bands tend to use more varieties of 
instruments within the families they employ, such as saxophones and euphoniums. 
Orchestral works occasionally call for more varied instrumentation, but generally not 
until later periods of music. Both types of ensembles offer quality repertoires that provide 
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players the opportunity to read and experience good music. Both foster discipline and 
teamwork in the learning process, along with the individual skill and expression that are 
part of the experience. According to Shansky (2010), “Community orchestra participation 
is a viable and active form of adult informal education” (p. 1). It is part of a greater 
community and is also a community within itself, suggesting that the social interaction is 
important as an extension to the music making. The web site for the Pacific Symphony, a 
community orchestra in southern California, describes the orchestra as providing “people 
of all ages and circumstance with lifelong musical experiences and opportunities to 
participate in the creative process.” In addition, “playing in an orchestra fosters discipline 
and teamwork as well as individual skill and expression—an experience every . . . person 
deserves.” These qualities overlap with other community ensembles, however, the culture 
of different types of performing ensembles varies, along with the nature of participation 
amongst choral and instrumental activities (Mantie, 2012).  
All community ensembles and participants have qualities that are distinguishing 
to each, including instrumentation and a body of repertoire. As such, large instrumental 
ensemble participants have some distinctive characteristics that are a part of why these 
ensembles remain a valuable part of community music offerings. These qualities are no 
more or less valuable than other types of groups, but the qualities are nonetheless 
important to those who continue to participate. Community orchestra participants read 
music, which grants the performance of a distinctive collection of music repertoire. This 
repertoire is specific to the orchestra based on instrumentation, and the specific 
instrumentation can vary between pieces within the orchestral genre because of variety in 
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composer choices, the expansion of the orchestra over time that included increased 
numbers, and the addition of new instruments. Allsup (2012) ascertained that interaction 
with repertoire of large ensembles also gave participants access to traditions of 
symphonic music that exist beyond their day-to-day experiences. 
McPherson, Davidson, and Faulkner (2012) suggest that a benefit of large 
ensemble participation lies in the allowance for a variety of participant skill levels 
because of “high levels of task interdependence” (p. 118). Because each part is interlaced 
with the parts of others, even less skilled participants can feel like they are “making a 
contribution to a highly valued and complex conjunctive task that generates a sense of 
competency, and that regularly exposes them to the modeling of more advanced 
techniques” (p. 119). The social interdependence is beneficial as well because more 
experienced players often demonstrate positive reinforcement of ideas of active music 
participation. McPherson et al (2012) attributed the impact of large ensembles to a 
positive sense of collective identity, encouraging each player of taking on not just the 
identity of cellist or percussionist but a musician in a particular band or orchestra. 
Chiodo (1997) discussed the culture specific to a community orchestra, including 
general characteristics as well as comparisons to playing in a band. She found there are 
two perceived sections in an orchestra—the strings and the winds, with the percussion 
being connected loosely with the winds. She found that social interaction was not 
common between the sections during or after rehearsals and was unusual even within 
sections. There were often conflicts between the musicians, and these players did not 
linger after rehearsals to socialize. 
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Although these broad descriptors apply to a single community orchestra, Chiodo 
(1997) confirmed with players that these traits are not uncommon in other community 
orchestras and even professional orchestras. According to participants interviewed, the 
social aspect in bands tends to be friendlier. Chiodo also noted that playing in an 
orchestra tended to differ from doing so in a band in distinct ways for the woodwinds, 
brass, and percussion. The woodwinds are frequently featured soloist within orchestral 
works, while full section use is more common in band music. Even when not specifically 
playing solos lines in the orchestra, all woodwind and brass players play individually on 
their parts, and each is expected to have rehearsed their music and be prepared for the 
rehearsals. Bands tend to allow for multiple players per part. In addition, although brass 
and percussion players have longer periods of not playing in orchestral music compared 
to a band setting, most informants “felt that playing in an orchestra was more demanding 
than playing in a band” (p. 153). Many compared orchestral playing to chamber music 
playing, with a great deal of responsibility placed on each individual involved in the 
overall effort. 
Tritt (1961) investigated the community orchestra and its rise in presence and 
importance to the cultural life of the cities in which they were formed. Professional 
symphony orchestras were formed in the late 19th century, primarily driven by the 
expectations of European immigrants and their expectations of Western art traditions. 
When amateur groups began to appear shortly thereafter, their abilities were far removed 
from the polish and origination of the professionals. 
Fain (an unpublished dissertation cited by Tritt, 1961) reported that numerous 
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community orchestras were founded in many parts of the United States from 1839 to the 
turn of the century. While rehearsal and performance schedules varied greatly, many of 
these ensembles grew into professional orchestras. By 1950, the American Symphony 
Orchestra League (ASOL) began to encourage the development of amateur orchestras. 
Official statistics from the ASOL indicated approximately 1,100 orchestras in the United 
States, with 1,078 of those classified as community orchestras (Tritt, 1961). It is not clear 
how the ASOL defined the term community. No current statistics are available. 
The increased presence of community orchestras was credited for encouraging 
communities to use the musical resources they had available instead of waiting for a 
professional orchestra to stop on a tour. The growth of these “community-centered 
orchestras fostered by American people pointed to a new concept among thousands of 
amateur musicians who presumably placed greater value on performing in their own 
orchestra than in listening to one that was brought to them” (Tritt, 1961, p. 6). Tritt 
suggested the growth of community orchestras might have been a contributing factor in a 
transformation of the audience and participants in orchestral music. No longer were the 
concerts sponsored and attended by the elite only, instead being encouraged by all levels 
of people in a community. This history of cultural influence has solidified the importance 
of the community orchestra, an ensemble initially created for its aesthetic values that 
transformed a cultural impression into an enlightening current of music education and 
participation for members of smaller and less-urban communities (Tritt, 1961). 
According to Rosenbaum (1967), the community orchestra was an element of 
orchestral experience that was unique to the United States in its composition of more 
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amateur, nonprofessional performers. The participants in these groups were lovers of 
music who exposed “the irresistible urge of any normal human being to improve, even a 
little” (p. 171). Van Horn (1979) categorized community orchestras according to their 
objective. According to Van Horn, community orchestras that were isolated from larger 
metropolitan areas served as “self-sufficient cultural areas, contributing to community-
wide needs” (p. 3). In contrast, the groups in larger metropolitan areas, where 
professional groups most likely held the main focus of cultural activities, served in a 
different capacity, possibly serving special segments of the population or simply for the 
satisfaction and fulfillment of the players themselves. This would suggest that, while 
there is a consistency in the objective of giving musicians an opportunity to play in a non-
professional setting, each of these groups would also have an additional objective in how 
it associated with its community, an objective that would be unique to each ensemble.  
Two early studies researched community orchestras and made an effort to 
describe their characteristics—Kaplan (1958) and Tritt (1961). Kaplan (1958) oversaw a 
study on music in American life and the community. Within that report, which explored a 
variety of community connections to music, Kaplan defined community orchestra in 
terms that distinguished it from a professional orchestra. He indicated that community 
groups were primarily filled with amateur musicians who played because of an 
“avocational interest in music” (p. 44). Community orchestras would typically rehearse 
one evening a week and hold performances on Sundays or in the evening. In addition, 
these groups depended upon community support, for both players and financial support.  
Tritt (1961) described community orchestras by first advising that other types of 
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groups use different terminology for similar types of organizations. These terms include 
community symphony and civic orchestra and will often be used interchangeably in 
research. Tritt’s determination of characteristics of these groups follows along with 
Kaplan’s: Instrumentalists are drawn from the surrounding communities and are mostly 
amateurs who do something outside of music for their occupation. If players do receive 
payment for playing, it is not sufficient to consider as a sole source of income support. 
Tritt took further steps in articulating performance expectations that included balanced 
instrumentation, competent leadership, and works from orchestral repertoire.  
For this study, community orchestra is defined as a community-based ensemble 
that consists of a standard orchestral instrumentation of strings, woodwinds, brass, and 
percussion, rehearses on a regular basis, performs at least once per year, and includes 
primarily adult members who do not “receive the majority of their livelihood from 
participation in the ensemble” (Bowen, 1995, p. 44).  
Research Problem 
In 1942, Potthoff stated that the “first purpose of a program of general education 
is to contribute . . . to the student’s preparation for the needs of everyday life” (p. 73). In 
1996, Bruner extended that rationale to a concept of quality of life by indicating that the 
“function of education is to enable people . . . to operate at their fullest potential, to equip 
them with the tools and the sense of opportunity to use their wits, skills, and passions to 
the fullest” (p. 67). These authors suggest that the main function of education is to 
provide students with the skills needed to have a successful and fulfilling life, and Bruner 
suggested that active engagement is a part of that success and fulfillment (1996).  
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As with general education, music educators also desire to provide skills that can 
and should be used beyond the classroom. Dykema (1931) connected general and music 
education, indicating that, if it is the duty of general education to encourage students to 
explore activities that they would not have pursued had it not been for schools, then 
school music should seek the same. Dykema and Gehrkens (1941) asserted the 
importance of music participation as something that can bring a “higher level of 
satisfaction than is provided by most of life” (p. xix), something that can continue to 
bring joy and “nurture for the spirit” (p. xxiv).  
Texas has a large number of schools and students who participate in high school 
music competitions. The University Interscholastic League (UIL), the Texas organization 
that provides educational extracurricular music contests (among other disciplines), 
indicated 1,337 high school string and full orchestras participated in spring 2012 
competitions. Student participation in competing orchestras for the 2010–2011 school 
year topped 44,000 (UIL Student Participation Report 10-11). There is no indication by 
the UIL that each of these 1,337 orchestras represents a single school, and some schools 
send both full and string orchestras to competitions. However, even if the number of 
groups is cut in half to compensate for possible duplication, 668 competing orchestras in 
Texas high schools is vast in comparison to the 18 active community orchestras in the 
state. This disparity in numbers indicated a tremendous gap between the number of 
players in Texas high schools and those who participate in Texas community orchestras, 
even though a community orchestra would most mirror the structure of the high school 
ensembles.  
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There are many reasons why a person may choose to discontinue playing an 
instrument after graduation, and those who do continue playing may choose to make 
music in other ways than in an adult amateur orchestra. Even so, it is reasonable to 
believe that a good number of these alumni would consider participation in the type of 
ensemble with which they played in school, possibly even beginning participation prior 
to graduation. Because there are many more school string orchestras than full 
orchestras—and all the community orchestras in this study were found to be full 
orchestras—it might also be an opportunity for players with only string orchestra 
experience to also play with winds and percussion, expanding their musical experiences 
and practices.  
The research problem that drove this research was the disparity between school 
orchestra activities and community orchestra participation. As with general education, 
music education goals include the teaching of skills that can be used beyond the 
classroom. There are a great number of high school participants in orchestra who are 
choosing not to continue playing as adults. While community orchestra is only one of 
many options of making music after school orchestra involvement, the number of 
community orchestras with which to play and the total number of participants is small 
compared to school orchestra opportunities and players. This study sought to explore the 
standing of Texas community orchestras and create a profile of those that participate in 
them. Using patterns of activities found, it was anticipated that these investigations would 
encourage further discussion about the increase of participation in these types of 
ensembles.  
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Theoretical Framework 
This study on adult community orchestras is grounded in Stebbins’ (1977) ideas 
of serious leisure. Stebbins first introduced this concept through his early studies on 
leisure activities and amateurism. He first observed two general types of leisure 
participants, the dabbler and the amateur. The dabbler took part in what Stebbins later 
termed casual leisure, which he described in terms of immediate gratification with 
minimal training required. In contrast, an amateur took part in serious leisure, which 
displayed actions born of “necessity, obligation, and commitment” (Stebbins, 1977, p. 
583).  
Stebbins (2007) described leisure as “uncoerced activity engaged during free 
time, which people want to and, in either a satisfying or a fulfilling way (or both), use 
their abilities and resources to succeed” (p. 4). He explained activity as a three-part 
action. An activity (a) is a pursuit of some kind; (b) involves physical and/or mental 
engagement; and (c) is motivated by “achieving a desired end” (Stebbins, 2009, p. 170). 
Over 30 years after his initial research, Stebbins (2009) portrayed serious leisure as a 
“systematic pursuit of an . . . activity sufficiently substantial, interesting, and fulfilling for 
the participant to find a (leisure) career there acquiring and expressing a combination of 
its special skills, knowledge, and experience” (p. 170). He contrasted this idea with two 
other forms of leisure: casual leisure, which, as before, is considered less “substantial,” 
and project-based leisure, which can take on the extensive commitment and skill 
requirements of serious leisure, but in a short-term situation. 
Stebbins (2007) dubbed his early work in the study of leisure as the Fifteen-Year 
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Project. During those years, he interviewed participants in a variety of disciplines, 
including archeology, astronomy, baseball, theater, and classical music. Through 
inclusion of such diverse fields of interest, areas of science, sports, and the arts were 
represented. In each area, Stebbins discovered that most amateurs interviewed “decisively 
distanced themselves from the dominant conception of leisure as ‘simply a good time,’ 
…by underscoring the seriousness with which they approached their avocational passion” 
(Stebbins, 2007, p. 101). Further characterization by Stebbins (1992) of those who pursue 
serious leisure activities proposed the following attributes: perseverance in completing 
the activity; putting forward a significant effort in acquiring the knowledge, experience, 
and skill needed to participate; development of group identity in community; experience 
of durable benefits; and a strong connection to the activity. Lasting advantages of serious 
leisure activities, according to Stebbins (2007), include “self-actualization, self-
enrichment, self-expression, regeneration or renewal of self, feelings of accomplishment, 
enhancement of self-image, social interaction and belongingness, and lasting physical 
products of the activity” (p. 11). Coffman (2006) described the general attributes of 
serious leisure in terms of “earnestness and commitment” that require structure and 
organization, making a good argument for community ensembles as an option for serious 
leisure. 
Kaplan (1960) began investigating the existence of different types of leisure prior 
to Stebbins’ establishment of the serious leisure terminology, but some of his research 
implied similar ideas regarding different types of leisure. When Kaplan (1960) 
established his classifications of leisure, one descriptor read: “[T]he inclusion of an entire 
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range [of activities] from inconsequence and insignificance to weightiness and 
importance” (p. 22). While many of his predecessors saw leisure activities as free time 
used inconsequentially, Kaplan saw that within those activities existed a wide range of 
interests in all areas of human experience. For this reason, the level of seriousness or 
significance was not a relevant consideration as to whether or not something was 
considered a leisure activity.  
Csikszentmihalyi (1997) spoke specifically to ideas of active leisure, which were 
a source of positive experiences and quite often responsible for moments of flow. Those 
involved described their experience as a “sense of effortless action they feel in moments 
that stand out as the best in their lives” (p. 29). In his research, Csikszentmihalyi reported 
that people who played musical instruments tended to be “more happy, motivated, 
concentrated, and more often in flow than in any other part of the day” (p. 39). For 
musicians, this flow quite often occurs when an enthusiasm to play well, their abilities, 
and the level of music put before them all come into alignment. Elliott (1993) extended 
on this idea when he suggested, “no endeavor can continue to provide self-growth and 
enjoyment for long unless both the challenges and the knowledge that define the pursuit 
become more complex over time” (p. 85). Self-growth and optimal experiences (flow) are 
most likely to take place when a musical challenge can be met with the appropriate level 
of musicianship (Elliott, 1993). Music has a unique quality in that there are always new 
challenges in music and new things to learn (Gates, 1999). All of these descriptions 
correspond with Stebbins’ established ideals of serious leisure. 
Of special interest in this theoretical framework is a perspective Stebbins (1980) 
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addressed within his concept of serious leisure, that is, a theory about amateurs. Amateurs 
choose activities based on their personal appeal but determine that they want to do more 
than simply “dabble” in the pursuit. For them, “the activity transforms into an avocation 
in which the participant is motivated by seriousness and commitment, as these are 
expressed in both regimentation (such as practice and rehearsals) and in systemization 
(such as schedules and organization)” (p. 414). This is a transformation experienced by 
many community music participants, including the community orchestra musician, so 
viewing this research through the lens of serious leisure will assist in how data collected 
is seen and interpreted.  
Need for Study 
The relationship between adult music participation and school music education 
should be of significant interest to music educators. Active music making as an adult can 
be a result of many sources of learning, but participation in community orchestras has a 
share of the representation of successful music training received as part of school 
experiences. Persistence in active music making can be manifest though transferable 
skills learned or of fostering a love for making music that continues beyond the 
classroom. Music educators in learning systems outside traditional school classrooms, 
such as those who teach the Suzuki Method for strings, also have an interest here, as the 
concern for continuance in the use of musical skills applies to all.  
There are many reasons individuals might put their instrument away instead of 
continuing their music making, and these reasons are varied and valid. Many leave school 
with the sole concern of finding work or continuing learning in higher education. Those 
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who play on instruments provided by the school lose access to their instrument. Others, 
especially those in very active school programs, may experience burnout that leaves them 
without a desire to continue.  
Mantie (2008) suggested two areas of concern in regard to students making music 
beyond their formal schooling and into adulthood. One is that music students often do not 
see themselves as “co-participating in a real, ‘in-the-world’ social practice” (p. 220). This 
can occur when the focus of the learning experience is on factors outside the music, such 
as contest scores or test grades. The second concern is that “teachers do not view their 
teaching as leading toward a goal of lifelong participation” (Mantie, 2008, p. 223). 
Students interviewed did not consider what they could do with their music after 
graduation and their teachers discussed no other options with them unless the possibility 
involved music as a professional option. The students interviewed by Mantie are but a 
small number of those who participate in school music programs, so it is probable that 
there are exceptions to these two concerns. However, in looking at the disparity between 
school music participation and that of community orchestras in Texas, there are some 
consistencies in Mantie’s results. Regardless, participation in music activities as an adult 
does reflect positively on the music programs in which they participated.  
Sur (1932) supported a community music—school music link when he 
encouraged music supervisors to form “choruses, orchestras, and other musical activities 
among the students who have completed school and have ceased to use participation in 
music as a constructive force in their lives” (p. 25). While the ways in which music is 
consumed and experienced have changed since the time of Sur’s research, it is still 
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relevant that community music opportunities need to exist. Community orchestras, bands, 
and choirs are the types of ensembles most likely experienced by musicians in their 
school years, so the transference of those skills to ensembles similar the ones they knew 
during school could facilitate continuance after school.  
The present study was modeled after the Bowen (1995) study on adult community 
bands in the southeast United States. In his study, Bowen identified active community 
bands in Alabama, Florida, and Georgia, and created a profile of participants of those 
groups through a questionnaire. That profile included aspects of education, personal and 
musical characteristics, and musical activities. The questionnaire for the current study on 
community orchestras was based on the Bowen model. In addition, the need for the study 
presented by Bowen was influential, as there is a shared concern regarding the disparity 
between school activities and adult music education and a desire to bring awareness of 
that gap to music education leaders.  
As the director of various amateur ensembles over two decades, I have always 
been fascinated by the dedication and persistence of those participating. I have led a 
variety of volunteer-based groups, including a community band, choir, orchestra, and 
church orchestra. Interest in conducting this study arose from a desire to have a better 
awareness of why musicians decide to continue playing in these types of nonprofessional 
orchestras after completing formal schooling. Most musicians who play wind, string, or 
percussion instruments appropriate to community orchestras learned to do so in an 
organized school setting that included band and/or orchestra. School ensembles are often 
the primary source of learning for musicians to improve in individual instrument 
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technique and are also where students discover and apply skills needed to work together 
with others to create a quality ensemble sound.  
Because of the great variety of music making opportunities in Texas, the small 
number of community orchestras compared to the number of school orchestras does not 
necessarily designate a lack of success in school music programs; however, it does 
indicate a lack of continuance to participate in large string-based ensembles. Music 
activities cover a broad range of opportunities and can be experienced in many ways, 
including smaller ensembles and a wide variety of genres. Nevertheless, it is important to 
profile the individual players who have chosen to play in these Texas community 
orchestras to determine whether patterns of experiences may be found. Any patterns 
observed could indicate paths to increase the number of players who stay engaged in 
these types of groups. 
The present study provides a general overview of community orchestras in Texas 
and presents a general profile of the amateur orchestral musicians who play in these 
groups. This image, one that includes participants’ school music experiences along with 
other factors, might assist music educators in creating an experience more likely to instill 
a desire in their students to continue making music into adulthood. It is possible that, like 
Bowen (1995) influences on continuance, negative and positive, are discovered. 
A possible factor of continuance can be in awareness of the existence of 
community ensembles; therefore, the creation of a list of community orchestras in Texas 
is a benefit of this study. From my own experience as the current director of community 
orchestra and former director of a community band and a community choir, it can be a 
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challenge to get information out about your ensemble. Access to an ensemble that is 
within relatively close proximity of work or home can be a deciding factor of 
participation (Bowen, 1995), but none of that is relevant if there is not awareness that the 
ensemble exists.  
There are a great number of studies regarding the positive impact of active music 
making as an adult. Many studies have specifically considered community choirs and 
bands, but none have unequivocally addressed community orchestras and how their 
participants might reflect the ideals of serious leisure. The musical and social culture of 
each genre is distinctive and should be reviewed with that in mind. Knowledge of 
community orchestras in Texas and the experiences of their participants will give 
awareness of the experiences of these musicians and, hopefully, facilitate awareness of 
how these factors might be influenced by the music educator in ways that will encourage 
more continuance into adulthood. 
Purpose and Research Questions 
The purpose of this study was to identify and assess Texas community orchestras 
and create a demographic and musical profile of participants. A list of orchestras was 
compiled and organization data was collected from each ensemble. Information collected 
included location, number of players, and how the organization was organized. Data 
collected for the participant profile included educational and musical training, musical 
activities, and demographics. Community ensembles in Texas had not yet been 
investigated, so this present study will provide new information to consider in relation to 
other community ensemble studies.  
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This study addresses the following specific research questions: 
1. What is the organizational status of adult community orchestras currently 
active in the State of Texas? 
2. What are the demographic characteristics of members of adult community 
orchestras in the State of Texas? 
3. What is the education and musical training of those who participate in adult 
community orchestras in Texas? 
4. In which selected musical activities do members of adult community 
orchestras in Texas report having participated? 
Delimitations 
The questionnaire was administered to community orchestras only in the State of 
Texas. For this reason, generalization of the results of this study beyond this region and 
these participants should be considered with caution. Bias was closely monitored because 
I am the music director of one of these active community orchestras.  
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Chapter 2 
Review of Literature 
Community orchestra participation as an adult is just one manifestation of lifelong 
music making, and playing in one of these groups is likely a demonstration of the skills 
and values learned in school orchestras and bands. Knowledge can be powerful when put 
to good use, and expanding awareness of characteristics of those who participate in 
community groups can potentially lead to more involvement in these types of activities. 
Awareness of the existence of community groups also adds to more possibilities of 
participation. According to the 2010 U.S. Census, adult populations continue to increase 
at higher proportions to youth (2011a), and the ways those adults use their time are of 
interest (Bureau of Labor Statistics, 2014). According to the National Endowment for the 
Arts 2012 Survey of Public Participation in the Arts, only 2.2% of adults practiced or 
performed classical music, down from 3.1% in 2008.  
Adult engagement in music activities needs to increase to maintain the assertion 
that music education is an important part of the school leaning experience. For this study, 
the consideration of large ensemble activities as a viable option to facilitate that 
continuance of music making into adulthood is in focus. Are the orchestras and bands 
still valuable to schools and communities? I believe so, because I believe that these large 
ensemble experiences facilitate unique musical opportunities due to genre-specific 
traditions and repertoire, just as with all other music genres. These large ensembles do 
facilitate a large number of participants, and also encourage community involvement 
within the group, as well as in a wider cultural context (Zeserson, 2002).  
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The National Endowment for the Arts (2013) reported participation (practice or 
performance) in classical music at only 2.2% of the population surveyed, well below the 
31.6% who participated in the highest participation item of social dancing. The 
percentage of participants in classical music has declined almost 30% since 1982 (NEA, 
2013). As music educators witness this decline, it is important to consider ways to 
encourage continuance for their students. It is possible that consideration of the 
experiences of those who have continued making music in the community orchestras 
studied here might facilitate changes that could increase the number of students making 
music beyond of the classroom.  
The literature review explores the following topics: amateurs, adult education, 
adult participation in music, and community music ensembles. For those who regularly 
play in a community orchestra, serious leisure is likely their experience—specifically, 
music participation as amateur musicians. It has been my experience that there are those 
who participate as “dabblers,” but those are not generally the players who are committed 
for the long term. Because all music engagement is a form of learning (Higgins, 2012), 
adult education will then be reviewed, including research specific to adult music 
education and lifelong learning. Finally, adult participation in music and community 
music ensembles will be considered.  
Amateurs 
Stebbins (1977) initially described amateurs, such as those involved in 
community orchestras, in contrast to professionals. Stebbins was clear that amateurs 
could not exist where there was not a professional counterpart, because “amateurs are 
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people who engage in activities that, for other people, constitute work roles” (p. 588). 
Two guidelines were helpful: professionals made at least half their income from their 
craft, while amateurs only supplemented their income (if there was income at all), and 
professionals invested a great deal more time in their pursuits than amateurs. Stebbins 
went further, however, to relate more commonalities between amateurs and professionals. 
In most instances, both are adults, and each has an audience (public). Also, both amateurs 
and professionals practice a “widespread knowledge of a specialized technique” 
(Stebbins, 1977, p. 589) and are attentive to keeping those skills viable. Just as with 
professionals, an amateur “engages in an activity that is freely chosen because of its 
strong appeal (amateur as amator). Moreover, this activity is a genuine pursuit; the 
participant is motivated by seriousness and commitment” (Stebbins, 1993, p. 34).  
The term amateur is defined by the Online Merriam-Webster Dictionary in three 
ways: “1. devotee, admirer; 2. one who engages in a pursuit, study, science, or sport as a 
pastime rather than as a profession; 3. one lacking in experience and competence in an art 
or science.” The etymology of amateur is French, from the Latin amator for “lover” and 
amare, meaning “to love.” To be an amateur is to love what one does. However, with this 
love comes a stigma that an individual could do no better with music so had to settle for a 
nonprofessional status (Booth, 1999). Stebbins (1977) agreed with this statement, as the 
amateurs must love what the do, or they would not do it. However, professionals do not 
“dislike” their work simply because they do it to earn a living—love for and dedication to 
an activity are common with both classifications. 
Unfortunately, the term amateur carries with it certain negative connotations in 
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the music world (Booth, 1999). Bliss (1904/1969) affirmed that the amateur works for 
love of the experience, not for financial gain. The amateur “cultivates an art or a sport, a 
study or an employment, because of his taste for it; he is attached to it, not because it 
gives him a living, but because it ministers to his life” (p. 4). Such noble intentions and 
rewards should be viewed positively, but even in the profession of music education, there 
can be challenges. Even Bliss, in his kind words about amateurs, reminded his readers of 
the problems, which he referred to as “amateurish qualities” (p. 11). These traits often 
make amateurs ineffective in their efforts because, “after all, it is not a vital matter 
whether he succeed or fail” (p. 11). The professional, on the other hand, must “do well or 
starve,” so he or she can be depended on much more consistently than the amateur. 
An unfortunate paradox is evident in the idea that music should be available for 
all, but because of a trend in specialization as professionals, the role of music in a 
person’s life may be diminished to passive consumption alone (Regelski, 2007). There is 
a place for all, and success is preferred, of course, but in the spirit of an amateur, what is 
more important “is the courage with which one rides into the lists” (Bliss, 1904/1969, p. 
34). The attitude in the journey is as important as the results of the destination. 
Booth (1999) defined amateuring as “the active, committed, disciplined (or 
discipled), enlivening, and loving pursuit of . . . music. It is a form of ‘loving play’ that is 
vigorous, demanding, and compelling” (Regelski, 2007, p. 27). Booth stated, in making 
music with others, the amateur is not “killing time,” but living it, making something of it. 
Amateurs work as they play and “keep on working” (p. 16). 
Understanding amateuring in the context of music education lies in recognizing 
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seven stages of participation and appreciation: (a) admiration, (b) student amateurs, 
(c) “good time,” (d) making time, (e) listening, (f) independent musicianship, and (g) the 
medium as the message (Regelski, 2007). Regelski noted research that showed virtually 
everyone is attracted to music. Nurturing that basic attraction to music is the basis of 
promoting amateuring and lifelong music making. Students are amateurs in that they are 
not paid, and encouraging them in a capacity to initiate and sustain their enthusiasm for 
music in whatever capacity can lead them to a feeling that life seems incomplete without 
it. The idea of a “good time” lies in the notion that participating in amateuring is “time 
well spent” (p. 31). Amateur musicians are understood to make or find the time necessary 
to make music for that reason. As Booth (1999) stated, “[T]he amateur chooses . . . to 
pursue what life does not require” (p. 57). 
Listening, the fifth stage of lifelong music making, indicates that amateuring is 
“always informed by awareness and appreciation of musical expertise” (Regelski, 2007, 
p. 33). Listening to music is not seen as a negative, but instead gives amateurs an 
awareness of excellence that is their original source of admiration and serves as an aural 
model for making improvements in their skills. Independent musicianship is an essential 
element of amateuring. Students who are led by directors who make all musical decisions 
generally do not continue making music into adulthood because they do not have the 
skills to do so. The final stage, according to Regelski, is “the medium as the message,” 
encouraging music educators to inspire amateuring by utilizing tasks that are often a part 
of amateuring. In particular, he mentioned lessening ties to notation to encourage playing 
by ear and sight-reading, two skills encouraged in a study 40 years earlier by Ordway 
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(1964). 
In the context of the current study, the amateur, the one who loves making music 
as his or her avocation, is a key component of community music ensembles. These 
players do not make their living through these groups, yet they are, for the most part, 
dedicated to the ensemble and to learning the music to the best of their abilities—and 
operating under Stebbins’ concept of serious leisure. While they have good days and bad 
days in their playing experiences, they continue to work and apply the concepts that most 
learned in school.  
Adult Education 
Community music participants experience paths of learning each time they play 
their instruments. Whether learning a new passage of notated music or trying to improve 
the tone they produce on their instrument, these musicians are attempting to apply 
previous experiences to new ones, therefore learning new things. Profiles of large 
community ensemble participants have found that at least three-quarters of players are 
over the age of 30, so a majority of participants are adults (Bowen, 1995; Spencer, 1996). 
As adults, these players’ approach to learning is different than when they were in school, 
as the following will reveal. 
Adult education is defined first by the clarification of who should be considered 
an adult. Brookfield (1986) classified adults as having “attained the legal and 
chronological status of adulthood” (p. 2). This is not an uncommon definition because, 
legally, people are considered adults at the age of 18. However, many 18 year olds do not 
immediately take on adult roles because some are still in secondary school and many 
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continue schooling into college or technical school, delaying the onset of adult 
responsibilities. Adulthood is often defined in cultural and societal terms, including 
concepts of psychological maturity and social roles. Hanson and Mott (2010) considered 
“chronological age” in their overview of adult status and an adult’s ability and drive to 
experience learning activities but also noted other important factors that include 
“biological or physical age (physical condition), psychology (developmental maturity), 
and social age (perception of roles and expectations at any given point in life)” (p. 14). 
Coffman (2002) considered two functions in defining adulthood: social and 
developmental. According to Coffman, cognitive and emotional maturity come at 
different times for different persons, so the arrival of adulthood varies. He suggested that, 
by definition, adults “have ended their continuous formal schooling and have taken on 
adult social roles” (p. 199). Hansman and Mott (2010) defined adults in this way: 
“Persons may be considered adults when they have taken on the social, psychological, 
and/or economic roles typically expected of their cultures and collective societies” (p. 
14).  
Although a significant amount of adult education is perceived as continuing 
education for the increase of job skills, the education of adults is quite broad and varied. 
Included is “Academic Basic Education (teaching basic learning and survival skills to the 
undereducated), continuing education efforts for personal and professional development, 
for enhanced career opportunities, and enrichment activities for the highly educated” 
(Verduin, Miller, & Greer, 1977, p. 3). In describing adult education, Adler (1988) 
distinguished between schooling and education. He suggested that schooling is for 
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developing and training the young in preparation for a successful life and livelihood. In 
contrast, education is “learning done by mature men and women. Therefore, after 
schooling, education begins” (Adler, 1988, pp. 210–11). Adler contended that maturity is 
fundamental in the process of education because it is the combination of life experiences 
along with aging that lead to wisdom, which is the ultimate goal of learning. 
Andragogy 
Although no single learning theory for adults has come into general acceptance, a 
few authors have uncovered some characteristics that can be generalized concerning the 
adult learning process. One leading theory is andragogy, a term that can be traced back to 
1833 through German educator, Alexander Kapp. From its beginnings, andragogy has 
been viewed as the scholarly approach of how adults learn. In a more current context, 
andragogy is understood as the “science of understanding (=theory) and supporting 
(=practice) lifelong and lifewide education of adults” (Reischmann, 2004, p. 1). 
In the United States, Knowles (1980) brought attention to andragogy and its 
application to adult learning processes. He applied the concepts of andragogy to 
perceptions of adult learning, using this term as a contrast to pedagogy, a term commonly 
used in identifying concepts of childhood learning. According to Knowles, andragogy is 
“the art and science of helping adults learn” (p. 43). He based his model of adult learning 
on four basic assumptions: (a) As people mature, there is a shift from dependency on 
teachers to “self-directedness”; (b) adults accumulate life experiences that become “an 
increasingly rich resource for learning”; (c) the readiness of adults to learn is closely 
related to their perception of a need to learn; and (d) learning tends to be problem 
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centered rather than subject-centered because adult learners usually want to apply their 
knowledge immediately (Knowles, 1980, pp. 43–44). Knowles (2005) later added a fifth 
assumption: that adult learners are motivated to learn by internal rather than external 
factors. Furthermore, Pratt (1993) explained the concept of andragogy through 
humanistic values, including “placing the individual at the center of education, believing 
in the goodness and potency of each person, in each person’s potential growth toward 
self-actualization, and in autonomy and self-direction as signposts of adulthood” (p. 21). 
Characteristics of Adult Learners  
Through the study of andragogy, it becomes clear that adult learners are different 
from youth learners. Adult learners’ life experiences and maturity give them a distinctive 
approach to learning and affect their expectations and motivations to engage. Houle 
(1961) grouped adult learners by their reasons for participation: goal-oriented, activity-
oriented, or learning-oriented learners. The goal-oriented have a specific goal in mind 
before beginning, the activity-oriented are those who participate for social reasons, and 
the learning-oriented are those who perceive the learning process as the end in itself.  
Brookfield (1986) described adult learners as having these six characteristics: 
Adults (a) learn throughout their lifespans, with the primary motives most often linked to 
the negotiation of transitional periods in their lives; (b) exhibit a diversity of learning 
styles and learn for different purposes; (c) tend to view learning as problem centered and 
meaningful to specific life needs; (d) are affected (both positively and negatively) by 
prior experiences; (e) must see themselves as learners to be successful; and (f) tend 
toward self-directed learning. Other characteristics most common for the participants in 
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adult education include being ethnically homogeneous (primarily White American) and 
middle-class or upwardly mobile working-class families. 
Adults tend to choose their learning, whether it is to satisfy curiosity, to better 
themselves personally, or to increase their knowledge to improve a job situation. A self-
directed style of learning is common among adult learners. An adult’s learning is 
predominantly voluntary, often cooperative in nature, and requires mutual respect 
between teacher and learner (Coffman, 2006). Grow (1991) presented a situational 
leadership theory that can be helpful to those who teach adults. In this theory, the 
teacher’s role vacillates between teacher and facilitator based on the needs of the student 
and his or her skills in learning, knowledge of the subject matter, self-perceived 
competence, and commitment to the learning process. These adults must be able to see 
themselves as capable learners to succeed. 
Long (1983) suggested significant variables that influence adults to participate in 
a learning situation: age, gender, education, race/ethnicity, marital status, place of 
residence, learning location, income, and other socioeconomic concerns. Availability, 
interest, and affordability are important factors. General motivators found by Houle 
(1961) are goals, activities, and learning or, more precisely, seeking specific objectives 
such as job advancement, interest in the process of participation, and feeling rewarded for 
increasing personal knowledge. 
Characteristics of Adult Learning 
In addition to the characteristics and motivations of adult learners, effective 
educational practices must be addressed. Learning processes are different for adults, and 
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these processes deviate according to many variables, including culture and gender. 
Brookfield (1986) suggested six principles of adult learning, with most emerging from 
the concept of teacher as facilitator. First is that participation is voluntary. Circumstances 
might be beyond a learner’s control, such as divorce or job loss, but “the decision to learn 
is the learner’s” (p. 10). The second is the acknowledgment of all participants’ self-worth, 
and third is the recognition that learning is collaborative. Fourth is praxis, or action. 
“Learners and facilitators are in a continual process of activity, reflection upon activity, 
collaborative analysis of activity, new activity, further reflection and collaborative 
analysis, and so on” (p. 10). Fifth is the fostering of a spirit of critical reflection as a 
result of the facilitator/learner interactions and, finally, a nurturing environment that 
encourages self-directed and empowered adults. 
Boucouvalas and Lawrence (2010) presented adult learning perspectives that 
began with experiential learning. Experiential learning is based on the idea that adults 
create meaning from their experiences. These life events can be viewed in six categories: 
prior experience, current experience, new experience, learning from experience, learning 
from loss, and learning from others’ experience. Dewey (1938) argued that not all 
experiences are educational but, for learning to take place, there must be continuity and 
interaction. Continuity means that learners must be able to take what they have 
experienced and have the ability to modify it for use in the future. Interaction is based on 
the concept that learning occurs as a response to negotiation with another person as well 
as one’s environment. These principles suggest that techniques used in presenting a 
lesson and the environment in which it is offered is important to adult learners (Merriam 
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et al., 2007). 
The second principle of learning offered by Boucouvalas and Lawrence (2010), 
self-directed learning, evolved from the ideals of andragogy and represents the tendency 
of adults to determine their own paths of learning, whether out of necessity (repairing 
something that is broken) or value (seeking genealogical ancestry). The third perspective 
is that of transformative learning, a process that takes the learner beyond a simple 
expansion of knowledge to something broader in application that is both theoretical and 
ontological. Indigenous learning is that knowledge that is “local, organic, rooted in a 
particular culture, and passed on to future generations through an oral tradition” (p. 42). 
Adult Music Education 
Compared to general adult education, fewer studies have addressed adult arts 
education specifically and even fewer have addressed adult music education. Kerka 
(1997) attributed this gap to a “‘learning for earning’ climate” in education (p. 3). Most 
adult education is in some way related to increasing earning potential, either through a 
new field of study or increased skills in a current field. Kerka (1997) contended that the 
arts, because they are not generally pursued to increase income, are somehow perceived 
as being beneath other education pursuits, even though benefits to the learner have been 
shown in other research.  
The 2012 Survey of Public Participation in the Arts (NEA, 2013) for the first time 
explored participation in arts learning. The NEA found that half of the adults surveyed 
had taken some type of art class or lesson at some point in their lives, with a slightly 
higher percentage for females. The percentages increased significantly for those with 
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additional schooling. While only 8% of those who completed only grade school took an 
art class, those who had graduated high school were at 36%, and 73% of those with 
graduate school experience had taken a class. While 43% of all adults had taken art 
classes during their childhood, only 7% had done so in the prior year. From this study, it 
is clear that there exist crucial considerations for all leaders in the arts to work to better 
affect the continuance of adult engagement beyond childhood.  
In 1991, Bowles surveyed those in attendance at a music performance about their 
music experience and interest in adult music education opportunities. Course inquiries 
included interest in five categories: performing, composing, listening skills, and 
theoretical and historical academic studies. Those who responded positively to previous 
participation in music education had the highest level of interest in performing, with 
perceptive listening placing second.  
Aliapoulios (1970) established ideas about music education through a study of an 
amateur choral organization. He found that basic goals should be established to 
accommodate education for all. These goals included the provision of opportunity for all 
individuals to express themselves freely through performance, meeting their needs to 
develop as free, creative, and productive people. He stressed that instruction should 
emphasize “factors concerning the individual’s musical growth and fulfillment” (p. v). 
Even though most choral organizations at the time did not work from a clear curriculum 
guide, the organizations studied were “engaged in purposeful and fulfilling activities” (p. 
v). The more goal-oriented the group, the higher the likelihood of continuity and 
productivity, aligning with general ideals of adult education. The evidence gathered 
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supports the idea that adult amateur choral groups could be considered a form of 
continuing education. 
Meyers (1992) and Gates (1991) dispelled the misconception that adults are 
satisfied with mediocre performances. These studies indicated that adults want learning 
based on quality, musically satisfying experiences; therefore, high musical standards 
should always be at the fore. Educators in these adult-learning situations need to “set 
rigorous and appropriate standards [for musical activities] while recognizing that any 
type of participant may display high levels of skill and musicianship” (Dabback, 2003, 
n.p.). In debunking the myth that senior adults lack capacity and are frail, Dabback 
(2003) suggested, when adults are treated as competent and able, they will make a 
commitment to musical growth and development. His work shows that senior adults have 
a capacity for musical growth and that their growth capacity lasts throughout their 
lifetimes. Some physical challenges may arise because of the aging process, such as 
impaired vision or hearing and physical changes, but most of these can be addressed by 
adapting the learning environment to learners’ needs. 
Rohwer (2010) directed a community band for senior adults and explored the 
educational needs of both participants and nonparticipants. She surveyed current 
participants in community music ensembles and non-musicians in an attempt to 
determine interests in music learning activities. Because of her study, additional class 
offerings have been considered. For the musicians, music theory classes and additional 
instruction for string instruments could be added to the band instrument lessons already 
offered. For the non-musicians, music appreciation classes were being added. The sample 
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for the study was relatively small, so Rohwer was looking at better ways to collect data to 
assess the musical needs of adults. 
Dabback (2003) encouraged educators to look beyond the professional 
performance model of music education presented by Gates (1991) in furthering adult 
music education. Using andragogy as a framework, Dabback proposed, first, to dispel 
myths about the learning processes of older adults that include a lack of desire, a 
preference for passive activities and sedate music, satisfaction with mediocre 
performance practice, and absence of capacity to grow. Dabback found that adults, and 
especially older adults, want to participate in music activities. The National Endowment 
for the Arts (2008) reported over 28 million U. S. adults (12.6% of the surveyed 
population) had played a musical instrument in the 12 months before the survey. Of these 
28 million, 8% were aged 25 and older, the ages most likely to represent those who have 
taken on adult roles and responsibilities. 
Preferences in “musical activities are largely influenced by life contexts, and are 
the results of life situations, subjective motivations, and perceived benefits” (Dabback, 
2003, p. 5), so generalization in preferences is not possible. Dabback cited several studies 
with conflicting results because some participants preferred passive activities and others 
preferred to be actively involved. The variables could also carryover from other areas of 
study regarding active and passive preferences in general life activities. 
In a later study about senior adult band participation, Dabback (2007) offered 
several suggestions for the expansion of music education programs for adults, including 
teacher training that helps prepare students to work with adults, as well as younger 
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learners. Part of this training should focus on understanding the “importance of drawing 
on participants’ accumulated experience” and facilitating critical reflection and self-
directedness (p. 136). Dabback recommended programs for adult music learners continue 
to be offered and entry points expanded by encouraging open participation policies. In 
addition to large ensembles, small ensemble opportunities should be made available. 
Dabback also suggested that the structure of adult ensembles should be recognized as 
unique from school groups in their aim to intentionally promote peer modeling and 
mentoring among the participants. 
Adult Participation in Music 
Adult participation in music activities is diverse. Beyond even the broad 
perspectives of community music, any musical activity qualifies as participation in 
music. These activities include listening to recordings, playing piano alone, playing an 
instrument or singing with a group, or composing music for a computer game. For this 
research, the focus is on the active making of music, specifically in the context of a 
community orchestra setting. Many studies have addressed what motivates a person to 
become a lifelong learner in music and what keeps that person engaged in the process. In 
this overview, general studies regarding adult music participation will be discussed along 
with the ideas of carryover of school music experiences into adulthood, lifelong learning, 
and amateuring. 
A rise in organizations that show special attention to community music could be 
an indicator of the increased interest in raising the number of school musicians who 
continue making music into adulthood. The National Association for Music Education 
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established the Adult and Community Music Education Special Research Interest Group 
(ACME SRIG), and the International Society for Music Education (ISME) includes a 
Commission for Community Music Activity. The American Choral Directors Association 
recognizes community choirs in its overall membership, and many state organizations, 
such as Texas Music Educators Association, incorporate information beneficial to adult 
learning situations along with a student focus. An independent general community music 
organization is the North American Coalition for Community Music, and several 
organizations exist for specific areas of community music that reflect music of the most 
common school ensembles, including the Association of Concert Bands and Chorus 
America. 
General Studies of Adult Participation in Music 
Ordway (1964) presented the idea of carryover of musical activities continuing 
from a structured school setting into adulthood. In her study, Ordway surveyed the 
musical activities of recent high school graduates from two communities. Music 
participation by those surveyed included both civic and college activities, with the 
greatest number of positive responses in choral continuance. Ordway found that those 
students trained in more than one medium or instrument were more likely to carryover 
their musical interest into adulthood. Her respondents’ suggestions regarding future ideas 
for music education indicated a need for teachers to emphasize more “practical” aspects 
of music, such as playing by ear and improvisation. Especially important to current music 
education is the suggestion that music students “need encouragement toward self 
teaching” in that they must know how to continue learning without the presence of a 
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teacher (Ordway, 1964, p. 175).  
Lawrence and Dachinger’s (1967) study of factors related to continuance of music 
training into adult life indicated the greatest continuance of musical activity occurred 
among self-taught musicians. Other factors of positive influence were number of years of 
study, training in sight-reading and improvisation, and learning more than one 
instrument. Social aspects of music participation were suggested as motivating factors in 
Reidel’s study (1967), which specifically addressed the function of sociability in the 
sociology of music and music education. The author categorized the sociability of music 
in three types: the feeling of belonging to a group, the “feeling of togetherness through 
the performance of music,” and the promotion of organizations or societies (p. 149). Of 
special interest to this present study is the second category that addresses the feeling of 
performing with other musicians. Reidel suggested that organizations are formed to have 
a good time, both socially and musically. The possible attraction for the participants is 
not merely making music, but making music with others. For this reason, the social 
aspect of community music cannot be discounted as a valid reason for participation. 
Jutras (2006) acknowledged that adults who pursue piano and music do so of their 
own free will, “often investing large amounts of time, money, and effort in the process” 
(p. 98). In a study of self-reported benefits of adult piano study, Jutras noted the 
importance of self-directed behavior in those deciding to take a piano class, clarifying 
that students saw their experience as a leisure activity. Respondents indicated a wide 
range of gains from their participation. Accomplishment, play/fun, escape from routine, 
and personal growth led in the personal benefits area, and cultural understanding led in 
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the area of social and cultural benefits. Musical skill benefits were the highest ranked 
benefits reported overall, including skill improvement, musical knowledge, musicianship, 
music theory, and music listening.  
Perceptions of music making by higher education music students was the subject 
of a study by Kokotsaki and Hallam (2007). Three major themes emerged in their 
findings regarding music participation: “group music making as a musical act, group 
music making as a social act, and the perceived effects on the self and personal skills 
development” (p. 96). As a musical act, those involved deepened their musical 
knowledge, further developed their musicianship, and became more motivated to relate 
theoretical to practical musical understanding. The participants indicated a social benefit 
from the opportunities available to develop social and teamwork skills. In particular, 
skills acquired included learning to work together effectively, compromising, and 
offering support to one another. Learning to overcome challenges, building self-
confidence, growing in leadership skills, and improving concentration were a few of the 
perceived personal skills developed through group music making. 
A unique feature of the Kokotsaki and Hallam (2007) study was its focus on the 
effects garnered by playing in groups. Most studies in general music participation have 
not isolated this feature unless they were assessing a particular ensemble type, such as 
orchestra or band. The overarching values of playing with a group were musical, social, 
and personal. Those participating indicated that playing in groups offered variety from 
their individual practice and increased their playing time. In addition, these experiences 
were “opportunities to improve listening and aural skills in real life situations,” 
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cultivating confidence and musicianship in those that participated (p. 106). 
Concepts of Lifelong Learning and Music Activities 
Chiodo (1997) suggested six progressive stages in the creation of lifelong 
commitment to participation in music activities: (a) awareness of music in early 
childhood, (b) music participation beginning in childhood, (c) expansion of music 
activities in adolescence, (d) affirmation of music’s importance in early adulthood, 
(e) involvement in multiple groups in adulthood, and (f) fulfillment “when informants 
could not envision life without music” (p. xi). This multistage process appears to be 
representative of continued activity, and missing any stage could result in loss of interest 
in participation in making music into adulthood. The creation of lifelong music makers 
often begins before a child begins schooling because many positive factors in becoming 
adult participants originate with positive musical memories in the home (Belz, 1994). 
Positive modeling of music participation is helpful in formal schooling as well. Jellison 
(2000) suggested educators have students interact with adult community music 
organizations and perform with adults in both community and school settings. In this 
way, students can see examples of nonfamily adult music participation and be 
encouraged to continue participating as a result. 
According to Belz (1994), four major factors have emerged from a variety of 
research in determining involvement in a lifelong music activity. The adult must perceive 
the activity to be a constructive use of leisure time, an opportunity to socialize with a 
community, a way of continuing to use education and musical experiences, and an 
activity of cultural and historic importance. The participation must be deemed worthy of 
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the effort and time involved in addition to the value of the music itself. 
Belz (1994) also indicated three theories of adult music participation generated by 
various German and American researchers. The first of the theories is that the 
“motivation to join and remain in an amateur adult music organization is multi-faceted 
and frequently based on extra-musical as well as musical outcomes (p. 6). In particular, 
Farrell (1972) identified seven areas of meaning: integrative (being with others), 
spiritualistic, incidental (non-musical), communicative, purely musical, psychological 
(satisfying an emotional need), collective (cultural), and social status (achievement). The 
second theory of adult music participation presented by Belz, is, to join and remain 
active, an adult is “strongly dependent on the director’s abilities to balance the original 
musical and extra-musical motivating factors, creating an atmosphere conducive to 
meaningful experiences” (p. 6). For most, the director was considered the “key figure or 
catalyst” (p. 8) that would address any expectations and concerns of the group, and would 
do so in ways that make the experience worthwhile. 
The third and final theory of adult music participation, according to Belz (1994), 
addresses the cost-benefit relationship for the participant. The perception for the 
participant must be that the benefits of participation, joy in making music, personal 
relationships in the group, and self-fulfillment must outweigh the costs—not only 
financial costs but also time, energy, and travel. The challenge, Belz asserted, is in 
designing adult programs that appeal to adults with various levels of motivation and cost-
benefit scenarios. 
Mantie and Tucker (2008) distinguished between learning and engagement with 
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music. They asserted that adult learning in music is usually motivated by primarily social 
factors and that music in schools “should be taught for the purpose of lifelong 
participation or life-term engagement” (p. 218). According to the responses from their 
survey participants, a goal of lifelong engagement was seldom the sole reason for 
participation in school, and quite often it was simply not a consideration. Those in the 
survey indicated that the goal of their school music learning was to complete through 
graduation. However, the researchers suggested that music teaching and learning should 
inspire music activities during and beyond the school years, not just in terms of 
participating in an organized group for the social benefits, but through continued learning 
about multiple aspects of music, such as music history and theory. 
Community Music Ensembles 
Community music takes many forms, including large ensembles such as 
community choirs, bands, and orchestras. While it is difficult to determine the total 
number of participants engaged in smaller ensembles, the larger groups offer an 
opportunity to view community music makers in greater numbers for a single gathering. 
While characteristics can vary between different organizations in regard to participants 
and management, Coffman and Higgins (2012) presented some distinctive qualities 
common to all. Regarding leadership values, leaders of community ensembles generally 
encourage open dialogue that is honest and respectful of the participants. Because these 
leaders do not have participants who are required to participate in the ensemble, they 
must be aware of and adjust to group needs and interests. An attitude of facilitation is an 
important part of this leadership process. 
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The organizations typically display a “genuine reception for both experienced and 
inexperienced musicians” important to the ideals of the “welcome” common to 
community music groups (Coffman & Higgins, 2012, p. 855). To some extent, these 
groups are conscious of their role as a music community within a local community. Each 
ensemble works toward a foundation of continuity and growth while adjusting to an 
often-transient population. Primary principles of operation are hospitality, accessibility, 
participation, and diversity. According to Coffman and Higgins (2012), these ideals 
enable these groups to “flourish through accumulative personal interactions, because 
human interaction is viewed as paramount” (p. 856). 
Adult Community Chorus Participation 
Community chorus participation reflects another manifestation of lifelong music 
making. Several studies have suggested successful models for these types of groups from 
which to learn, both organizationally and individually. An overarching theme for the 
reason for participation in these choruses was found to be in the music itself. 
Holmquist (1995) studied participants in three community choirs in varied 
communities and cultural areas of Oregon. In her study, she considered adult lifestyle 
perspectives, including role identification and Gates’ music participation theory. The 
findings indicated shared traits of amateur singers included “insider language, a sense of 
community, recognition of and desire of effective teachers, memory of a ‘peak’ 
experience, and increasing performance involvement in high school” (p. iv). Holmquist 
acknowledged that a love of music was significant in determining involvement and also 
suggested there were indicators, even in youth, that these participants were “voluntarily 
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acquiring the role of musician, regardless of their career path” (p. 149). In her conclusion, 
Holmquist encouraged music educators to give students good experiences in their music 
activities. Those experiences ensure that more of those students continue musical 
participation beyond their school years. 
Faivre-Ransom (2001) conducted a case study of the Norfolk Chorale in Virginia 
in search of factors that influence adult participation in the group. School experiences, 
particularly participation in high school music ensembles, were found to be influential, 
along with other motivating factors that included family support, private lessons, and 
involvement with church choirs. It was indicated that most respondents in the study had 
been involved in music throughout their lives and had received family support when 
young. Faivre-Ransom encouraged music educators to actively encourage their students 
to become involved in music ensembles outside of school to increase the numbers in 
community groups upon completion of schooling. 
Belz (1994) sought to “research scholarly thought relating to lifelong amateur 
music involvement, and to examine the German Gesangvereine (singing clubs)” as a 
model for lifelong participation in music (p. 12). Results indicated four broad categories 
of participant perception as motivating factors: the ensemble is a constructive use of 
leisure time, meaningful social interaction takes place, the group is seen as a continuation 
of music and music education experiences, and a perceived idea of preservation of 
cultural and historical heritage. 
Tipps (1992) examined the educational and musical backgrounds of adult 
members of 10 community choruses in large and small cities in Florida, Georgia, and 
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Alabama. Common musical experiences of these participants in high school were 
keyboard lessons, church choir, and high school chorus. Tipps found that additional 
musical activities were common by gender. Men tended to be more involved with 
instrumental ensembles, and women were more inclined to participate in vocal activities 
and keyboard lessons. 
Adult Community Band and Orchestra Participation 
Common instrumental community ensembles are bands and orchestras. Most 
research on instrumental ensemble participation has focused on community band 
participation and the factors that lead to involvement and retention, although one study 
included community orchestra members in the overall population. Participation in adult 
community bands in the southeastern United States was the focus of Bowen (1995). 
Bowen explored the development of a profile of participants in community bands in a 
select area of the southeastern United States. Results included details of education, 
personal and musical characteristics, and musical activities. The data indicated activities 
that led to carryover of music into adulthood included private lessons, keyboard lessons, 
honor bands, and solo and ensemble participation. As was suggested in previous studies, 
multiple and varied activities in music during school years can encourage carryover of 
musical activities after completion of formal education. 
Patterson (1996) reviewed motivational factors contributing to community band 
participation in nine bands in Massachusetts. Patterson addressed intrinsic rewards as 
motivating factors for participation in specific community bands. He stated, “[I]f 
instrumental performance is important to the total life experience . . . then many of these 
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players should be motivated to continue playing in . . . activities such as community 
bands” (p. 58). Intrinsic rewards indicated in the study were love for music, playing for 
personal pleasure, and the need for musical expression. Reasons for joining the 
community band initially were also found to be intrinsic: “improvement of playing skills 
through exposure to repertoire, developing sight reading skills, and practicing regularly” 
(pp. 66–67). While external motivators, such as quality of music and personality of the 
director, are more easily addressed by educators, Patterson suggested personal benefits 
should also be considered. 
Sheldon (1998) investigated participation in community bands in Japan. Results 
were compiled from surveys completed by all 165 members of the five community and 
company bands in Matsumoto and Tokyo. The research indicated that one reason many 
musicians do not continue is lack of opportunity to participate in these types of 
community groups. Positive influences of continuance included liking music and 
considering the experience fun. Social aspects were again mentioned, and a change of 
pace from work and expectation of reduced stress were additional motivators. Sheldon 
(1998) included implications for music educators and the importance of positive school 
experiences to encourage “enduring positive attitudes” toward music later in life (p. 24). 
Spencer (1996) surveyed amateur musicians in adult community bands to 
determine possible factors that lead to community band participation. In 1,725 individual 
surveys completed, Spencer found six primary motivators for participation: intrinsic, 
organizational, membership standards, repertoire/conductor, rehearsals/performances, 
and quality. Intrinsic motivators included self-growth, musical growth, community pride, 
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and social rewards. The results affirmed findings from other studies that indicated 
multifaceted reasons for participation in community groups. 
Chiodo (1997) focused on members in community orchestras and bands in 
research on participants in adult instrumental ensembles. In her selection of informants 
for in-depth interviews, Chiodo sought diversity in instruments played, not specific 
ensemble participation. Of the 28 informants selected for interviews, 23 different 
instruments were represented. Data reports did not differentiate band and orchestra 
performers because many interviewees played in both types of ensembles. 
Chiodo indicated primary benefits from participation were self-expression, fun, 
and personal enrichment and secondary benefits were group accomplishment, 
communication, self-actualization, and recreation/regeneration. Through interviews and 
participant observations, a broad description of adult instrumental participants as well as 
a possible model of lifelong commitment was determined. Suggested stages of 
commitment to lifelong music were in integrating an awareness and expansion of music 
activities in early childhood and youth that extended to affirmation and fulfillment of 
those activities as students progressed through their school activities. 
Chiodo also documented the importance of public school music education in 
interviewees’ development. Three levels were identified: awareness, commencement, and 
expansion. School music influence in the initiation of interest was particularly important 
for those who did not come from a musical home environment, so music education’s 
responsibility in creating lifelong music makers often consists of creating an early interest 
and awareness of music. Participants indicated their musical instrument choices and 
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ensemble participation began in their schools, which provided their earliest opportunities 
to participate. Finally, the idea of expansion is indicated in increasing musical activities. 
The experience of “playing in high school performing groups was a crucial step in 
development of lifelong commitment” (Chiodo, 1997, p. 266). 
An aspect to the importance of community music is the aging of America and 
how older adults choose to fill their leisure time. Dabback (2003) observed that the U.S. 
senior adult population is rapidly growing, so much so that it has been speculated that 
those over 65 years of age will constitute 20% of the population or approximately 79 
million people by the middle of the 21st century. Many of these senior adults are likely to 
want to take part in what has been termed “serious leisure” (Coffman, 2006). This idea 
reflects that leisure time is spent working at something enjoyable, not merely in an 
activity that is playful or seemingly meaningless. 
For senior citizens who participate in community bands, the social aspects of 
music making are especially important (Coffman, 1996). Coffman stated, “[M]ost of the 
seniors stopped playing once the opportunity to be a part of a band or orchestra 
disappeared” (p. 32). Apparently, the opportunity to make music with others is 
significant. Coffman also found positive prior instrumental experiences and a continued 
desire to achieve musical excellence were reasons to participate. 
Coffman and Levy (1997) collected data on a New Horizons band and revealed 
similar findings regarding sociological benefits for these seniors. This study brought 
attention to the challenges of working with multiple skill levels simultaneously, as this 
group welcomed beginners as well as experienced players. Adjustments were necessary 
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to accommodate for a variety of physical challenges, including stand adjustment or single 
stand use because of vision issues. The participants, however, were enthusiastic and 
creative in adjusting as needed with both personal and musical needs. 
Kruse (2007) investigated “adult motivations for participation in instrumental 
music . . . to gain an understanding of the teaching and learning tendencies associated 
with adult learning” (p. 167). Findings included that group interaction was important 
though practice time was limited because of busy lifestyles. Most participants were 
searching for self-determined and creative ways to learn skills and repertoire more 
quickly and easily. Some participants appreciated the facilitation style of the leaders, and 
others were more comfortable with what they had known in school settings, where 
ensembles were more teacher-driven. Some implications for leaders of adult instrumental 
groups are that participants require structure and organization to learn well, a need exists 
to “deepen students’ musical awareness and musicianship by providing opportunities for 
engaging them in critical thinking exercises” (p. 173), and participants must not only 
acknowledge but embrace the social characteristics of a music ensemble.  
Mantie (2012) collected information about attitudes, perceptions, and 
demographic characteristics of participants in nine community bands. Demographic 
details supported previous studies in that members were typically above average in 
education, had slightly higher than average incomes, and were over 45 years of age. 
These players chose their reasons for participation as lifelong learning, hobby, recreation, 
or leisure, with lifelong learning as the most common response. Additional responses 
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written in on the surveys included fun/enjoyment, passions, challenge, relaxation, stress 
release, and “a calling” (p. 191). 
Summary of Literature Review 
Current literature in music making in a community setting includes the areas of 
adult education along with adult participation in community music, including choirs, 
bands, and orchestras. The links between positive prior education experiences and adult 
participation in any learning environment have been indicated in several studies, so the 
current study can be of benefit in determining possible patterns that exist in Texas 
community orchestra participants. Amateur musicians are common in community 
orchestras, and the qualities of dedication in their pursuit making music are a common 
theme. They continue to pursue their music in dedicated, disciplined, and engaging ways.  
As music makers, community orchestra musicians are a part of adult education. 
These participants are a part of groups that introduce a mix of new music, new ensemble 
members, and, often times, different directors. Each of these new experiences facilitates 
growth and learning. Because most of these participants are adults, different techniques 
of teaching and learning need to be recognized. As with other adult learners, each of 
these musicians comes to the orchestra with a different purpose and learning style, has a 
desire to continue learning, and is problem (project) oriented. The latter item became 
clearer to me as I observed higher ensemble attendance as the time of a performance 
grew closer. As a result, there was recognition for the need by these players for 
performance (the “project”). Further research is needed, but it seems that playing in an 
ensemble is not always simply about the music, but also about the exchange with others 
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and the successful “completion” of a task. Other correlations to general adult education 
include involvement at their choosing and a self-directed style of learning. For best 
results, those who lead these musicians need to acknowledge their role as facilitator as 
well as teacher.  
Studies of adult participation in music have established patterns of experiences 
within the organization as well as prior involvements in music. Research presented in this 
section supported teaching of skills that facilitate independence of learning by the 
students. Participants, even in early learning experiences, need to feel that they are co-
creators of the music and not simply following directions at all times. It is through 
independence that players are able to self-monitor in ways that allow them to continue to 
grow as musicians. Even in the community orchestra, this co-creator role is important, 
because the players need to feel that they are part of the process and not merely following 
the whim of a director for every decision. There is often a delicate balance in rehearsals 
between corrections from the podium (or section leader) and allowing time for the 
players to “figure it out.”  
The path to a lifelong commitment to playing an instrument begins early and is 
facilitated by teachers who talk about community music (in its many forms) and model 
participation themselves. Community orchestra players realize many benefits to 
participation, including the music itself, of course, but also through interaction with other 
musicians, cultural interaction, and self-fulfillment. 
Large community ensembles that most resemble the groups offered in schools in 
the United States are choir, band, and orchestra, so the research on these ensembles is 
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relevant to the current study. Beyond a love for the music, community chorus participants 
were engaged due to opportunity for community with others. Previous experiences that 
led them to continuing music in these groups included high school music ensembles, 
family support, keyboard lessons, and private voice lessons. Band studies suggested 
similar experiences as positive influences on continuance of playing activities: private 
lessons, keyboard lessons, and high school band. In addition, solo and ensemble 
participation and honor band opportunities were suggested.  
What is not known from the current research is how community orchestras and 
their players’ experiences compare to these other large community ensembles. No 
quantitative study has been completed that assessed community orchestra participants’ 
musical backgrounds and experiences. Almost twenty years ago, Chiodo (1997) 
conducted personal interviews with instrumentalists involved in various community 
instrumental groups, some who participated in community orchestras. However, no 
differentiation between band and orchestra players was presented in Chiodo’s results, so 
no comparisons could be made. Prior to the Chiodo study, Tritt (1961) presented 
generalized information about community orchestras that did not include information 
specific to participants’ prior experiences. 
Every community ensemble is unique in its own way, and the community 
orchestra is no different. Instrumentation and voices are the most obvious differences 
among bands, choirs, and orchestras, but other differences distinct to those who 
participate may be discovered. In particular, members’ paths to embracing lifelong 
learning through active music making could vary. Some possible distinctions could 
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include dissimilar school music activities or string method theories that extend beyond 
school scenarios, such as Suzuki string programs. Thus, the present study reveals new 
data intended to inform music education of potential attributes distinctive to community 
orchestra membership in order to expand available models of community music 
musicians.  
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Chapter 3 
Design and Methodology 
The purpose of this study was to identify and assess Texas community orchestras 
and create a demographic and musical profile of participants. This research is a cross-
sectional survey design, classified as quantitative nonexperimental descriptive research. 
Quantitative research was appropriate for this study because it involved “collection of 
data that are numeric in nature” and reflected a positivist approach based on “logic and 
reason rather than on intuition” (Phillips, 2008, p. 10). The questions in the survey 
questionnaires were either specifically numeric, such as age of the participant, or multiple 
choice. This format allowed the responses to be translated into numeric form for analysis. 
Being nonexperimental, the study is focused on “[seeking] to describe phenomena 
as they exist,” not why or how they exist (Gall et al., 2003, p. 289). As a survey design, 
this study used data collected through two questionnaires. Data collected were then used 
to assess the standing of each community orchestra and to develop descriptions of 
participants' activities and characteristics (Gall et al., 2003). Using questionnaires also 
afforded a uniform and systematic method for collecting and processing large amounts of 
data (Phelps, Sadoff, Warburton, & Ferrara, 2005). The study is cross-sectional because 
the questionnaires facilitated the arrangement of multiple facets of community orchestras 
and participants at a particular point in time (Creswell, 2008). 
Participants 
The search for community orchestras in Texas began with numerous Internet 
searches along with inquiries with several colleagues active in community music groups. 
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A variety of terms were employed for the Internet searches, including Texas community 
orchestra, Texas civic orchestra, and Texas volunteer orchestra. Numerous orchestras 
emerged in these searches, but after further investigation, many were determined to be 
professional groups that highlighted community awareness through special events and/or 
programs.  
One particular web site uncovered through Internet searches was a community-
based instrumental ensemble database known as the Community Music e-mail list, which 
was established by Ron Boerger in 1995. This listing included community bands and 
orchestras across the United States and was sortable by state. Other web sites explored 
included stradivarius.org and musiconline.com, but these proved less useful. Another 
valuable web site in this search was the Texas Music Office listing of classical musicians. 
Along with a requested listing of small budget orchestras received from the League of 
American Orchestras, the Boerger Community Music database and the State of Texas 
web sites became the primary sources for locating community orchestras in Texas.  
After a master list was compiled of potential organizations, community-level 
amateur classification was confirmed through exploration of individual web sites. 
Because there are no overseeing organizations specific to community orchestras to help 
organize and unite these ensembles, the amateur status of each orchestra had to be 
confirmed individually through review of organization websites and direct inquiries to 
each group. The final list of 18 verified community orchestras (Appendix A) were all 
located in or near large metropolitan areas of Texas, including Austin, Dallas/Fort Worth, 
and Houston. All locations were classified as urban according to the U.S. Census Bureau 
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(2011), because each had a population over 2,500. The ensemble farthest from the larger 
cities was in Wimberley, which was approximately 37 miles from Austin. Wimberley, 
with a population of 2,626 in the 2010 U.S. Census, was the smallest city that had a 
community orchestra. Galveston, 51 miles from Houston, was the next smallest at 47,743 
(U.S. Census, 2010). These two locations are in the U.S. Census sub-class of urban 
clusters (populations of 2,500–50,000), while all other orchestras are in the sub-class of 
urbanized areas (populations over 50,000) (U.S. Census, 2010).  
According to observations gathered through individual community orchestra web 
sites, the average size of community orchestras in Texas is approximately 40 members. A 
full wind section—counting woodwinds in pairs (flutes, oboes, clarinets, and bassoons), 
four horns, three trumpets, three trombones, and a tuba—and at least one percussionist, 
represents approximately half the typical community orchestra population. The remaining 
numbers of participants play string instruments. Many groups were smaller than the 40-
member average and some were much larger. According to the average membership 
determined, the total population for the 18 groups would exceed 700 players.  
From the eleven responding orchestras, two individual types of participants were 
used in the collection of data: a leader from each group, and the musicians who played in 
the orchestra. Initial contact information for each group was gathered from individual 
orchestra web sites to help discern who could be contacted as a possible representative 
leader of the group. This “leader” could hold a variety of positions, including artistic 
director, executive director, and/or orchestra manager. The leader would be able to 
complete the director survey questionnaire and provide or refer me to the person who 
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could supply the needed contact information for the participant survey questionnaires. 
The sample for the director survey questionnaire had a potential of 18 respondents, one 
for each orchestra. If multiple leaders provided the information, the data were still 
collected on a single questionnaire.  
After each leader was determined, the director survey questionnaire was 
disseminated. Eleven leaders responded to the director survey questionnaire. To affirm 
that there were no additional active community orchestras that were missed in Internet 
searches, this contact included a request for suggestions of other community orchestras in 
Texas. No additional groups were discovered through those requests. This e-mail also 
included the request for individual orchestra members’ e-mail contact information. This 
appeal proved to be a difficult part of the process because many directors were hesitant to 
release their players’ information. Ten orchestras took part in the participant survey 
questionnaire. Of those ten participating orchestras, eight provided e-mail lists, and two 
requested a link to provide to their membership.  
The participant sample was made up of adult playing members of each 
participating orchestra; thus, it is a representation of saturation sampling (Sue & Ritter, 
2007). It was deemed important to have representation from all instrument types that 
typically are part of community orchestras to determine whether variations in experiences 
between instrument families (woodwinds, brass, strings, and percussion) were present, so 
instead of a random sample, this research used a population census. 
In using an online format for the questionnaire, the rate of return was anticipated 
to be high. Although no studies in music education that used an online format for data 
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collection from volunteers in large community ensembles were found at the time of this 
study, general research regarding the use of online surveys positioned the return rate as 
the same or better than that of mailed surveys (Sue & Ritter, 2007). Sue and Ritter (2007) 
indicated that a broad range of 24–74% has been reported in return rate studies since 
1992. Wright and Schwager (2008) conducted a survey specific to using a local 
organization’s e-mail list, and the return rate was low, only 16.5%. Sue and Ritter (2007) 
indicated that length of time to complete and ease in answering questions in the survey 
greatly affect the rate of return, factors supported in the Wright and Schwager (2008) 
study. For this reason, these were factors given great consideration in the formation of 
both survey instruments.  
The greatest concerns in return rates for the online format of this study were 
twofold. The first issue was in the request for e-mail addresses from the ensemble 
leaders. As stated earlier, this proved to be a valid concern because several leaders were 
hesitant to share their players’ addresses. Most leaders were agreeable to provide the e-
mail addresses after membership approval was received, but others were either unwilling 
or unable to provide the information. One group did not maintain an e-mail list at all but 
used a members-only space on its web site to communicate with players. For those 
exceptions, the questionnaire was made available as a link that the director could send 
directly to the players without direct contact from outside the organization. 
The second concern was in the lists of e-mail addresses that were received. 
Unfortunately, not all of the lists received were up-to-date with the current active 
membership. Many e-mail addresses received were not usable addresses, and the lists 
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provided were not necessarily representative of the true active membership of the 
ensembles. In my own experiences with volunteer organizations, there is a core group of 
dedicated and dependable participants, but many people who take part are more transient 
and less reliable in their attendance. Those players come in and out of the organization as 
their schedules and desires change. For this reason, a true return rate was difficult to 
measure. Regardless of the challenges presented by these two issues, however, a 
substantial amount of data was collected overall, with 361 participant surveys returned. 
Based on the reported number of players whose group also took part in the participant 
surveys (612), the 361 responses indicated a return rate of 59.0%.  
Survey Questionnaires 
Both director and participant survey questionnaires were deployed via the web 
site, SurveyMonkey. When e-mail addresses were provided, a direct web-link was 
employed. For the two responding orchestras that chose to not supply e-mail addresses, a 
general web-link specific to their orchestra was provided for their own distribution. All 
survey respondents were required to accept the questionnaire requirements through an 
informed consent form before a participant was allowed to progress into the full 
questionnaire.  
Director Survey Questionnaire 
The director survey questionnaire (Appendix B) consisted of 13 questions to 
determine organization information for classification and confirmation of amateur status. 
General questions included year of founding, number of active members, whether the 
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ensemble had a minimum age requirement and, if so, what it was, and location setting 
indicated as metropolitan, suburban, or non-metropolitan. This was a part of the study 
based on Bowen (1995) prior to investigation of the U.S. Census Bureau guidelines. 
According to those guidelines, the areas in which all orchestras were located was 
classified as urban. Governance type was requested with examples given, including board 
of directors, orchestra officers, or music director. An “Other (please specify)” option was 
provided to allow for recognizing unique conditions. Multiple responses were allowed to 
accommodate multilevel variances of governance. 
To confirm overall amateur status, directors were asked whether their orchestras 
hired any musicians for all rehearsals and concerts for their ensemble and, if so, what 
instruments were played by those hired. Overall budget amount was requested, as well as 
nonprofit status and primary source of income. To confirm the ensemble as a community 
orchestra, a question specific to college, university, or church funding was included. 
Questions regarding the leader’s perceptions of community support and overall 
growth (or decline) in membership followed. The survey ended with an open-ended 
question to allow directors to furnish any additional information that they believed might 
be of benefit to this study. 
Validity is defined as “the degree to which a test or survey actually measures what 
it is supposed to measure” (Phillips, 2008, p. 362). Face and content validity was 
established through expert review, as the questionnaire was reviewed and piloted by four 
colleagues who served as leaders of a variety of ensembles. These four reviewers 
included a university orchestra conductor, a community chorus director, and two 
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researchers who also direct ensembles, one with a community band and the other a 
university orchestra. Commentary received resulted in improvements to clarity in the 
phrasing of questions. In addition, these reviewers piloted the questionnaire and updates 
were implemented as a result. Questions were presented in multiple choice and short 
answer format. Average completion time was established at less than five minutes and 
questions were asserted to be relevant to the subject matter and to the purpose of 
assessing community orchestras. For both director and participant survey questionnaires, 
anonymity was assured, so truthful responses were assumed, and internal and external 
validity was established because each ensemble received the survey as a unit and 
participants had access to their orchestra’s survey for only a short period of time (Ary, 
Jacobs, & Razavieh, 2002).  
Participant Survey Questionnaire 
The participant survey instrument (Appendix C) for this study was inspired by 
and adapted from the community band questionnaire created by Bowen (1995). In his 
study, Bowen investigated adult community bands, focusing on the backgrounds and 
current activities of participants. Additional questions were created to include 
information about participants’ education and musical training, which more fully 
addressed the research questions of the present study. The questionnaire was organized 
into three general areas: education and musical training, activities in music, and 
demographics and general information and questions were presented in multiple-choice 
and short answer format. Adaptation of a previously used survey assisted in establishing 
content validity of the present questionnaire (Phillips, 2008).  
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Additional content validity for the participant survey questionnaire was 
established through the use of a pilot survey. The pilot group was primarily comprised of 
members of the church orchestra at the Cathedral of Hope in Dallas, Texas, and was 
established to confirm that questions were clear and understandable. Participants 
confirmed ease of accessibility through SurveyMonkey, and the time required to 
complete the questionnaire was established at an average of 15 minutes. As with the 
director survey questionnaire, a piloting of the participant survey was followed by 
updated wording and clarification of questions as needed. Afterwards, a portion of the 
original group of pilot subjects reviewed the revised questionnaire again. Questions were 
confirmed as relevant to the topic and keeping the interest of the respondents.  
The reliability of both questionnaires was determined through assessment of the 
data collected and viewing responses for consistency. Since the research was a collection 
of data and was non-experimental, no statistical tests were computed, as each response 
was unique to its participant.  
Each question in the survey questionnaires addressed a specific research question 
and the distribution of each question to its related research questions is shown in Table 1. 
This distribution is appropriate for the range and division of questions that should be 
presented for each topic (Orcher, 2005). The director survey questionnaire consisted of 
thirteen questions and the participant survey questionnaire was comprised of 36 
questions. 
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Table 1 
Questionnaire Question Distribution to Research Questions 
Research Question          Questionnaire Questions          Number of Questions 
1 – Active Orchestras        Director survey    13 
2 – Demographics        28–36       9 
3 – Education and Musical Training      1–10    10 
4 – Musical Activities        11–27     17 
 
The first section of the participant survey questionnaire addressed education and 
musical training and was comprised of 10 multiple-choice questions. Queries included 
general education questions, such as highest level of formal education completed and 
attendance in any classes since last degree earned. Location of high school and college 
was requested by classification and state. Locations outside the United States were 
represented by the inclusion of an “Other (please specify)” option. 
The musical training questions covered general music class encounters in 
elementary school and whether the participant took part in private lessons at any point in 
his or her music making. Because participation in these two learning activities is not 
made available to all students in all schools, negative responses to these questions 
included two options—one indicating the classes or lessons were not offered and the 
other that the respondent chose not to participate even though the classes were offered. 
The final questions of this section asked whether the participants were ever music majors 
and, if so, their primary course of study. 
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The second section of the questionnaire addressed activities in music and included 
17 multiple-choice questions. These inquiries addressed principal and secondary 
instruments, length of time playing principal instrument, and length of active 
involvement in the ensemble through which they were given access to the questionnaire. 
Questions addressed types of musical activities in high school, college, and adult 
pursuits. Clarification was sought in including music activities that took place both 
during school and outside school requirements during the same time by incorporating 
separate questions for each. An example of this type of concurrent activity would be 
playing in the string orchestra during school and a church choir outside of school 
activities. 
Demographic and general information questions, placed as the last section of the 
questionnaire to increase overall completion rates, allowed for general data for 
comparison across basic qualifiers such as gender and age. Standard elements comprised 
this section, including a request to indicate current residence as metropolitan, suburban, 
or nonmetropolitan. High school location was also requested in the first section of the 
questionnaire because location type could indicate accessibility of programs in secondary 
schools and adult opportunities for community orchestras. 
Data Collection Procedures 
Data collection was completed through SurveyMonkey.com. An online survey 
approach was chosen because of its low cost, fast and efficient collection and process of 
data, direct data entry, and wide geographic reach (Sue & Ritter, 2007). SurveyMonkey 
was chosen for its reliability, reputation with other researchers, and versatility in use. 
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This web site allowed easy uploads of e-mail lists and classification of recipients 
according to group membership. These features allowed sorting of data for individual 
ensembles as well as overall findings. SurveyMonkey also facilitated awareness of survey 
activity, including response status of each e-mail address, enabling an accurate selection 
of reminder e-mails to recipients. 
After initial identification of 21 perceived community orchestras in Texas, a list 
was created that included web site addresses, initial contact name, and e-mail 
information. After Institutional Review Board approval was received, introductory e-
mails were sent to each web site contact from a designated e-mail account created 
especially for this research. The list of 21 was ultimately narrowed to 18, based on 
additional information gathered that indicated the groups were not independent amateur 
organizations.  
The first director e-mail described the research project and possibilities for music 
education using the results that would follow. Presented in this e-mail were the purpose 
of the study, researcher information, and assurances of confidentiality and anonymity for 
themselves and their membership. Other factors incorporated were how their names were 
found for inclusion, how the study might benefit the participants and the orchestra 
directly, and how they could receive a copy of results of the study. The correspondence 
gave an overview of the study and asked for contact information for the appropriate 
person to complete the next step. Two of the orchestras did not have e-mail addresses 
listed on their web sites, so initial contact was made through the “Contact Us” area on 
their web sites. 
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Also a part of the initial e-mail was a copy of the original research proposal 
abstract and the approval letter from the Institutional Review Board. In addition, the 
initial listing of current community orchestras in Texas was attached with a request to 
view it and determine whether other groups might have been missed in the original 
Internet searches. For the two orchestras with no e-mail addresses available, these 
documents were sent to the e-mail address provided in the “Contact Us” area. 
Because of responses to initial contacts, two orchestras formerly assessed as 
community groups were removed from the list. A university was the primary funding for 
one of these orchestras and the other, also university-based, chiefly used university 
players and professionals. A third orchestra was removed when it was determined that the 
orchestra was no longer active. The list of community orchestras in Appendix A is the 
final list of 18 groups. 
Follow-up contacts were made with nonrespondents, as needed through the 
designated e-mail addresses. Contacts who responded to the initial introduction received 
contacts directly from the SurveyMonkey web site. All direct web-link e-mails were sent 
through SurveyMonkey to facilitate follow up e-mails and recognition of nonrespondents. 
The second e-mail was sent to the director of each group as designated by the 
initial contact person. This was often the same person first contacted, but in some cases, 
alternate contacts were provided. The e-mail to the person deemed responsible for 
completing the director survey questionnaire included a web-link to the questionnaire and 
a request for the e-mail addresses of the group’s current playing members over the age of 
18. Because of some initial hesitation to provide the e-mail addresses, it was clarified that 
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the request was for e-mail addresses only; no names of participants or instruments would 
be used. The leaders from eleven orchestras completed the director survey questionnaire, 
and ten of those directors allowed their players to participate in the participant survey 
questionnaire.  
E-mail contact lists of participants were created from the information received 
from the eight orchestra directors who allowed player involvement in the participant 
survey, and the lists were coded for each ensemble. For the two ensembles that did not 
provide individual e-mail addresses, a general link was created and sent in a prepared e-
mail to the director of the ensemble. As participant lists were received and entered into 
the SurveyMonkey address books by ensemble, participant survey questionnaires were 
deployed. The return rate for those groups who provided e-mail addresses was 64.6%. 
For those who requested a general link for their ensemble, the overall return rate was 
43.1%. While it would appear that the e-mail use was much more successful in returned 
questionnaires, the 43.1% for the general link usage is deceptive. One of the two groups 
had a return rate of 72.9% and the other only 20.0%. The overall return rate, using the 
membership numbers provided by the directors of each group was 59.0% (N=612, 
n=361). Based on Slovin’s Formula, this sample size indicated a proper representation of 
the whole, with a margin of error less than 3.5% (SPSS Statistics). Black (1999) indicated 
that the minimum number of samples necessary to ensure reliability in descriptive 
research was 100 participants.  
The timeline for initial distribution closing of the questionnaires is in Table 2. 
While start and end dates varied because of response time variations between initial 
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contacts and receipt of membership e-mail lists, the general time scheme for each 
orchestra was the same. Director and participant survey questionnaires availability from 
deployment to closure for each group was four weeks. 
Table 2 
Research Timeline for Questionnaire Distribution and Collection of Data 
    Week         Task 
1  Introductory e-mail sent to initial contact 
3 Introductory/invitational letter to official contact (leader) – 1  
Follow-up e-mail to nonrespondent initial contacts  
Data entry for participant lists as received per orchestra 
4 Invitational letter to participants (deploy participant survey questionnaire) – 1  
5 Reminder e-mail to nonresponding participants – 2  
6 Last week reminder e-mail to nonresponding participants - 3  
Close director survey questionnaire 
7 Final day reminder e-mail - 4 
Close participant survey questionnaire 
 
After receipt and classification of participant e-mail lists, an introduction and 
request to take part in the study were sent through SurveyMonkey with a web-link to the 
participant survey included in the body of the e-mail. An alternate version of this letter 
was sent via the designated e-mail address to those groups that did not wish to provide 
their players’ e-mail addresses. Both letters included information similar to that in the 
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director letter, with special emphasis on guarantees of confidentiality and anonymity as 
well as the benefits to school music programs that might result from their participation in 
this study. Because SurveyMonkey does not have the capability to add attachments to the 
e-mails it sends, an offer to send additional information about the study or answer any 
questions about the research was included, along with the designated e-mail address for 
direct contact. A follow-up letter was sent one week later to nonrespondents. 
Results were monitored as questionnaires were submitted to evaluate return rates. 
In a study determining effective follow-up techniques in e-mail surveys, Kittleson (1997) 
recommended sending only a single e-mail reminder one week after the first e-mail 
because contacts beyond that point were found to be negligible in increasing return. 
Noting this recommendation, two e-mails were sent out for the director questionnaires: 
the initial invitation and one reminder. As with the director survey questionnaire, a 
reminder e-mail for the participant questionnaire was sent a week after the initial contact. 
Divergent from the recommendation, however, two additional reminders were sent a 
week after the first reminder and then on the closing day of the questionnaire. This was 
done to attempt to increase response from the larger population of participants. The 
response dates were not separated by the dates of reminders sent, so the precise number 
of added responses as a result of the additional reminders is unknown.  
Data Analysis 
The objective of descriptive statistics is to describe and summarize the data 
collected, their central tendencies, and variability (Colwell, 2006). Much of the data 
gathered in this study resulted in nonparametric statistics because the observations were 
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independent at nominal and ordinal levels. Variables were defined and measured 
according to descriptive statistics, such as measures of central tendency (mean, median, 
and mode) and measures of variability (standard deviation, variance, and range) (Gall et 
al., 2003). Nominal data were analyzed by percentages and cross-tabulation tables were 
created when appropriate. Additional cross-tabulations were applied in other instances to 
help organize the data and reveal relationships between variables, respondents, and 
orchestras. 
The instrumentation of a typical community orchestra was represented in the 
number of participant survey questionnaire responses because the mix between string 
players and those in the woodwinds, brass, and percussion sections was evenly 
distributed, with approximately half of the respondents in the string sections. Since the 
saturation sample received was representative, randomization or stratification of the 
sample was not necessary. Cluster sampling was used to compare data between 
responding orchestras.  
All results were tabulated and analyzed within the SurveyMonkey web site, where 
the data were collected. In addition, much of the data were also analyzed using the IBM 
Statistical Package for the Social Sciences (SPSS Statistics) and reviewed with a 
statistician from the University of North Texas. Data analyzation reports were compared 
and reviewed in order to assess and summarize response trends.  
Limitations 
Limitations to the study were a result of using an online questionnaire to gather 
the data. While numbers are continuing to rise in computer usage, many people may not 
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be online, especially those over age 65. In 2012, 82% of adults use the Internet on an 
average day, seniors are active online at a slower rate (Zickuhr & Madden). Just over half 
(53%) of American seniors over 65 use the Internet or e-mail. Even though the numbers 
are smaller, once online, 70% of these seniors make the Internet a part of their daily 
routine (Zickuhr & Madden, 2012).  
Assessment of return rates was a second limitation applicable to this study. The e-
mail lists provided by the directors were not entirely accurate in reflecting current active 
players. From the investigation of player rosters (when available) and web site pictures 
compared to the e-mail lists received, many of those players designated as active 
members on the e-mail lists were not currently active. From my experience with my own 
community orchestra and other volunteer groups I have led, I know how challenging it is 
to keep an up-to-date list of active players when dealing with volunteers. Also, in an 
organization of this kind, it is often discouraged to remove former players from a 
distribution list because some might make a return. Keeping an open line of 
communication gives former players a continued connection to the group so is considered 
a positive action. For the needs of this study, however, this over-reporting of active 
membership resulted in some return-rate percentages that were deceptively low. It is 
believed, however, that the 361 participants who did respond provided an ample amount 
of data for analysis.  
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Chapter 4 
Results 
Two questionnaires were deployed as part of this research project. The first 
questionnaire, the director survey questionnaire, collected information about current 
community orchestras in Texas. It provided a general overview of the state of these 
organizations. The second, the participant survey questionnaire, gathered data to help 
create a profile of community orchestra participants in Texas. Of the 18 community 
orchestras recognized in Texas, 11 (61.1%) responded fully to the organizational 
questionnaire presented. Ten of these orchestras allowed access to their players for the 
participant survey. The participant survey questionnaire distribution resulted in 361 
responses. No questions on either questionnaire required a response from participants, 
and some questions allowed multiple responses. Based on the self-reported number of 
players from the organizations whose members took part in the participant survey 
(N=612), the return rate for the participant survey was 59.0%.  
Director Survey Questionnaire 
The organizational survey was called the director survey questionnaire because 
the information gathered came from one leader with each organization. The 13 questions 
in this questionnaire were related to the first research question: “What is the 
organizational standing of adult community orchestras currently active in the State of 
Texas?” The 11 orchestras that responded are shown in Table 3, along with their year of 
formation and location. Each orchestra is located close to a large metropolitan area: 
Austin (4 groups), Dallas/Fort Worth (5 groups), and Houston (2 groups).  
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The dates of formation had a range of 37 years, with the oldest orchestra founded 
in 1967 and the youngest in 2004. More new groups were located in the Austin area, as 
three of the four orchestras were founded since 1999.The mean formation year was 1988, 
with the median at 1987. Three orchestras were founded in the 2000s, one in the 1990s, 
three each in the 1980s and 1970s, and one in the 1960s. 
Table 3 
Responding Community Orchestras: Alphabetical Listing with Formation Date, City, and 
Closest Metropolitan Area 
Name       Formation date          Location            Metro Area 
Austin Civic Orchestra   1977    Austin                         Austin 
Balcones Community Orchestra  1999    Austin                         Austin 
Fort Worth Civic Orchestra   1977    Fort Worth                  DFW 
Galveston Symphony Orchestra  1979    Galveston                    Houston 
Houston Civic Symphony   1967    Houston                       Houston 
Mesquite Symphony Orchestra  1986    Mesquite                      DFW 
New Philharmonic Orchestra, Irving  1987    Irving                           DFW 
New Texas Symphony Orchestra 2004    Dallas                           DFW 
Northeast Orchestra               1989    North Richland Hills    DFW 
Starlight Symphony               2002    Wimberley                   Austin 
Williamson Co. Symphony Orchestra 2002    Round Rock                 Austin 
Note: DFW = Dallas/Fort Worth 
The number of players reported by the 11 orchestras responding to the director 
survey questionnaire was 707, placing the mean orchestra size at 64 active players. The 
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stated size of each of these orchestras ranged from 45 to 95 players, with the median at 55 
and the mode at 45 and 50 players. All ensembles reported membership as stable or 
growing, with just over half (n=6, or 54.5%) indicating growth. The Austin area 
orchestras more frequently identified their groups as growing (three of four Austin 
ensembles) than the other metropolitan areas. Two of five Dallas/Fort Worth orchestras 
reported as growing, and Houston was evenly split. Supplemental comments regarding 
ensemble growth were included by four directors. One indicated stability over a 10-year 
period but with a recent growth pattern. Another indicated that a group of about 25 
players had been consistent for 10 years. Although no group indicated a decline in 
membership, one director reported a challenge because of a “lack of string players in 
[the] area,” and another stressed the importance of the music director in recruitment and 
retention. 
Just over half the groups have a minimum age requirement (n = 6 or 54.5%). Of 
those six, one orchestra indicated that participants must be out of high school, and two 
others conveyed a similar requirement in the form of an age, specifically 18 and 19 years 
old. The other three orchestras allow younger players to participate, one allowing seventh 
graders (approximately 12 years old as reported) and the other two permitting players as 
young as age 14 or high school. 
 Next, the director of each group gave his or her perception of the best description 
of the location of the organization. Over half the groups considered themselves in 
suburban locations (54.5%). Metropolitan locations followed at 36.4%, and one group 
(9.1%) identified as nonmetropolitan. According to the U.S. Census Bureau, all 
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orchestras were in locations classified as urban, although the range of populations for this 
classification is considerable, from 2,500 to over 50,000 people. Only two locations had 
populations under 50,000, Wimberley (2,626) and Galveston (47,743). The other location 
populations ranged from over 63,000 to over 2 million.  
Regarding governance of the organizations, it was found that nine of the 11 
(81.8%) responding organizations utilize both a board of directors and a music director. 
Orchestra officers lead one of the other groups, and another orchestra is governed by a 
board of directors alone. Additional leadership includes two executive directors (18.2%), 
one general manager (9.1%), and one group of player representatives to the board (9.1%). 
Each of these in this last group is in addition to the board of directors and music director 
leadership.  
To confirm amateur status for each organization, the next question addressed the 
area of hired musicians who participate in the ensemble. Four of the orchestras (36.4%) 
hire a few musicians to play with the group as regular members. This question was also 
intended to qualify these hired players as those who take part in all rehearsals and events, 
not those players who might be hired to fill in just prior to a performance. All four of the 
groups who hire musicians indicated the concertmaster is one of those paid. Two groups 
pay a string bass player, and one of those two also pays a violist and cellist. 
All responding orchestras are classified as 501(c)(3) non-profit organizations, so 
are considered charitable organizations able to receive tax-deductible donations. The 
annual budgets for the responding groups ranges from $12,000 to $100,000 per year. The 
mean of all groups’ annual budgets is $37,454, with the median budget at $25,000 and 
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mode at $15,000. The standard deviation of annual budgets is $29,262, confirming a wide 
variance in annual budgets amounts. In a cross tabulation comparing metro area locations 
to budget, it was found that there are seven groups below the mean with locations in 
Austin (3), DFW (3), and Houston. The ensembles above the mean (4 groups) are in 
Austin (1), DFW (2), and Houston (1). One of the Houston orchestras has the largest 
budget.  
All organizations are charitable organizations according to IRS standards, but 
only seven claim donations as part of their income. Funding for these groups comes from 
a variety of sources. Top responses indicated donations and concert proceeds. Additional 
funding opportunities comes from local government assistance and grants. Local 
businesses also offer funding assistance for one organization, although the scope of that 
assistance is not clear. This funding could represent a variety of possible actions, 
including donations, program ad purchases, donations in kind, or something else. One 
orchestra receives funds from a foundation, and another uses a silent auction as a 
fundraiser. Table 4 shows a breakdown of sources of funding. No participating ensemble 
receives more than half its income from a college, university, or church, confirming that 
each orchestra is an independent community organization. 
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Table 4 
Sources of Funding for Responding Orchestras 
Fundraising Activity   
Frequencya Percentage 
Donations/Contributions  
7 63.6 
Concert proceeds  
5 45.5 
Local government assistance 
2 18.2 
Grants    
2 18.2 
Local businesses  
1 9.1 
Foundation   
1 9.1 
Silent Auction  
1 9.1 
Note. Total percentages exceed 100% because of those responding 
with multiple sources of funding. 
a n = 11 
The final question of the director survey questionnaire addressed level of community 
support for the ensemble. Support, as a term, was not defined for the participants as it 
was intended to determine a broad concept of the word, including diverse ideas such as 
concert attendance, volunteering for the group, or financial backing. The responses were 
split regarding the perceived level of support received from the orchestras’ respective 
communities. The orchestras were divided evenly between minimal and adequate support 
while only one organization indicated the community’s support was generous. Additional 
insight into these perceptions was offered by two organizations. One responder 
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highlighted the importance of community awareness in garnering support, and another 
voiced the difficulty of competing with the “few powerful arts organizations (The 
Symphony and Opera)” for community support.  
Participant Survey Questionnaire 
In creating a profile of the participants of community orchestras in Texas, 
education, musical experiences, and general demographics were explored. The first 10 
questions gathered information regarding each participant’s education and musical 
training, the next 17 questions surveyed activities in music, and the final 10 questions 
collected demographic information. The results of these 37 questions give a snapshot of 
players in community orchestras in Texas, thereby creating a profile of these active 
amateur musicians. 
Education and Musical Training 
 The first question in the education and musical training section of the participant 
survey questionnaire addressed the highest level of formal education attained by the 
participant. The majority of respondents (87.2%) had completed, at minimum, a four-year 
college degree. One third (29.7%) earned a bachelor’s degree, and another third (30.3%) 
completed a master’s degree. In addition, 17.0% completed some graduate work toward a 
master’s, and 10.2% finished a doctorate or professional degree. Only 2.6% of 
respondents were high school graduates or below, and 8.5% of the high school graduates 
had taken some college classes but had not earned a degree (Table 5). Responses to 
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Question 2 revealed that over half the respondents (57.4%) had taken additional classes 
since attaining their last degrees. 
Table 5  
Highest Level of Formal Education Completed by Respondents 
Education                    Frequencya       Percentage 
Completed doctorate or professional degree                                 36             10.2  
Completed master’s degree                                                          107             30.3  
Some graduate work             60   17.0  
4-year college degree (e.g., BA, BS)          105   29.7  
Technical degree             3    0.8 
2-year college degree (e.g., AA, AS)           3    0.8  
Some college, no degree            30   8.5 
Completed high school or equivalent (GED)          7    2.0  
Some high school, but did not finish           1    0.3 
Junior high school             1    0.3 
a n = 353.  
Question 3 addressed the location of the high school the respondent attended. As 
expected, the greatest number of participants attended high school in Texas (172 of the 
348 respondents or 49.4%). The next highest state rankings for high school attendance 
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were Michigan and New York, at 11 each (3.2%), followed by California and 
Pennsylvania at 10 each (2.9%). Illinois and Wisconsin each were indicated nine times 
(2.6%). Eleven respondents selected “other,” but none of those indicated a specific 
location. Breaking down the high school location by region as established in the 2007 
U.S. Census, the south, which includes Texas, had the largest representation, at 215 
participants (61.8%). Without the State of Texas, the south was indicated in only 43 
responses (12.4%). The west, indicated by only 25 players, had the lowest total (7.2%). 
The Midwest had 61 (17.5%), and the northeast had 35 (10.1%). Table 6 includes all 
states reported by at least three participants (less than 1% each). Thirty-five different 
states were noted in the responses. As Question 4 responses indicated, most high schools 
attended were in suburban areas (53.2%), with 27.6% in metropolitan areas, and the other 
19.3% in nonmetropolitan areas. The U.S. Census Bureau reports metropolitan, suburban, 
and nonmetropolitan areas in different ways, as was reported earlier, but these descriptors 
are still accurate when considering the large suburban areas that surround the major urban 
centers of Texas such as Austin, Dallas/Fort Worth, and Houston.  
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Table 6 
Location of High School (by State) 
State (Region)          Frequencya       Percentage  
Texas (South) 172 49.4  
Michigan (Midwest) 11 3.2  
New York (Northeast) 11 3.2 
Other (no specifics provided) 11 3.2  
California (West) 10 2.9  
Pennsylvania (Northeast) 10 2.9  
Illinois (Midwest) 9 2.6  
Wisconsin (Midwest) 9 2.6  
Indiana (Midwest) 8 2.3  
Oklahoma (South) 8 2.3  
Florida (South) 7 2.0  
Louisiana (South) 7 2.0  
Tennessee (South) 7 2.0  
Iowa (Midwest) 6 1.7  
Kansas (Midwest) 6 1.7  
New Jersey (Northeast) 6 1.7 
Ohio ((Midwest) 6 1.7  
Missouri (Midwest) 5 1.4  
Massachusetts (Northeast) 4 1.1 
New Mexico (West) 4 1.1  
Oregon (West) 4 1.1  
Washington (West) 4 1.1  
Alabama (South) 3 0.9  
Virginia (South) 3 0.9  
Other states, 2 or fewer responses 17 4.9  
a n = 348. 
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Question 5 asked about the location of college or university attended by 
participants. At 60.3%, those who attended in Texas (210 of 348) were at an even greater 
percentage than noted for high school attendance. Illinois was the only state outside of 
Texas that had double digits for participant attendance, at 13 (3.7%), and “other” also 
garnered 13 respondents. As with the high school responses, not one who marked the 
“other” option gave a specific location. Using regions established in the 2007 U.S. 
Census, the present study indicated the south, which includes Texas, had the largest 
representation at 236 participants (67.8%). Without the State of Texas, the south was 
indicated in only 26 responses (7.5%). The lowest total was again from the west, with 22 
players (6.3%). The Midwest had 45 (12.9%), and the northeast had 32 (9.2%) 
participants. Table 7 shows all states that were reported at least three times (less than 1% 
each). There were twenty-eight states included in all responses. 
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Table 7 
Location of College or University Attended (by State) 
State (Region)           Frequencya                 Percentage  
Texas (south) 210 60.3 
Illinois (midwest) 13 3.7 
Other (no specifics provided) 11 3.2 
New York (northeast) 9 2.6 
California (west) 7 2.0 
Massachusetts (northeast) 7 2.0 
Tennessee (south) 7 2.0 
Wisconsin (midwest) 7 2.0 
Connecticut (northeast) 6 1.7 
Indiana (midwest) 6 1.7 
Michigan (midwest) 6 1.7 
Pennsylvania (northeast) 6 1.7 
Ohio (midwest) 5 1.4 
Florida (south) 4 1.1 
Iowa (midwest) 4 1.1 
New Jersey (northeast) 4 1.1 
New Mexico (west) 4 1.1 
Oklahoma (south) 4 1.1 
Oregon (west) 4 1.1 
Arkansas (south) 3 0.9 
Kansas (midwest) 3 0.9 
Louisiana (south) 3 0.9 
Washington (west) 3 0.9 
Other states, 2 or fewer responses 10 2.9 
a n = 348. 
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Question 6 addressed participation in and availability of elementary general music 
classes. Almost two thirds (65.7%) of the respondents participated in a general music 
class in elementary school. Of those who did not participate, only 2.0% specifically chose 
not to participate. The other 32.3% were in schools that did not offer elementary music.  
Concerning the highest level of formal instrumental ensemble participation in a 
school setting, such as orchestra or band, 79.7% of respondents indicated at least one year 
of participation at the college level. Of the 341 survey participants who attended college 
(Question 1), 279 participated in a college ensemble at some point, indicating an 81.8% 
participation rate for those who attended college. Most of those who participated in 
college ensembles reported 3–5 years of participation, at 44.3% of respondents. Another 
18.0% specified 6 or more years, and 17.4% had 1–2 years at the college level. Only 
14.6% of participants stopped with high school participation in formal ensembles, and 
1.4% discontinued these activities after junior high. A small percentage of respondents 
(4.3%) had no formal instrumental ensemble experience (Table 8). 
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Table 8 
Highest Level of Participation in Formal Instrumental Ensemble in a School Setting 
School setting         Frequencya        Percentage  
3–5 years at the college level 155 44.3 
6+ years at the college level 63 18.0 
1–2 years at the college level 61 17.4 
High school 51 14.6 
No formal experience – not offered 10 2.9 
No formal experience – chose not to participate 5 1.4 
Junior high school 5 1.4 
a n = 350. 
 
Question 8 addressed the highest level of private instruction received on the 
respondent’s primary instrument. Again, college level experiences accounted for the 
most, at 71.1% when combining all college responses beyond one year. Three-to-five 
years led at 32.6%, followed by 19.4% at the more than 5 years, and 19.1% at 1–2 years. 
High school lessons were indicated by 20.9%, with junior high by only 1.1%. One 
respondent received private lessons as part of his or her military training. Only a small 
percentage of participants had no experience with private instruction (Table 9). 
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Table 9  
Highest Level of Instrumental Instruction on Primary Instrument 
School setting                           Frequencya Percentage 
3–5 years at the college level 114 32.6 
High school 73 20.9 
6+ years at the college level 68 19.4 
1–2 years at the college level 67 19.1 
Military training 1 .3 
No private instruction received – not offered 15 4.3 
No private instruction received – chose not to participate 8 2.3 
Junior high school 4 1.1 
a n = 350. 
 Declaration of music as a college major was the subject of Questions 9 and 10. At 
44.6%, the greatest number of respondents never pursued music as a major in college. 
The next highest frequency, at 36.0%, represents those who completed their college 
degree as music majors (Table 10). Two cross tabulations were completed, reviewing the 
college level private lesson and school ensemble activities between those who majored in 
music at some point and those that never did. A significant number of those who declared 
as music majors at any point in their college studies (91.7%) took private lessons on their 
primary instrument. Those who did not major in music at any time also reported 
participation in private lessons, at 45.2%. Higher percentages were found in college 
ensembles (orchestra or band). Although only a slightly higher percentage for music 
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majors (93.8%), those who were never music majors participated in ensembles almost 
20% higher than shown for private lesson participation (62.6%).  
Table 10 
Declaration as Music Major in College 
Response             Frequencya                    Percentage  
No, never 156 44.6 
Yes, completed degree 126 36.0 
Yes, but changed my major to another field 38 10.9 
Yes, but did not complete degree 16 4.6 
________________________________________________________________________ 
a n = 350. 
Question 10 allowed respondents who had declared themselves as music majors 
to indicate their primary course(s) of study (Table 11). Of the 195 self-identified music 
majors, over half (54.4%) indicated they were performance majors. Music education was 
the next most frequent response at 42.6%, followed by general music studies (8.7%) and 
composition (7.7%). 
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Table 11  
Primary Course of Study as Music Major (195 Respondents) 
Discipline              Frequencya       Percentage  
Performance 106 54.4 
Music education 83 42.6 
General music studies 17 8.7 
Composition 15 7.7 
Music history 8 4.1 
Music therapy 8 4.1 
Music theory 6 3.1 
Conducting 3 1.5 
Ethnomusicology 1 .5 
Jazz studies 1 .5 
Music and neurology 1 .5 
Music business 1 .5 
Pedagogy 1 .5 
Note. Total percentages exceed 100% because of those responding with multiple 
disciplines. 
a n = 195. 
Activities of Music 
The middle section of the participant survey questionnaire addressed participants’ 
musical activities. These questions asked about instruments played, length of time 
playing their instruments and playing with their respective orchestras, and music making 
activities in school and beyond. The mix of principal instruments played by respondents 
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is not unlike what one might see for instrumentation in a typical community orchestra. Of 
the 335 responses to Question 11, 177 (52.8%) indicated the participants are string 
players, 68 (20.3%) play woodwind instruments, and brass players number 65 (19.4%). 
Percussion and other instruments, such as piano and harp, account for the other 25 
players (6.9%). A very common division of sections in a community orchestra has the 
strings at about half of the orchestra (Chiodo, 1997). Of the string players, violinists 
account for the greatest number at 98 (29.3%), violas and cellos follow at 32 (9.6%) and 
31 (9.3%), respectively, and bassists number 16 (4.8%). The rest of the respondents are 
percussionists at 10 (3.0%), pianists at 12 (3.6%), and harpists at two (.6%; Table 12). 
Reported time playing a principal instrument, as queried in Question 12, is varied 
and broad. Responses range from 5 to 72 years. When grouping the responses about years 
of experience into decades, the greatest number of respondents had played their 
instruments between 10 and 19 years (86 or 25.1%). The next highest ranges were closer 
in proximity. Those who had played 40–49 years numbered 66 (19.3%) and 30–39 years 
totaled 63 (18.4%). Fifty-six (16.4%) indicated 20–29 years of experience, and 41 
indicated 50–59 years (12.0%; Table 13). A cross tabulation revealed that the highest 
number of strings players have been playing their principal instrument 10 to 19 years (53, 
or 29.9%). The brass and woodwind families are relatively evenly distributed between 
each decade between 10 and 49 years of playing experience. The woodwinds have the 
most in the 40 to 49-age range (18 at 26.5%), although 16 players (23.5%) specified 30 to 
39 years experience. Brass players most often indicated either 10 to 19 years, or 30 to 39 
years (14 each at 21.5%), but the 40 to 49-age range has 13 players (20.0%).  
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Table 12 
Principal Instrument Played 
Section: Instrument   Frequencya Percentage  
Strings:  
Violin 98 29.3 
Viola  32 9.6 
Cello  31 9.3 
Bass  16 4.8 
Woodwinds:  
Flute  21 6.3 
Oboe  18 5.4 
Clarinet  16 4.8 
Bassoon  13 3.8 
Brass:  
Horn  27 8.1 
Trumpet  19 5.7 
Trombone  14 4.2 
Euphonium  2 0.6 
Tuba  3 0.9 
Percussion and other instruments:  
Percussion  10 3.0 
Harp 2 0.6 
Piano 12 3.6 
Voice 1 0.3 
a n = 335. 
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Table 13 
Number of Years Playing Principal Instrument 
Years    Frequencya          Percentage  
5 – 9  18 5.3 
10 – 19  86 25.1 
20 – 29  56 16.4 
30 – 39 63 18.4 
40 – 49 66 19.3 
50 – 59 41 12.0 
60 – 69 10 2.9 
70 – 72 2 0.6 
a n = 342. 
 
The primary instrument played by each participant in his or her respective 
orchestra (Question 13) varies only slightly from the principal instrument list in Table 18. 
Strings make up 56.2% of the respondents, followed by woodwinds at 20.4%, and brass 
at 18.6% (Table 14). The violin is most represented at 99 (29.7%), with violas and cellos 
again at second and third positions with 37 (11.1%) and 34 (10.2%). French horns are 
fourth at 27 (8.1%). All the string sections increased in number from the principal 
instruments questions, indicating a limited number of string players for whom the 
instrument is not considered their principal instrument. The instrument with the greatest 
change between the principal instrument selections to primary instrument in respondents’ 
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current orchestras is piano, which dropped from 12 responses for principal instrument to 
only one response for primary instrument. 
Table 14 
Primary Instrument Played in Current Community Orchestra, Principal Instrument 
Frequency Comparison 
Instrument  Frequencya Percentage    Changes from principal  
                                                                                             instrument listb 
Strings: 
Violin 99 29.7 +1 
Viola  37 11.1 +5 
Cello  34 10.2 +3 
Bass  17 5.1 +1 
Woodwinds: 
Flute  18 5.4 -3  
Piccolo  3 0.9 +3 
Oboe  18 5.4 0 
English horn  1 0.3 +1 
Clarinet  15 4.5 -1 
Bassoon  13 3.9 0 
Brass: 
Horn  27 8.1 0 
Trumpet  19 5.7 0 
Trombone  12 3.6 +2 
Tuba  4 1.2 -1 
Percussion and other instruments:  
Percussion  12 3.6 +2 
Harp 2 0.6 0 
Piano 1 0.3 -11 
Voice 1 0.3 0 
a n = 333. 
b n = 335. 
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When queried about additional instruments played (Question 14), 234 participants 
responded with one or more other instruments. The variety of instruments ranges from 
standard orchestral and band instruments to traditional and commercial instruments 
(Tables 15 and 16). The most common response was piano, with 122 players (52.1%). 
Guitar followed with 46 responses (19.7%) and voice with 40 (17.1%). Every traditional 
band and orchestra instrument garnered at least four responses. For write-ins in the 
“other” option, electric bass (7.7%), fiddle (6.4%), and recorder (4.7%) were the more 
frequently mentioned instruments. 
Question 15 addressed participants’ length of time of active participation in the 
community orchestra for which players were responding. More than half of those 
responding had been playing with their orchestras for less than five years. Responses for 
each five-year increment beyond those first five years consistently dropped. One year of 
activity garnered the most responses at 61 (18.0%), followed closely by two, three, and 
four years, each with just over 10% of responses. Table 17 shows the breakdown by 
individual years through nine years because of the large numbers for those responses. 
Then, the results are shown in five-year blocks. 
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Table 15 
Additional Instruments Played—Orchestra and Band Instruments 
Section: Instrument   Frequencya Percentage  
Strings: 
Violin 33 14.1 
Viola  33 14.1 
Cello  25 10.7 
Bass  16 6.8 
Woodwinds: 
Flute  16 6.8  
Piccolo  15 6.4 
Oboe  10 4.3 
English horn  15 6.4 
Clarinet  28 12.0 
Eb clarinet  1 0.4 
Bass clarinet  2 0.8 
Contralto clarinet  1 0.4 
Saxophone  27 11.5 
Bassoon  8 3.4 
Brass: 
Horn  15 6.4 
Trumpet  22 9.4 
Trombone  14 6.0 
Euphonium 23 9.8 
Bass trombone  1 0.4 
Tuba  10 4.3 
Percussion and other instruments: 
Percussion  24 10.3 
Harp 4 1.7 
Piano 122 52.1 
Organ 10 4.3 
Note. Total percentages exceed 100% because of those responding with 
multiple instruments. 
a n = 234. 
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Table 16 
Additional Instruments Played—Other Instruments 
Instrument    Frequencya  Percentage  
Guitar 46 19.7 
Voice 40 17.1 
Bass, electric  18 7.7 
Fiddle 15 6.4 
Recorder 11 4.7 
Accordion 5 2.1 
Banjo 2 0.8 
Baroque flute 1 0.4 
Bodran 1 0.4 
Concertina 1 0.4 
Crumhorn/Krummhorn 2 0.8 
Flute, alto 1 0.4 
Handbells 1 0.4  
Harmonica 1 0.4 
Mandolin 1 0.4 
Pedal steel guitar 1 0.4 
Native American flutes 1 0.4 
Sackbut 1 0.4 
Shawm 1 0.4 
Shofar 1 0.4 
Ukulele 1 0.4 
Note. Total percentages exceed 100% because of those responding with 
multiple instruments. 
a n = 234. 
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Table 17 
Number of Years Playing with This Orchestra 
Years     Frequencya            Percentage  
Under 1 10 3.0 
1 61 18.0 
2 36 10.7 
3 35 10.4 
4 37 10.9 
5 27 8.0 
6 14 4.1 
7 16 4.7 
8 9 2.7 
9 3 0.9 
10–14 32 9.5 
15–19  19 5.6 
20–24  16 4.7 
25–29  8 2.4 
30–34  11 3.3 
35–39  0 0.0 
40–45  4 1.2 
a n = 338. 
 
The distance participants traveled one way to rehearsals was addressed in 
Question 16. Most of those active in community orchestras do not travel far to attend 
rehearsals, with almost three-quarters of them traveling 20 miles or less. Those who 
travel under 10 miles number 121 (35.8%), and those traveling 11–20 miles total 128 
(37.9%). Number of responses decreased for each 10-mile block beyond 20 miles. Three 
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participants traveled over 60 miles for each rehearsal, one for 65, one for 75, and another 
for 80 miles. 
Types of formal school-sponsored musical activities in which participants 
engaged during high school years (Question 17) included full orchestra (56.2%), concert 
band (51.8%), and marching band (50.6%). Other significant activities were string 
orchestra (28.2%), choir (24.4%), and chamber ensemble (23.5%). However, the greatest 
response was for solo and ensemble at 65.0%. The most common “write-in” activity was 
musical theater (19.1%), which suggests the presence of both instrumental and vocal 
activities. Only a small percentage (5.6%) did not participate in musical activities that 
were sponsored by their schools (Table 18). 
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Table 18 
School-Sponsored Musical Activities During High School 
Ensemble     Frequencya         Percentage  
Solo and ensemble 221 65.0 
Orchestra – full 191 56.2 
Concert band/wind ensemble 176 51.8 
Marching band 172 50.6 
Orchestra – string 96 28.2 
Choir/chorus 83 24.4 
Chamber ensemble 80 23.5 
Jazz band 75 22.1 
None 19 5.6 
Musical theater  16 19.1 
Honor orchestra (i.e., all-city, all-state) 4 1.2 
Pep band 4 1.2 
Honor band (i.e., all-city, all-state) 2 0.6 
Mariachi 2 0.6 
German band 1 0.3 
Madrigal singers 1 0.3 
Show choir  1 0.3 
Note. Total percentages exceed 100% because of those responding with multiple 
activities. 
a n = 340. 
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Question 18 collected data on types of musical activities in which participants 
engaged outside the educational setting during their high school years. Of the 326 who 
responded to this question, 276 (84.7%) participated in musical activities outside of 
school-sponsored activities. Community full orchestra had the most responses at 109 
(33.4%). The second and third ranked activities were church choir with 92 responses 
(28.2%) and chamber ensemble with 88 (27.0%). 
Other full orchestra groups were also noted in response to Question 18: youth 
orchestra with 39 responses (12.0%), church full orchestra with 31 (9.5%), professional 
orchestra with 24 (7.4%), and college and junior college orchestras with 7 (2.1%). String 
orchestras are also represented: community string orchestra was indicated in 23 (7.1%) 
responses, and church string orchestra in 22 (6.7%). Bands were selected as extra-
scholastic activities as well, including community band (10.1%), church band (7.1%), 
community jazz band (2.5%), and community marching band (0.3%). The full list of 
responses is in Table 19.  
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Table 19 
Musical Activities During High School Outside Formal School Setting 
Ensemble          Frequencya  Percentage  
Community orchestra – full 109 33.4 
Church choir/chorus 92 28.2 
Chamber ensemble 88 27.0 
None 50 15.3 
Youth orchestra 39 12.0 
Community concert band/wind ensemble 33 10.1 
Commercial music ensemble–rock/contemporary/country 31 9.5 
Church orchestra – full 31 9.5 
Professional orchestra 24 7.4  
Church band 23 7.1 
Community orchestra – string 23 7.1 
Church orchestra – string 22 6.7 
Musical theater (instrumental and/or vocal) 15 4.6 
Community jazz band 8 2.5 
College/Junior College orchestra 7 2.1 
Summer music camp 7 2.1 
Traditional music ensemble - folk/bluegrass 7 2.1 
Community choir/chorus 4 1.2 
Church – instrumental soloist 3 0.9 
Drum Corps 3 0.9 
Church – piano or organ 2 0.6 
College wind ensemble 1 0.3 
Community marching band 1 0.3 
Conservatory 1 0.3 
Private lessons 1 0.3 
Studio musician 1 0.3 
Note. Total percentages exceed 100% because of those responding with multiple activities. 
a n = 326. 
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Question 19 addressed school-sponsored musical activities during college. As 
with the previous data for high school years, full orchestra received the greatest number 
of responses for large ensembles at 213 (63.6%). Next was chamber ensemble at 145 
(44.2%), then concert band at 131 (39.1%). Solo and ensemble, which was at the top for 
the high school list, received only 128 (38.2%) for the college grouping. Marching band 
received 84 (25.1%) responses, with string orchestra receiving 52 (15.5%), and jazz band 
receiving 50 (14.9%). Only 13.7% of respondents did not participate in school-sponsored 
music activities during their college experiences (Table 20). 
For those activities experienced during college that were beyond school support 
(Question 20), the most responses, 27.4%, indicate no other activities. The next three—
chamber ensemble, community full orchestra, and professional orchestra—have close 
numbers of responses at 22.1–23.1% each. Church ensembles are the next most 
frequently indicated: church full orchestra (14.9%) and church choir (14.5%; Table 21). 
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Table 20 
School-Sponsored Musical Activities During College 
Ensemble    Frequencya         Percentage  
Orchestra – full 213 63.6 
Chamber ensemble 148 44.2 
Concert band/wind ensemble 131 39.1 
Solo and ensemble 128 38.2 
Marching band 84 25.1 
Orchestra – string 52 15.5 
Jazz band 50 14.9 
None 46 13.7 
Choir/chorus 45 13.4 
Opera or ballet 11 3.3 
Musical theater  6 1.8 
Pep band 3 0.9 
Mariachi 2 0.6 
Polka band 1 0.3 
Jazz combo 1 0.3 
Note. Total percentages exceed 100% because of those responding with multiple 
activities. 
a n = 335. 
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Table 21 
Musical Activities During College Outside Formal School Setting 
Ensemble                             Frequencya    Percentage  
None 83 27.4 
Chamber ensemble 70 23.1 
Community orchestra – full 67 22.1 
Professional orchestra 67 22.1  
Church orchestra – full 45 14.9 
Church choir/chorus 44 14.5 
Community concert band/wind ensemble 26 8.6 
Commercial music ensemble – rock/contemporary/country25 8.3 
Church orchestra – string 22 6.7 
Church band 20 6.6 
Community orchestra – string 10 3.3 
Traditional music ensemble – folk/bluegrass 10 3.3 
Opera/ballet 11 3.6 
Community jazz band 7 2.3 
Community choir/chorus 7 2.3 
Early music ensemble 6 1.9 
Musical theater (instrumental and/or vocal) 6 1.9 
Private lessons 6 1.9 
Basketball Pep Band 3 1.0 
New music ensemble 2 0.6 
Jazz combo 1 0.3 
Mariachi 1 0.3 
Polka band 1 0.3 
Note. Total percentages exceed 100% because of those responding with multiple activities. 
a n = 303. 
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Question 21 addressed further musical activities after completion of formal 
schooling. Among the responses, community full orchestra was indicated most 
frequently, although it is unclear why the total was only 84.5% because each of those 
responding was a part of a community orchestra. The addition of community string 
orchestra increased the total to 95.3%. Over half of the respondents (54.2%) indicated 
participation in a chamber ensemble. Another frequently indicated activity was church 
full orchestra at 35.9%. When combined with the responses for a string version of church 
orchestra (10.2%), this total rose to 46.1%. Other common musical activities included 
community band (32.8%), professional orchestra (26.0%), and church choir (25.7%). 
Table 22 displays all responses concerning activities beyond formal schooling. 
Musical activities in the three years prior to responding to the questionnaire 
(Question 22) showed patterns shown for the post scholastic activities. First was 
community full orchestra at 319 responses (93.5%), with community string orchestra 
adding 32 responses (9.4%). Second in overall frequency was chamber ensemble at 188 
responses (55.1%). Church full orchestra was again in third, at 34.0%, with an additional 
9.4% indicating church string orchestra. Community band was indicated in 79 responses, 
representing 23.2% of respondents. Church choir (16.4%) and professional orchestra 
(16.1%) were next in the list, although these two changed order by a small margin in 
comparison to post scholastic activities (Table 23). 
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Table 22 
Musical Activities After Completion of Formal Schooling 
Ensemble Frequencya  Percentage  
Community orchestra – full 273 84.5 
Chamber ensemble 175 54.2 
Church orchestra – full 116 35.9 
Community concert band/wind ensemble 106 32.8 
Professional orchestra 84 26.0 
Church choir/chorus 83 25.7 
Church band 48 14.9 
Commercial music ensemble – rock/contemporary/country 46 14.2 
Community orchestra – string 35 10.8 
Church orchestra – string 33 10.2 
Community jazz band 29 9.0 
Community choir/chorus 22 6.8 
Traditional music ensemble - folk/bluegrass 19 5.9 
Musical theater (instrumental and/or vocal) 15 4.6 
Community marching band 10 3.1 
Church – soloist 4 1.2 
Military Band 3 0.9 
Private lessons 2 0.6 
Professional musician – freelance  2 0.6 
Alumni bands (high school and/or college) 1 0.3 
Bell choirs 1 0.3 
Brass band 1 0.3 
Camp or competition – Instrument-specific  1 0.3 
Church – jazz band 1 0.3 
Circus band 1 0.3 
College orchestra 1 0.3 
Departmental concerts 1 0.3 
Drum Corps 1 0.3 
Fife and drum corps 1 0.3 
Professional jazz band 1 0.3  
Street musician 1 0.3 
Note. Total percentages exceed 100% because of those responding with multiple activities. 
a n = 323. 
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Table 23  
Musical Activities in Last Three Years 
Ensemble          Frequencya Percentage  
Community orchestra – full 319 93.5 
Chamber ensemble 188 55.1 
Church orchestra – full 116 34.0 
Community concert band/wind ensemble 79 23.2 
Church choir/chorus 56 16.4 
Professional orchestra 55 16.1 
Church band 44 12.9 
Church orchestra – string 32 9.4 
Commercial music ensemble – rock/contemporary/country 32 9.4 
Community orchestra – string 29 8.5 
Community jazz band 19 5.6 
Traditional music ensemble - folk/bluegrass 14 4.5 
Community choir/chorus 12 3.5 
Musical theater (instrumental and/or vocal) 7 2.1 
Community marching band 5 1.5 
Church – soloist 3 0.9 
Professional musician – freelance  3 0.9 
Alumni bands (high school and/or college) 2 0.6 
Private lessons 2 0.6 
Accompanist – piano and organ 1 0.3 
Brass band 1 0.3 
Circus band 1 0.3 
Church – music leader 1 0.3 
College orchestra 1 0.3 
Drum Corps 1 0.3 
Fiddler at bar, for drinks 1 0.3 
Opera Society 1 0.3 
Steam calliope – solo performer  1 0.3 
Note. Total percentages exceed 100% because of those responding with multiple activities. 
a n = 341. 
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As indicated by responses to Question 23, only a third of participants had taken 
private lessons on their instrument in the previous three years, 119 (35.1%), leaving 
64.9% indicating no recent private study. Almost three-quarters of respondents 
participated in an instrumental ensemble other than their current community orchestras in 
the three years prior to responding to the questionnaire. In response to Question 24, only 
18.8% of respondents had other ensembles available to them but chose not to participate 
in another group. Another 7.9% indicated no other ensemble was available or they were 
not aware of another ensemble in which they could participate. 
Questions 25 and 26 addressed professional music activities of the respondents. A 
significant number (70.6%) had opportunities available to play for pay. Less than half 
(42.4%) of those indicated they took advantage of some of those paying opportunities by 
playing one to three engagements per year. Half as many respondents (21.4%) played 
four to six engagements. A few indicated they had paid engagements at least twice per 
week, equating to over 104 performances per year (Table 24). 
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Table 24 
Number of Times per Year Respondents Played Paid Performances 
Number of performances/year       Frequencya           Percentage  
1–3  95 42.4 
4–6  48 21.4 
7–9  17 7.6 
10–12 13 5.8 
13–24  13 5.8 
25–36  5 2.2 
37–52  7 3.1 
53–104  6 2.7 
Over 104  3 1.3 
No specific numeric value 17 7.6 
a n = 224. 
 
According to responses to Question 27, over half the respondents (193, or 56.6%) 
had never taught music full-time in any capacity. Of those who had taught music full-
time in the past, 68 (19.9%) no longer taught, and 32 (9.4%) had shifted to part-time 
positions. At the time of the questionnaire, 14.1% were teaching full-time. Music 
teaching experience could be public and private teaching, as well as classroom and 
individual instruction.  
Demographics 
The demographics section of the questionnaire included customary questions 
regarding age, gender, and race/ethnic background. Marital status, number of children, 
employment status, salary, and occupational category helped further create a profile of 
the community orchestra participants surveyed.  
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The results for the age of participants (Question 28) are in Table 25. The highest 
percentage (29.3%) is in the 50–59-year-old range. The next four age ranges are close in 
percentage participation: 30–39 years at 17.6%, 60–69 at 16.4%, and 20–29 at 16.0%. 
The smallest numbers in participation are in the under-20 range (1.5%) and the 70 and 
over span (4.9%). 
Table 25 
Age of Participants 
Age range (in years)         Frequencya            Percentage  
17–19 5 1.5 
20– 29 52 16.0 
30–39 57 17.6 
40–49 46 14.2 
50–59  95 29.3 
60–69  53 16.4 
70–79  14 4.3 
80–81  2 0.6 
a n = 324. 
 
Responses to the question regarding sex of participants (Question 29) showed 
more female participation (56.3%) than male (Table 26). A cross-tabulation of sex to 
primary instrument was also considered. Of the females responding, 58.1% are string 
players, and 26.9% are in the woodwinds section. Of the males, 44.7% are in the string 
sections, with 37.% percent in the brass section. Females outnumber males in the 
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woodwind section at 50 to 17 players, while males lead in the brass section at 53 to 12. 
The strings overall were more represented by females, with 108 compared to 63 males. 
Within the string sections, more players of both sexes played the violin. In comparing 
data from the total responses (N = 327), female string players make up 33.0% of the 
orchestra, followed by male string players at 19.3%. Male brass players are 16.2% of all 
players, and female woodwind players are 15.3% (Tables 27 and 28). 
Table 26 
Sex of Participants 
Sex               Frequencya            Percentage  
Female 188 56.3 
Male 146 43.7 
a n = 334. 
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Table 27 
Cross Tabulation—Sex to Principal Instrument Played 
Instrument Male Female 
  Frequencya        Percentage Frequencyb       Percentage 
Strings  108 58.1  63  44.7 
Violin 66  35.5 27  19.1 
Viola 17  9.1 14  9.9 
Cello  20  10.8 11  7.8 
Bass  5  2.7 11 7.8 
Woodwinds  50 26.9 17 12.1 
Flute  20 10.8 0 0.0 
Oboe  14 7.5 4 2.8 
Clarinet 7 3.8 9 6.4 
Bassoon 9 4.8 4 2.8 
Brass  12 6.5 53 37.6 
Horn  10 5.4 17 12.1 
Trumpet  1 0.5 18 12.8 
Trombone  1 0.5 13 9.2 
Euphonium  0 0.0 2 1.4 
Tuba  0 0.0 3 2.1 
Percussion and other instruments 
Percussion  3 1.6 6 4.3 
Harp 1 0.5 1 0.7 
Piano 11 5.9 1 0.7 
Voice 1 0.5 0 0.0 
a n = 186. 
b n = 141. 
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Table 28 
Cross Tabulation—Sex to Principal Instrument Played—Overall Comparison 
Instrument Female Male 
 Frequencya Percentagec  Frequencyb Percentage c 
Strings:  108 33.0 63 19.3 
Woodwinds  50 15.3 17 5.2 
Brass 12 3.7 53 16.2 
Percussion and other instruments 
Percussion 3 0.9 6 1.8 
Harp 1 0.3 1 0.3 
Piano 11 3.3 1 0.3 
Voice 1 0.3 0 0.0 
a n = 186. 
b n = 141. 
c n = 327. 
 
At 85.6%, the race/ethnicity of participants is overwhelmingly White non-
Hispanic. No other ethnicity garnered even 5% of responses for Question 30. Hispanics 
comprised 4.6%, and Asian or Pacific Islanders made up 4.0% (Table 29). 
Question 31 addressed marital status of participants (Table 30). Over half (56.3%) 
of the respondents are married. Including partnered participants, the percentage of those 
with partners is 62.3% or almost two-thirds of those responding. The category with the 
next highest number of responses is “never married” at 25.1%. All those without spouses 
(divorced, widowed, or never married) account for 37.7%. In Question 32, nearly half of 
the respondents (47.3%) indicated they have no children. Over a third (37.3%) indicated 
they have one or two children, and 15.5% indicated they have three children or more.  
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Table 29 
Race/Ethnicity of Participants 
Race/Ethnicity              Frequencya           Percentage  
White Non-Hispanic origin 280 85.6 
Hispanic 15 4.6 
Asian or Pacific Islander 13 4.0 
Mixed heritage 8 2.4 
Black Non-Hispanic origin 5 1.5 
American Indian or Alaskan Native 2 0.6 
Italian 2 0.6 
Egyptian 1 0.3 
Persian 1 0.3 
a n = 327.  
 
Table 30 
Marital Status of Participants 
Status           Frequencya            Percentage  
Married 188 56.3 
Never married 84 25.1 
Divorced 35 10.5 
Partnered 20 6.0 
Widowed 7 2.1 
a n = 334. 
 
Location of residence (Question 33) for participants was closely divided between 
metropolitan and suburban households. The highest percentage (47.6%) of respondents 
live in metropolitan areas, and 44.0% live in suburban areas. Less than 10% live in a 
nonmetropolitan area. 
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According to the responses to Question 34, nearly two-thirds (63.9%) of 
participants are employed full-time, defined as working 30 or more hours per week. 
Those employed part-time (fewer than 30 hours per week) represent 13.7% of 
participants, and 10.1% are retired. Responses indicating full-time student indicated 5.4% 
of respondents attend school full-time. Part-time students account for only 1.2% of 
participants (Table 31). 
Question 35 asked about the annual salary of participants in community 
orchestras. One quarter (25.2%) make between $50,000 and $74,999. The next most 
common level is the $35,000–49,999 range at 18.8%. The next two levels differ by only a 
few respondents and represent the extremes of the available options: $100,000 and above 
for 15.9% of respondents, followed by $15,000 and below for 15.0% (Table 32). 
Table 31 
Employment Status Reported by Participants 
Employment status             Frequencya       Percentage  
Full-time (work 30 or more hours per week) 214 63.9 
Part-time (work fewer than 30 hours per week) 46 13.7 
Retired 34 10.1 
Full-time student 15 4.5 
Homemaker 11 3.3 
Unemployed/looking for work 8 2.4 
Full-time student/Part-time work 3 0.9 
Part-time student/Part-time work 2 0.6 
Part-time student 1 .3 
Part-time student/Full-time work 1 0.3 
a n = 335. 
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Table 32 
Current Annual Salary Reported by Participants 
Income total                      Frequencya           Percentage  
Under $15,000 47 15.0 
$15,000–24,999 18 5.7 
$25,000–34,999 22 7.0 
$35,000–49,999 59 18.8 
$50,000–74,999 79 25.2 
$75,000–99,999 39 12.4 
$100,000 and above 50 15.9 
a n = 314. 
 
The final query (Question 36) of the demographics section addressed the 
occupations of participants (Table 33). Professional trades, such as doctor, lawyer, 
engineer, or professor, edge out white-collar professions, such as businessperson, self-
employed, or teacher in something other than music. Professional trades come in at 
32.1% and white-collar at 30.0%. Other general occupations are significantly lower. Of 
those in music fields, professional musician received 9.0% of responses, followed by 
8.4% for music educators in public or private secondary schools. Other music educators 
on the list included those in private instruction (7.5%), public or private elementary 
school (5.1%), and public or private college or university (1.5%). 
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Table 33 
Occupation as Reported by Participants 
Occupational category       Frequencya      Percentage  
Professional trade (doctor, lawyer, engineer, professor)  107 32.1 
White-collar (businessperson, self-employed,  100 30.0 
          teacher other than music) 
Professional musician (performer) 30 9.0 
Music educator (public or private secondary school) 28 8.4 
Retired 26 7.8 
Music educator (private instruction) 25 7.5 
Student 25  7.5 
Music educator (public or private elementary school) 17 5.1 
Homemaker 15  4.5 
Blue collar (tradesman, craftsman, service trades) 8 2.4 
Music educator (public or private college or university) 5 1.5 
a n = 333 
 
 The results gathered here describe amateur musicians who participate in Texas 
community orchestras and the ensembles in which they play. As individual as the 
responses are, the data show tendencies within questions, such as long-term experience in 
school musical activities, participation in multiple ensembles, and attending college in 
Texas. These tendencies will be further explored in the context of each research question 
in the findings portion of final chapter. In addition, conclusions from the findings will be 
discussed and implications for music education will be proposed.  
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Chapter 5 
Findings, Conclusions, and Implications 
Community music offers myriad opportunities for making music beyond the 
classroom. While this study centered attention on community orchestra participants in 
Texas, there exist, of course, countless community music opportunities beyond orchestra, 
beyond the orchestras reviewed here, and beyond the State of Texas. Each opportunity 
affords players means by which they may express and refine skills learned in classrooms, 
private instruction, and/or self-study. The purpose of this research was to identify and 
assess Texas community orchestras and to create a demographic and musical profile of 
participants. This profile documents patterns of experience of those who make 
community orchestras a part of their adult lives. Analysis of these patterns revealed 
common aspects that exist between these amateur musicians, many of which are 
connected to school music experiences. While these aspects cannot be defined as causal 
to participation in these Texas community orchestras, since others could have similar 
experiences but not be engaged in this way, the commonalities can begin a conversation 
of possible paths to student engagement in music outside of and beyond the classroom.  
This final chapter is organized to bring all the pieces of this study together. 
Beginning with the Summary of the Study, I will review the problem that drove the 
purpose and research questions, re-connect the study to the review of literature, give an 
overview of the development of the questionnaire, and review the population 
determination. The next section provides the Findings of the study, organized by research 
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question. Conclusions and Implications drawn from the present research are then 
explored, followed by reflections of the experience in the Epilogue.  
Overview of the Study  
A problem exists in music education that students who leave school music 
programs do not continue making music beyond the classroom, and that a continuance of 
making music as adults is one possible facet of the representation of successful music 
teaching. Concerns about this problem and curiosities as to what school music and 
outside music activities were common amongst community orchestra musicians in Texas 
were what drove this research. While there cannot be a causal relationship formed as a 
result of this work, the research can open a discussion of possible influences and relevant 
common experiences.  
The process began through a search to locate active community orchestras in 
Texas. Internet searches and interaction with colleagues resulted in the confirmation of 
18 community orchestras. Of those 18 orchestras, 11 participated in this study. A leader 
within each of those 11 community orchestras responded to an organizational 
questionnaire, the director survey questionnaire, and that leader also provided the 
information needed that enabled the deployment of a participant survey questionnaire. 
Some leaders provided e-mail lists and others shared a link with their players that allowed 
access. In all, 361 participants took part in the participant survey for a return rate of 
59.0%.  
As reviewed in Chapter 2, amateurs in all fields are often misunderstood and 
unappreciated beings. They diligently toil away at a task, working towards proficiency 
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and excellence. They trade time away from work and family to spend time doing 
something that may or may not come easily to them. They choose to participate in 
something that does not create significant income and, in fact, often costs them money in 
time, travel, and expenses. The question is then, why do they do it? According to the title 
of Booth’s 1999 book on amateur musicians, they do it “for the love of it.” 
The benefits of music participation have been repeatedly conveyed and these 
rewards appear in all areas of being, including physical, psychological, societal, and often 
spiritual. Active participation particularly affects quality of life and an overall sense of 
wellbeing. It creates a synergy that reflects a bringing-together of all the separate 
benefits. In addition to the cognizance of increased community and belonging (Coffman, 
2002; Davis & Richards, 2002; Hays & Michiello, 2005; Jensen, 2002; Joss, 1994; Ruud, 
1997), music participation gives participants a place to explore and discover themselves, 
create identities within a social context, and broaden their outward perceptions (Hays & 
Michiello, 2005; Joss, 1994; Turino, 2008). Reimer (2009) wrote of this phenomenon in 
terms of experiencing greater richness in life. Ruud (1997) placed it in the context of 
attaining meaning and coherence in life. 
Csikszentmihalyi (1997) placed active music participation within the concept of 
“flow” in how musicians challenge themselves to become better players, rising to the 
various challenges that are a part of learning new music and playing in an ensemble. This 
viewpoint brings in the overall theoretical framework for approaching the data presented 
in the present study: the serious leisure perspective (SLP), first presented in Stebbins 
(1979). Whether these community orchestra players are at the level of “dabblers” or are 
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fully embracing themselves as “amateurs,” they are trying to engage themselves fully in 
their leisure time. They want to do something meaningful, something that challenges 
them, or something that improves their lives in some way—activities representative of 
not only SLP but of lifelong learning as well. 
The purpose of this study was to identify and assess Texas community orchestras 
and create a demographic and musical profile of participants. Four research questions 
were used as a guide in fulfilling this purpose: 
1. What is the organizational status of adult community orchestras currently 
active in the State of Texas? 
2. What are the demographic characteristics of members of adult community 
orchestras in the State of Texas? 
3. What is the education and musical training of those who participate in adult 
community orchestras in Texas? 
4. In which selected musical activities do members of adult community 
orchestras in Texas report having participated? 
Findings 
Two questionnaires were administered through SurveyMonkey.com that resulted 
in the data gathered. Research Question 1 was addressed in the director questionnaire, 
which ascertained a general organizational status of community orchestras in Texas. The 
data indicated that the responding organizations were stable and sufficiently established 
in their respective communities. The other three research questions were answered 
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through the participant questionnaire. The findings below are organized by research 
question.  
Research Question 1: Organizational Status 
The oldest Texas community orchestra was established in 1967, followed by two 
groups in 1977, and another in 1979. Four groups were founded in the 1980s and 1990s, 
and another three in the 2000s. With such a wide range, the average length of time in 
existence for these organizations is 25 years, with the median of 26 years. All 11 
responding orchestras were located near the metropolitan areas of Austin, Dallas-Fort 
Worth, or Houston, with 6 of the 11 (54.5%) designating suburban locations, 4 in 
metropolitan areas, and 1 indicating a nonmetropolitan setting. 
The total players in each orchestra ranged from 45 to 95 players, with a median of 
55 participants and a mean of 64. Over half (54.4%) of the responses to the director 
survey questionnaire indicated their orchestras were growing, with the remaining 
claiming stable numbers in membership. Just under half (45.5%) have no age restrictions 
to play with the ensemble, three require a minimum of 18 years of age, and the others 
accepts high school or middle school players. Only four of the groups pay players to 
participate on a regular basis, and each of those hire, at minimum, a concertmaster.  
The most common governance of these groups is through a board of directors 
(90.9%) and/or a music director (81.8%). Three of the orchestras have an executive 
director or general manager (27.3%). A few of the groups have orchestra officers and/or 
player representatives to the board of directors. 
All 11 orchestras are classified as non-profit charitable organizations according to 
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the IRS 501(c)(3) requirements. Significant sources of funding for each group reflect this 
status because donations and contributions led the list of sources of funding at 63.6%. 
Concert proceeds followed at 45.5%. Other sources mentioned included local 
government, business assistance, and grants. One group has established a foundation to 
raise funds. The yearly budgets for these groups range from $12,000 to $100,000. The 
median budget is $25,000, with the average at $37,454.  
Research Question 2: Participant Demographics 
Research Questions 2, 3, and 4 were answered through an online participant 
survey questionnaire, which facilitated the development of a profile of these active 
community music musicians. A total of 361 participants responded to the participant 
survey questionnaire. Question 2, “What are the demographic characteristics of members 
of adult community orchestras in Texas?” was addressed in survey questionnaire 
questions 28 through 36.  
The age of these community orchestra musicians tends toward middle age, with 
50 to 59 being the most frequent response. The next three levels are relatively close 
together in response percentages: ages 30 to 39, 60 to 69, and then 20 to 29. More women 
than men are active participants, and women hold the majority in the string and 
woodwind sections, and piano. Men outnumber women in the brass and percussion 
section, but the violin is the favored instrument of both male and female participants in 
the strings. 
The race/ethnicity of the participants in Texas community orchestras is 
overwhelmingly White. Over 60% are married or partnered, and just under half have no 
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children, with another third having either one or two children. Most participants live in 
either a metropolitan or a suburban area and worked full-time. Over 40% of respondents 
make over $50,000 per year, and one third of participants are in a professional trade, such 
as doctor, lawyer, or professor, with another third in white-collar occupations, including 
businesspeople, the self-employed, or teachers outside of music. Just over one fifth 
indicated they are in the field of music education. 
Research Question 3: Participant Education and Musical Training 
Research Question 3, “What is the education and musical training of those who 
participate in adult community orchestras in Texas?” was addressed in questions 1 
through 10. These revealed that community orchestra participants in Texas are, overall, 
well educated. One-third of the respondents have completed a master’s degree, and 
87.2% have at least a bachelor’s degree. Over half have taken additional classes since the 
completion of their last degree. Most respondents attended high school (49.4%) and 
college (60.3%) in Texas. After the south, the Midwest had the highest representation in 
both levels of schooling. Over half the high schools attended were in suburban areas. 
Two-thirds of respondents participated in elementary music classes, and 94.3% 
participated in at least one formal instrumental ensemble at the high school level or 
above. For both formal instrumental ensemble and private instrumental instruction, the 
highest percentages of participants indicated activity at the college level for 3–5 years. 
Less than half of the participants declared as music majors during their college 
years. Of those who did, performance was the most common course of study, followed by 
music education. The string players corresponded with the lowest overall percentage of 
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music majors, but two-thirds of the woodwind and brass players indicated they were 
music majors at some point in their college careers. Woodwind players were most likely 
to have chosen performance as their course of study while brass players tended more 
toward music education. String players’ majors in music were evenly divided between 
performance and music education. 
Research Question 4: Participant Musical Activities 
Research Question 4, “In which selected musical activities do members of adult 
community orchestras in Texas report having participated?” was addressed in 
questionnaire questions 11 through 27, which found that string instruments are the most 
selected principal instruments for over half of respondents. The woodwind and brass 
instruments followed at approximately 20% each. Violin leads all other instruments with 
almost a third of all players. The flute is the most common of the woodwind instruments, 
and the French horn is most popular in the brass section. Piano and percussion 
instruments are each represented at about 3%. Most players have been playing their 
instruments for 10 to 19 years. When indicating the primary instruments played in their 
current orchestras, responses remained relatively close to the principal instrument 
selections, although the strings increased slightly and piano decreased significantly from 
12 players to 1. 
Almost three-quarters of Texas community orchestra participants play at least one 
additional instrument. Half of those play piano in addition to their current instrument. 
Two-thirds of the string and woodwind players do not play other instruments while brass 
players are most likely to pick up an additional instrument (over 80%). With the 
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exception of piano and percussion, participants tend to add instruments within their 
principal family of instruments. Of traditional band and orchestral instruments, the most 
popular additional instruments are violin, viola, cello, clarinet, saxophone, and 
percussion. For instruments outside the typical band or orchestra, the most popular 
instruments are guitar and voice. 
A good number of participants of community orchestras have not been playing 
with their groups for a significant length of time. The most common response was a 
single year, and over half have played with their orchestras five years or less. A quarter of 
the participants have played with their respective groups for over 10 years, however. Two 
thirds live close to the rehearsal location of their orchestras, traveling 20 miles or less. 
Players in these community orchestras participated in a variety of ensembles 
during their high school and college years. High school activities included (in order of 
frequency) solo and ensemble, full orchestra, concert band, marching band, string 
orchestra, and chorus. Musical activities during high school that were not school-
sponsored included community full orchestra, church choir, and chamber ensembles. For 
college activities, the top response was full orchestra, followed by chamber ensemble, 
concert band, solo and ensemble, and marching band. Over a quarter of respondents did 
not participate in non-school-sponsored music in college, but those who did so selected 
chamber ensemble most often, then community full orchestra and professional orchestra. 
For musical activities since completing schooling, respondents indicated 
community full or string orchestra at over 95%. Over the previous three years, 93.5% 
participants indicated community full orchestra alone. Over half indicated chamber 
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ensembles, and approximately a third participated in church full orchestra and/or 
community concert band in both the time following formal schooling and over the 
previous 3 years. Additional activities included private lessons for a third of respondents, 
and almost three quarters of participants play in additional instrumental ensembles 
beyond their specific community orchestras. 
Over 70% of participants have opportunities to perform as paid musicians. The 
highest percentage play for pay only a few times a year, followed by those who play up to 
six times each year. Over half the participants have never taught music full-time, and 
another third either have taught full-time in the past or were teaching part-time at the time 
of their responses to the questionnaire. 
Conclusions  
As a director of amateur music ensembles that include community orchestra, 
community college chorus, church orchestra, women’s chorus, and a variety of bands, 
including jazz, concert, and marching, I have always held great interest in the variety of 
experiences and musical histories of those who participate. Those who are active in the 
organizations I have led are, for the most part, greatly dedicated to the act of making 
music in these groups and to connecting with others in musical ways. Many have spoken 
of the importance not only of the playing or singing but also of being a part of something 
more, especially of sharing the music making experience with other players and with 
audiences. 
Over the years, I have considered such questions as how these players reached 
this point of dedication to active music making in a community ensemble. Why are more 
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graduates of string programs not continuing to play in community groups? If school 
experiences lead some players to make music as an adult, why do those same experiences 
not have the same effect on players sitting next to each other? Certainly, every player has 
a different story, different reasons for playing during his or her school years, and different 
responsibilities that arise in life, but those who are actively making music have life events 
that could pull them away from playing as well, yet still they play. For this reason, it is 
important to look for patterns of previous and current musical activities. For most who 
play in community orchestras, it is likely that they played in band or orchestra during 
their school years. Previous research has confirmed this finding for community band 
participants (Bowen, 1995; Chiodo, 1997), and the present study confirmed it for 
community orchestra participants, as well. 
As with the 1995 Bowen study that inspired this research, this study sought to 
bring awareness to a gap in music education that exists between numbers in school music 
activities and those in adult music making. My investigation of community orchestras in 
Texas and the results from the director survey questionnaire portion of this study reflect 
that this disparity in participation still exists, specifically between school orchestra 
participation and community orchestra participation. The Texas Interscholastic League 
(UIL) reported 1,337 string and full orchestras in Texas High Schools in 2012. 
Considering the 18 community orchestras in Texas, just over 1% of those graduating 
from string programs remain active in adult orchestras. The 11 responding groups for this 
questionnaire reported slightly over 700 participants. Considering the average number of 
participants in the 11 responding groups and deducing the additional players in the seven 
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non-responding orchestras suggested a similar number of 1,150 active participants in 
community orchestras in Texas.  
For the 2010–2011 school year, UIL reported student involvement in orchestral 
ensembles at 44,000 participants, giving a comparative percentage of active individual 
participation in adult community ensembles of 2.6%. These data represent only a single 
year of UIL participation and could include players who participated in more than one 
group (both a string orchestra and a full orchestra from the same school), but thousands 
of students graduate each year, with decades of opportunities of adult music making 
ahead of them. The discrepancy in numbers is striking. Of course, high school orchestra 
participants can continue their music making as adults in many other worthwhile ways, 
including engagement in ensembles outside the orchestral genre, professional work in 
ensembles of various sizes or as soloists, or simply playing on their own by themselves. 
However, it seems that participation in groups most similar to high school experiences 
would be more common as an adult activity for those who actively took part day after day 
during their school years. It is likely this is a concern not isolated to the field of music 
education, as those who teach in other disciplines in all probability also have concerns 
regarding continuance beyond the classroom.  
A great deal of research exists regarding music making and lifelong learning. 
Mantie (2012) discussed the possibility that adult music making activities are not 
necessarily about learning at all, but instead about participation only. Mantie suggested 
that participation in community ensembles is simply about getting together and playing 
and that the learning factor is not a consideration of the players. Such has not been my 
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experience because the musicians I have worked with receive great enjoyment from 
learning new works and skills. Of course, learning will usually take place in all music 
making situations and most non-music making experiences as well. For community 
orchestras, factors that can affect learning experiences include music selection, changes 
in ensembles or other participants, surroundings, and even participants’ emotional states. 
Although this learning does not appear to be the primary impetus in active music 
participation, it is a part of the experience nonetheless. There is focus on the challenge 
(and fun) of playing the instrument itself within the context of the music repertoire 
presented, and the learning benefits naturally occur as a result of those experiences. 
Stebbins (2013a) introduced the serious leisure perspective (SLP) in 1976. 
Stebbins, himself an amateur musician, reported on the lives of amateur classical 
musicians and how their interactions with making music affected their lives and self-
identities. As a result of his ethnographic study, Stebbins was led to the creation of a 
more thorough definition of the term amateur, including how these individuals relate 
with their professional counterparts and the public that they serve. Amateurs take what 
many consider hobbies or minor activities and transform them into pursuits “motivated 
by seriousness and commitment” (Stebbins, 1980, p. 414). This commitment is manifest 
through steady participation in individual practice and rehearsals and in arranging 
schedules and lives to accommodate the activities. Many of the concepts of amateurism 
and serious leisure that Stebbins explored are connected to the data results of this present 
study and will be noted as the findings are explored further. 
Two important concepts of adult learning presented by Brookfield (1986) are 
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applicable in a community orchestra setting: praxis (activity) and critical reflection. 
Music activities generally fall into these categories because these experiences represent 
an action of making music with an instrument and the critical engagement of playing with 
others. Participants in community orchestras in Texas have a great deal of experience 
navigating their place in ensemble playing, as 80% of these players played in ensembles 
at the college level. Over 70% took private lessons on their principal instruments in 
college, as well. 
One of the keys to continuing music activities into adulthood, according to 
Ordway (1964), is encouraging students to develop the skill of self-teaching, which 
allows them to monitor their own learning and experiences after they complete formal 
schooling. Brookfield (1986) and Boucouvalas and Lawrence (2010) referred to this skill 
as self-directed learning. From the numbers in the data, college experiences are a positive 
influence in this respect. Compared to the small number of participants with only high 
school music experiences (less than 15%), either the lessons presented in the area of 
independent learning that fosters the creation of independent musicians are more 
effective at the college level, or the number of years of experience alone can be an 
important factor. While the number of participants in college ensembles and private 
lessons could give the impression that most participants in community orchestras in 
Texas are music majors, such is not the case. Almost half of the respondents never 
majored in music, and of those who did, only a third completed their degrees. Others 
either changed majors or dropped out before finishing college. 
As with amateurism and serious leisure, another characteristic of adult learners 
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and learning also recognized in this study included the concept of voluntary participation 
(Brookfield, 1986; Coffman, 2006). Each orchestra was confirmed to have no more than 
a few paid players, and those held very specific positions. For these players to continue to 
engage “uncoerced,” as Stebbins (2007) indicated, and without compensation, there are 
additional factors of serious leisure and adult learning also present. These factors include 
experiential learning (Boucouvalas & Lawrence, 2010), activity-oriented experiences 
(Brookfield, 1986), and/or collaboration (Grow, 1992). Each of these is present in serious 
leisure and in community orchestra activities. Community orchestra musicians actively 
make music in a large ensemble context, which is, in itself, a collaborative endeavor. In 
addition, these players experience the music making process through their instruments 
and minds. 
Stebbins’ (2013b) first investigations into ideas of different levels of leisure began 
in the early 1970s with interviews of amateur classical musicians. As an amateur 
musician for most of his life, Stebbins knew that participants viewed their activities in 
amateur music making as special. As national and international music education 
organizations are establishing special interest groups with a focus on community music, 
increased credibility is coming to those who participate in these types of groups. As 
research increases concerning the effect and benefits of music making as adults because 
of the attention given by respected music education organizations, the possibility 
increases that the general population, administrators, and active music educators can also 
become familiar with the research. This raised awareness could lead to more adults 
becoming engaged in music making. In addition, as amateur adult participation increases 
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in these community music groups, awareness of the importance of music in elementary 
and secondary schools will increase because music will be recognized for its lifelong 
benefits and not for its value during the school years only. From the viewpoint of serious 
leisure, amateur musicians find great significance in their musical activities, from 
physical and mental engagement to a sense of satisfaction and fulfillment (Stebbins, 
2009). 
Most players in the Texas community orchestras surveyed have been playing their 
instruments a considerable amount of time. At 25.1%, 10–19 years of playing was the 
most common response, but those who have been playing their instruments between 20 
and 29, 30–39, and 40–49 years were close in number. When considering the length of 
playing time within instrument families, strings indicate 10–19 years of experience most 
frequently, and woodwinds and brass are each closely distributed between 30–39 and 40–
49 years.  
Ordway (1964) found that students trained in more than one instrument or 
medium were more likely to continue making music into adulthood. The findings from 
this study support that idea, with 70.3% of respondents indicating they played at least one 
additional instrument. Over half of those indicated piano as that other instrument. Guitar 
and voice were the next most popular selections as secondary instruments played. 
In addition to multiple instruments, most of the respondents participated in a 
variety of musical ensembles during high school and college, both school-sponsored and 
other types of groups. Solo and ensemble competition was the most common school-
sponsored activity for high school. It also appeared in the college list, although it was 
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fourth in frequency instead of first. The larger ensembles dominated the most popular of 
activities, especially full orchestra and concert band. The musical experiences outside 
school functions during high school years were community orchestra, church choir, and 
chamber ensembles. Though most college students chose not to participate in musical 
groups outside their college course loads, over a fifth indicated they participated in 
chamber music ensembles and both community and professional full orchestras. Again, 
variety in experience is suggested as a positive factor in keeping adults active in making 
music. 
Furthermore, the results of the questionnaire for this present study show that 
nearly three-quarters of respondents were participating in ensembles outside their 
community orchestras at the time of the questionnaire. Many participants have been with 
their current orchestras for only a few years, and most have participated in multiple 
groups in the previous three years. The most common of these, beyond community 
orchestra, were chamber music, church orchestra, and community band. According to 
these data, students should be encouraged to participate in a variety of musical activities 
to remain involved in music making into adulthood. 
The participants in community orchestras in Texas fit many of the common 
characteristics of the adult learners described by Brookfield (1986), Coffman (2006), and 
Grow (1991). As with general adult learners, these ensemble participants are, for the most 
part, ethnically homogeneous, with 85.6% of the responding players indicating they are 
White non-Hispanic. These players would also be considered middle class or upwardly 
mobile, with over half the respondents indicating an annual income of $50,000 or above. 
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The learning in a community orchestra is cooperative and voluntary and, as such, 
indicates a participant’s self-perceived competence to be an active part of the music 
making experience. 
Other demographic similarities between adult learners and community orchestra 
participants also exist. The National Center for Education Statistics (NCES; 2004) 
reported on adult education participation, indicating more females than males are likely 
to participate, a statistic reflected by responding community orchestra musicians in the 
present study. Adults with a college degree are also more likely to participate in 
continuing their education by taking additional classes beyond their degree (not 
necessarily music-related), a finding also reflected in the community orchestra study. The 
NCES report also indicated that employed people are more likely to participate than those 
not employed. Over three quarters of community orchestra participants in this study are 
employed either full-time or part-time. In addition, those in professional or managerial 
positions are also more likely to participate. These categories accounted for 62.1% of the 
respondents. 
A few variances occurred among the results from the NCES (2004) study, 
however, with the NCES reporting those over the age of 50 are less likely to participate. 
For community orchestras, that age group comprised over half of their participants 
(50.6%). Furthermore, ethnicity tended to be more diverse for general adult learners, 
whereas participation in community orchestras is overwhelmingly Caucasian. 
Participation by those married or partnered was much higher for community orchestra 
musicians than for those taking part in general adult education. 
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Participation in classical music performance was reported in the National 
Endowment for the Arts (NEA) 2008 Survey of Public Participation in the Arts. In this 
report, females were more likely to participate, and again, the ethnicity was significantly 
White non-Hispanic. The age range with the highest percentage of participants was 35–
44 at 18.0%. The community orchestra questionnaire had the highest representation 
among those aged 50–59 (29.3%), followed by those aged 30–39 (17.6%). Half of the 
NEA report participants had college degrees or higher and incomes over $50,000. Again, 
these statistics are consistent with those of the present study. 
As the director of a community orchestra, I can bear evidence to the dedication 
and hard work that goes into playing with one of these ensembles. Each player brings his 
or her own passion, experiences, and ideas to the group. The benefits of participation in 
this type of ensemble must be a part of the experience, or they would not continue to 
show up and work to play their instruments to the best of their ability. Do they love it? I 
would attest, “Most days.” Sometimes people’s experiences as musicians can be difficult 
and challenging. When many would simply stop playing, others continue to work through 
a difficult passage again, and again, and again. Sometimes, they are able to perform it; 
sometimes they are not, but they keep working. This is serious leisure at its best. 
These Texas community orchestra participants have successfully made the 
transition from student music maker to adult music maker. They have committed 
themselves to their organizations, some (11.6%) for over 20 years, and they have 
continued living their lives, too. They are employed and well educated. Most have 
college ensemble experience and have taken lessons on their primary instruments 
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(although not in recent years). Some majored in music at one point but then took a 
different career path. Most have played their instrument for a significant amount of time, 
but very few have taught music or are in the music profession at all. However, many of 
these players will take occasional paying positions, indicating they are skilled. They have 
worked hard at their craft, whether recently or in years past, and they recognize that 
making music makes a difference in their lives, and so they play. 
Implications 
As a director of a community orchestra, I have a vested interest in more high 
school and college ensemble players committing to playing music as adults, but the 
results of this study are a part of a much larger exploration into community organizations 
and their participants. I believe it is imperative to encourage those in school ensembles to 
make music outside of the classroom. Research has shown music making to have positive 
effects on participants’ physical and emotional health and wellbeing (MacDonald, et al, 
2012). However, beyond the numerous benefits to those who participate, I would assert 
that the future of school music education is dependent on the continuance of music 
making into adulthood. Community music is a reflection of the lifelong benefits of music, 
benefits that extend long after students graduate. Having developed the skills and love for 
playing their instruments, students’ becoming active in community music reflects their 
awareness that music making can extend beyond the school setting. If students are not 
making music beyond the classroom, whether during their school years or after they 
graduate, concerns may arise as to the validity of music education. These concerns result 
in legislation that comes forward addressing the importance of “essential” subjects, such 
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as math or English, subjects used extensively after a student leave school. As a result, 
many schools drop or lessen their attention on subjects deemed less important via 
testability, including the arts. Having more students and former students active in music 
outside the classroom could strengthen support for the importance of music education in 
the curriculum, showing that what is being taught has lifelong implications for their 
students.  
As reported, only 18 community orchestras were confirmed by this study to exist 
in Texas. All are located near large metropolitan areas in the state: Austin-San Antonio, 
Dallas-Fort Worth, and Houston. One group identified its location as nonmetropolitan; it 
is located between Austin and San Antonio (the Starlight Symphony Orchestra in 
Wimberley). While many school orchestra programs exist outside of major population 
centers, it is possible that the programs are not large enough to have enough graduates to 
support an adult organization in the same location. Almost 20% of the respondents to the 
present study attended high school in nonmetropolitan areas, although it is not clear how 
many of those were in schools with bands only. Although not necessarily the case, the 
available number of potential participants is expected to be significantly greater in areas 
with larger populations. 
A possible hindrance to community orchestras existing away from major cities 
could be the difficulty of receiving community support that comes in the form of 
financial support and access to players. Of the responding orchestras, only one indicated 
that its community is generous in its support for the ensemble, and that was the orchestra 
in a nonmetropolitan area. While this was only a single ensemble and the details of how 
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this group defined the term generous was not offered, this response could encourage 
those in smaller communities working to establish a community orchestra in their area. 
The community leader relationships and community organization backing needed to 
create and support an independent community ensemble might be more accessible in 
smaller communities over the governing offices of larger cities. 
There are unique needs of large instrumental ensembles that need to be outlined 
for those being asked for support. These needs include large rehearsal and performance 
spaces, percussion equipment, and music stands. Because of the cost to establish and 
manage these organizations, the relevance and importance of the large ensembles must be 
made clear to those making the investment, whether individuals, neighborhood leaders, or 
entire communities. I assert that the large ensembles do have their place in the 
community music landscape, not as being more worthy than other music making 
opportunities, but as viable opportunities for large groups of musicians to gather together 
to play. The more opportunities that are available to make music, the better the chances 
players will find a group that suit them and their needs. 
Some positive aspects of large instrumental ensembles such as orchestras and 
bands begin in the music itself. The Knight Foundation (2003) revealed a primary belief 
concerning symphony orchestras: “[S]ymphonic music is a powerful art form with 
timeless appeal that can bring joy and spiritual renewal to human beings everywhere” (p. 
2). There is relevance in the repertoire, old and new, as seen in the presence of the music 
of Mozart and Grieg, for instance, and the new music prevalent in movies. The popularity 
of film music crosses lines of economic standing, gender, culture, and age (Walter, 2006). 
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In addition to the music, community orchestras often offer the prospect of their 
communities hearing symphonic music at a more affordable cost than professional 
groups, so a larger audience may be reached. This factor could be a part of fulfilling 
players’ needs to feel they are contributing to their communities in a positive way. 
Because community ensembles affect their communities as well as their 
participants, music educators of all levels need to encourage their students to support the 
arts, even beyond the music making, and help their students understand the monetary 
costs that are a part of operating arts organizations. Doing so could be a part of general 
advocacy lessons that address the needs of arts in schools and arts beyond the academic 
setting. Further research into the presence of support for both community and school 
music and arts after completing participation in school ensembles would be enlightening. 
It is important for music educators to impress upon all students the importance of the arts 
in all people’s lives. This support can appear in many forms, including contributing as 
players, as financial contributors, or as volunteers in other capacities. 
As research has shown, the arts contribute to a better quality of life (Cohen, 1992, 
2006b). Making music, whether as an amateur or as a professional, has been shown to 
increase the physical, emotional, social and intellectual wellbeing of participants 
(MacDonald, Kreutz, & Mitchell, 2012). As serious leisure, this music making 
experience allows the person involved the opportunity to do something that is 
challenging, satisfying, and meaningful (Stebbins, 1992, 2007). Indeed, everyone should 
have access to these opportunities because these activities contribute to people having 
better lives. Based on the data from this study, several possibilities might increase 
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participation in music making beyond the specific techniques and skills taught in the 
classroom, and each is discussed further in the text that follows: 
1. Encourage diverse options in making music, 
2. Offer intergenerational music activities, 
3. Offer community music experiences, 
4. Have teachers act as models of adult music making. 
In 1964, Ordway suggested carryover of music making into adulthood was more 
likely when students were trained in more than one medium or instrument. Results of the 
present study support that indication, with 70% of those responding having played 
additional instruments beyond their principal instruments. The variety of groups in which 
respondents participated was also diverse. Top ensembles beyond respondents’ current 
community orchestras included chamber ensembles, such as flute choir, brass quintet, and 
string quartet; church orchestras, community bands, and church choirs. Bowen (1995) 
had similar findings, with over 70% of community band players also playing in another 
instrumental ensemble. With continuance of music activities as a priority, it appears to be 
an effective maneuver to encourage students to explore other opportunities beyond a 
single ensemble. Such variety does not necessarily have to take place during school 
hours, as respondents to this study participated in many musical activities outside of 
official school functions, including community orchestras, church choirs, and chamber 
ensembles. 
A second suggestion addresses the integration of intergenerational music making 
into the classroom. Finding ways to involve musicians of all ages with an ensemble can 
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help encourage students to continue making music as adults. It is difficult for students to 
imagine making music as an adult amateur if they have never seen an example of one. 
Very few students will become professional musicians, but, while that path should not 
necessarily be discouraged, it is important for them to realize that other options exist. 
Community orchestras are made up of persons of all ages. In this present study, 
participants' ages ranged from 17 to 81, and as shown in other studies, this span of ages in 
participants is not unusual (Bowen, 1995; Coffman, 2002; Spencer, 1996). Students can 
benefit from experiencing shared music making with adults of all ages and they need to 
see that music is made by more than the youth they interact with daily, and by 
professionals. One prospect is to seek opportunities to collaborate with a local 
community orchestra or band, allowing students to sit next to someone and see that 
making music outside of school is a possibility. These are opportunities that do not need 
to wait until after school to explore. The more students are engaged in making music 
beyond the classroom during their school years, the more likely they will continue as 
adults (Ordway, 1964).  
A third opportunity for encouraging carryover of music making into adulthood is 
through community music activities, for these are activities that can expose students to 
music making options outside of the classroom. Most of those who participated in the 
current research were active in many groups during their school years, including over a 
third who played in a community orchestra. Whether through participation in a 
community orchestra, band, or chorus; in chamber music activities; or in a drum circle or 
a bluegrass band, many opportunities exist of which potential participants may not be 
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aware. Students need to be encouraged to go hear these groups play and possibly join in. 
They need to experience for themselves that making music as an adult need not be 
limited to professionals only. Involvement in music ensembles—the enjoyment, 
encouragement, and involvement—are intrinsically rewarding experiences that do not 
necessarily translate to career choices (Pitts, 2012). Nurturing those experiences could 
lead to more involvement later on.  
Presumably, music educators hope their students will miss playing in their school 
ensembles, will recall fondly their participation in groups where they learned skills as 
cooperators in music making, and that, ultimately, these sense memories will serve to 
kindle a desire to continue playing. Educators hope to instill a passion for these activities 
so that students want to keep playing, even without educators’ direct leadership. If 
students discontinue making music because they “need a break” from playing their 
instruments in their school ensembles, there needs to be a consideration of why these 
students would abandon the activity. Educators must impress upon their students to 
improve, and to show them how to make musical decisions through their own learning 
and awareness, even without an educator in the room (Ordway, 1964; Pitts, 2012).  
Students should be taught not only to play and play well but also to find a passion 
for the music making experience and of making music with others. Educators can also 
help students find community groups because students might not know such groups are 
just waiting for them to come join in and continue to make music in their lives. It is 
important for teachers to help students recognize that, while they are improving as 
musicians on their instruments, they are also improving as people, individually and 
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collectively. Students must be reminded that by doing music—in the classroom and 
outside of it—they are greatly improving their quality of life. 
A fourth and final recommendation is for music educators to model for the 
students a continued love for playing. Music educators should consider how they could 
serve as examples of active music making by taking part in community music activities. 
A director’s personal commitment to play or sing with a group can be tangible evidence 
to students of their own potential for music making beyond the classroom. It is easier to 
convince students of the importance and benefits of making music as adults when they 
see their own instructors taking part. While many directors and teachers will occasionally 
play for pay, it is important for all of us to remember the joy of amateurism and of 
making music with others simply because we love to play. 
This type of modeling activity by an instructor also draws from and supports each 
of the three prior suggestions. It encourages diverse options in making music as it has the 
instructor making music beyond the classroom. It usually also represents 
intergenerational music making, especially if the instructor plays in an amateur 
community-based ensemble. Finally, it could encourage awareness of community music 
opportunities because many students will be interested in hearing their instructors 
perform. Students look up to their instructors, and seeing them play their instrument 
beyond the classroom encourages students to do the same. 
Suggestions for Further Research  
This study investigated Texas community orchestras and created a profile of the 
musicians who take part in these groups. Several opportunities exist to broaden the scope 
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of this research. One group of suggestions for further research incorporates an increase in 
the number of study participants. This might include (1) expansion of the area studied 
beyond the state of Texas; (2) addition of other types of community instrumental groups, 
such as community bands; or (3) exploration of additional community orchestra types, 
including those sponsored by colleges and universities. Each of these options could 
expand the current profile of community orchestra musicians and propose differences 
between regions, ensemble types, and opportunities or limitations that might be present 
within the context of outside group funding in place of an independent organization.   
A second set of suggestions for further research involves (1) opening a discussion 
with current high school and/or college students active in one or more school-sponsored 
ensembles, or (2) following a group of students from early in their ensemble experiences 
through high school graduation and beyond. Both possibilities would be assessed through 
a combination of interviews and questionnaires. The first group could be asked about 
musical activities in school and outside of their class day, their plans for continuing after 
graduation or expanding their current activities to take part in outside music making 
opportunities, and possible barriers they might perceive in continuing their music making 
when they leave school. An interview format allows for more expansion on ideas of 
motivation, family and teacher influence, and the extent to which social constructs factor 
into decisions to remain active while in school.  
The second suggested group of students would facilitate a longitudinal study of 
players in a specific school ensemble from early in their experiences through high school 
graduation and beyond. This study would allow for discussion with those players who 
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leave the ensemble, as well as those who continue, giving a more complete account of 
reasons for continuing or ceasing school music experiences. It is possible that those who 
stop playing in school continue making music in other ways, through other genres or 
other technologies. There are many more ways of making music than the orchestras 
discussed here, and the new data collected could expand on the observations of current 
community musicians to include discussions of potential community musicians. Perhaps 
through these additional observations and conversations, we could further illuminate 
ways in which playing beyond the classroom may be encouraged.  
Epilogue 
Community music and music education in schools are not mutually exclusive 
activities. Music making, seen in the context of learning, is a lifelong practice that offers 
new experiences with each piece of music, with each rehearsal, each performance. There 
are always new pieces to learn and new (and old) techniques to improve. Jones (2009) 
puts the experience in the concept of adding the term “lifewide” to the ideas of lifelong 
learning. By doing this, Jones portrays the diverse and complex experience that is music 
making more fully. There is always something new to learn, regardless of whether a 
person participates for the social aspects or simply to play. Koopman (2007) presented 
the essential concepts of teaching and learning as integral parts of a community music 
experience. Higgins’ (2012) definition of community music and the presence of a 
facilitator in those experiences aligns with that presentation of community music leaders 
as facilitators and teachers. The term Koopman (2006) used is coach, which he suggested 
embodies both because that person “initiates and guides the musical processes in such a 
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way that participants not only arrive at attractive instant results, but also develop 
themselves successfully” (p. 161). The ability to develop and improve of one’s own 
accord and effort, with or without a leader, is a key to the serious leisure model (Stebbins, 
2007). 
Higgins (2006) asserted community music is “an important facet in the ongoing 
arguments surrounding the significance of music and musical doing” (p. 262). He 
affirmed it is “both an intrinsic and distinctive area of musical discourse and that its 
exclusion within the broader manifestations of music education reduces the efficacy of 
one of the most vital human activities” (p. 261). For the most part, community music 
continues to be marginalized by those in music education and, until there is recognition 
of its value, this separation between music in schools and music in practice beyond the 
classroom will continue. 
As music educators, musicians, and lovers of music, teachers need to recognize 
and share the importance of making music beyond the classroom, whether in a 
community orchestra or in any other music making activity. Music education should 
create positive memories and “provide music experiences for young people that will be 
valued in adulthood” (Coffman, 2006, p. 6). Specific outcomes and goals of musically 
educating students and providing instrumental instruction need to be taken into 
consideration with an eye toward lifelong participation (McPherson et al., 2012). 
Although professional musicians often have a higher level of prestige or recognition for 
the work they do, a reframing of amateurs and the intrinsic value of nonprofessional 
music making could make an impact on those school musicians who otherwise might not 
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consider continuing their practice outside of school. Amateurs go out and play because 
they know the experience adds something to their lives beyond an income, the ones who 
know what a difference it makes to be involved in something beyond themselves, those 
who continue to work to achieve something meaningful for which they can feel proud. 
Making music is a serious approach to leisure that transforms lives beyond the 
mundane. Music educators establish an array of goals for their students, including 
development of skills as individuals, such as personal instrumental techniques, ensemble 
methods that include listening and adjusting to the players around them, as well as 
leadership, achievement in competitions, and how to get along with others. That said, 
there exists no goal more foundational, for both educators and students, than the 
accomplishment of active music making beyond the classroom. Nurturing the assurance 
that skills learned in school setting are skills that may be used for a lifetime is vital. This 
accomplishment will then reinforce the many philosophical discussions of the essential 
value of music education within school settings, as well as, or perhaps even more 
importantly, in the lives of the individual musicians.  
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Appendix A 
Community Orchestras in Texas—Final Listing 
Austin Civic Orchestra www.austincivicorchestra.org/ 
Austin Philharmonic Orchestra  www.austinphilharmonic.org/ 
Balcones Community Orchestra – 
Austin 
balconescommunityorchestra.doublereed.net/index
.htm 
Clear Lake Symphony Orchestra – 
Houston  
www.clearlakesymphony.org/ 
Flower Mound Community 
Orchestras 
www.fmco.org/ 
Fort Bend Symphony Orchestra – 
Sugar Land  
www.fbso.org/ 
Fort Worth Civic Orchestra www.fwco.org/  
Galveston Symphony Orchestra  www.galvestonsymphony.org/ 
Houston Civic Symphony www.civicsymphony.org/ 
Houston Sinfonietta www.houstonsinfonietta.org/ 
Kingwood Pops Orchestra – 
Houston  
www.kingwoodpops.org/ 
Mesquite Symphony Orchestra www.mesquitesymphony.org 
New Philharmonic of Irving www.npoirving.com/ 
New Texas Symphony Orchestra – 
Dallas  
www.ntso.org 
Northeast Orchestra – North 
Richland Hills 
www.northeastorchestra.org/  
Starlight Symphony Orchestra – 
Wimberley 
skipperweb.org/starlightsymphony.org/ 
Texas Medical Center Orchestra of 
Houston 
www.doctorsorchestrahouston.org/TMCO/TMCO
___Home.html 
Williamson County Symphony 
Orchestra – Hutto 
www.williamsoncountysymphonyorchestra.org/ 
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Appendix B 
Director Survey Questionnaire 
Community Orchestra Director Survey 
The purpose of this study is to identify and determine the status of adult community 
orchestras currently active in Texas and to identify demographic characteristics, 
participation in selected musical activities, and motivations of members to participate in 
these groups.  
 
This director survey addresses general information about your community orchestra. A 
separate participant survey will address the other points.  
 
Please read the following information and proceed to the survey. Thank you for your 
participation.  
 
Kathryn D. Brown 
Doctoral Candidate, Boston University 
 
Informed Consent Form   
 
Thank you for considering participation in this survey. It is anticipated that the results 
from this study might further music education in encouraging more lifelong participants 
of music by establishing commonalities of adult amateur musicians such as yourself.    
 
The survey should take approximately five minutes to complete and no compensation 
will be received as a result of participation. Your anonymity is assured and the survey 
data will be treated confidentially and may not be disclosed, unless required by law or 
regulation. All survey data will be stored in locked files and destroyed at the end of the 
research. Results will be published only in aggregated form (for example, tables of 
information). No personal information gathered in the process of this research will be 
used in any way outside the domain of this study.   
 
You may request a copy of this form from Kathryn Brown at kdbrownbu@gmail.com. If 
you have questions regarding this research of your participation in it, either now or in the 
future, please feel free to ask her or contact her supervisor, Dr. Lee Higgins, at 
higginsl@bu.edu. You may obtain further information about rights as a research subject 
by calling Mary Banks, who is the Coordinator of the Institutional Review Board of the 
Boston University Charles River Campus, at (617) 353-4365. If any problems arise a 
result of your participation in this study, including research-related injuries, please 
contact the Principal Investigator, Kathryn Brown, immediately.  
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I have read the above Informed Consent and agree to participate in the survey. 
            (a click on this option will take respondent into survey) 
I have read the above Informed Consent and choose not to participate. 
            (a click on this option will take respondent out of the survey to a thank you page)  
 
Survey questions 
 
1. In what year was your community orchestra founded?  
 
2. How many active members do you currently have on your roster?  
 
3. Do you have a minimum age requirement for participation in your ensemble?  
Yes 
No 
If so, what is it?  
 
4. Which of the following best describes the location of your orchestra? 
Metropolitan  
Suburban 
Non-metropolitan area 
 
5. What type of governance do you use for your organization?  
Board of Directors 
Orchestra officers 
Music Director 
Executive Director 
Other (please specify):  
 
6. Are there particular instrumentalists that you hire as regular members of your 
orchestra? This question applies to those players paid to participate in ALL 
rehearsals and events, not the player brought in for a couple of rehearsals and the 
performance.  
Yes 
No 
If your group does pay some players for ALL rehearsals and performances, what 
types of instruments are hired? (Please list all applicable) 
 
7. Are you classified as a 501(c)(3) non-profit organization?  
Yes 
 No 
 
8. What is your overall yearly budget?  
 
9. Do you receive over half your funding from a college, university, or church?  
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10. What is your primary source of funding?  
 
11. How do you perceive the level of support your group receives from your 
community?  
Minimal 
Adequate 
Generous 
 Comments: 
 
12. Characterize the number of playing members in your ensemble over the last ten 
years.  
Growing 
Stable 
Declining 
Comments: 
  
13. Please include any additional information regarding your orchestra and its 
membership that you think would be of interest to this study.  
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Appendix C 
Participant Survey Questionnaire 
Community Orchestra Member Survey 
1. Introduction 
 
The purpose of this study is to identify adult community orchestras currently active in 
Texas and to identify demographic characteristics, participation in selected musical 
activities, and motivations of members to participate in these groups.  
 
This survey addresses the demographics, musical activities, and motivations of the 
participants of these organizations. Please read the following information and proceed to 
the survey. Thank you for your participation.  
 
Kathryn D. Brown 
Doctoral Student, Boston University 
 
Informed Consent Form   
 
Thank you for considering participation in this survey. It is anticipated that the results 
from this study might further music education in encouraging more lifelong participants 
of music by establishing commonalities of adult amateur musicians such as yourself.    
 
The survey should take approximately five minutes to complete and no compensation 
will be received as a result of participation. Your anonymity is assured and the survey 
data will be treated confidentially and may not be disclosed, unless required by law or 
regulation. All survey data will be stored in locked files and destroyed at the end of the 
research. Results will be published only in aggregated form (for example, tables of 
information). No personal information gathered in the process of this research will be 
used in any way outside the domain of this study.   
You may request a copy of this form from Kathryn Brown at kdbrownbu@gmail.com. If 
you have questions regarding this research of your participation in it, either now or in the 
future, please feel free to ask her or contact her supervisor, Dr. Lee Higgins, at 
higginsl@bu.edu. You may obtain further information about rights as a research subject 
by calling Mary Banks, who is the Coordinator of the Institutional Review Board of the 
Boston University Charles River Campus, at (617) 353-4365. If any problems arise a 
result of your participation in this study, including research-related injuries, please 
contact the Principal Investigator, Kathryn Brown, immediately.  
 
I have read the above Informed Consent and agree to participate in the survey. 
            (a click on this option will take respondent into survey) 
I have read the above Informed Consent and choose not to participate. 
(a click on this option will take respondent out of the survey to a thank you page)  
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<<<<<<<<<<<<<<< 
 
1. Education and Musical Training 
 
Please answer all questions to the best of your abilities. This study is about your 
participation in a community orchestra and how your musical activities and experiences 
might have influenced your decision to take part.  
 
1) What is the highest level of formal education you have completed?  
Elementary school 
Junior high school 
Some high school, but did not finish  
Completed high school or equivalent (GED)  
Some college, no degree  
Technical degree 
Two-year college degree (i.e. AA, AS)  
Four-year college degree (i.e. BA, BS) 
Some graduate work  
Completed Masters degree (i.e. MA, MS, MM, MEd, MBA) 
Completed Professional degree (i.e. MD, DDS, DVM, JD) 
Completed Doctorate (i.e. PhD, EdD, DMA) 
 
2) Have you taken any classes since your last degree?  
Yes 
No 
 
3) Location of high school last attended (by state): 
(Drop down menu of all states in alphabetical order plus “Other” option) 
Alaska 
Arizona 
Arkansas 
California 
Colorado 
Connecticut 
Delaware 
Florida 
Georgia 
Hawaii 
Idaho 
Illinois 
Indiana 
Iowa 
Kansas 
Kentucky 
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Louisiana 
Maine 
Maryland 
Massachusetts 
Michigan 
Minnesota 
Mississippi 
Missouri 
Montana 
Nebraska 
Nevada 
New Hampshire 
New Jersey 
New Mexico 
New York 
North Carolina 
North Dakota 
Ohio 
Oklahoma 
Oregon 
Pennsylvania 
Rhode Island 
South Carolina 
South Dakota 
Tennessee 
Texas 
Utah 
Vermont 
Virginia 
Washington 
West Virginia 
Wisconsin 
Wyoming  
Other (please specify): 
 
4) Which of the following best describes the area in which you attended high school?  
Metropolitan  
Suburban 
Non-metropolitan area 
 
5) Location of college or university last attended (by state):  
(Drop down menu of all states in alphabetical order plus “Other” option) 
Did not attend a college or university 
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Alabama 
Alaska 
Arizona 
Arkansas 
California 
Colorado 
Connecticut 
Delaware 
Florida 
Georgia 
Hawaii 
Idaho 
Illinois 
Indiana 
Iowa 
Kansas 
Kentucky 
Louisiana 
Maine 
Maryland 
Massachusetts 
Michigan 
Minnesota 
Mississippi 
Missouri 
Montana 
Nebraska 
Nevada 
New Hampshire 
New Jersey 
New Mexico 
New York 
North Carolina 
North Dakota 
Ohio 
Oklahoma 
Oregon 
Pennsylvania 
Rhode Island 
South Carolina 
South Dakota 
Tennessee 
Texas 
Utah 
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Vermont 
Virginia 
Washington 
West Virginia 
Wisconsin 
Wyoming  
Other (please specify): 
 
6) Did you participate in an elementary school general music class other than orchestra, 
band, or chorus?  
Yes 
No, not offered 
No, chose not to participate  
 
7) Highest level of formal ensemble participation (orchestra or band):  
No formal ensemble experience – not offered 
No formal ensemble experience – chose not to participate 
Junior high school 
High school  
1–2 years at the college level  
3–5 years at the college level  
6+ years at the college level  
Military band  
 
8) Highest level of private instrumental instruction on primary instrument:  
No private instruction received – not offered 
No private instruction received – chose not to participate 
Junior high school 
High school  
1–2 years at the college level  
3–5 years at the college level  
6+ years at the college level  
Military training  
 
9) Did you major in music? 
No, never 
Yes, but did not complete degree 
Yes, but changed my major to another field 
Yes, completed degree 
Yes, currently pursuing degree 
  
10) If you majored in music at any point, what was your primary course of study? (select 
all that apply) 
Did not major in music 
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Music education 
Performance 
Composition 
Music history 
Music therapy 
General music 
Other (please specify): 
 
<<<<<<<<<<<<<<< 
 
2. Activities in Music 
 
11) Principal instrument: (select one from drop-down menu or complete “other”)  
Bass/Contrabass 
Bassoon 
Cello/Violoncello  
Clarinet  
English horn 
Euphonium 
Flute 
French horn 
Harp 
Oboe 
Organ  
Percussion  
Piano 
Saxophone  
Trombone  
Trumpet 
Tuba  
Violin  
Viola 
Voice  
Other (please specify):  
 
12) Number of years playing your principal instrument. 
 
13) Primary instrument played in this community orchestra: (select one from drop-down 
menu or complete “other”) 
Bass/Contrabass 
Bassoon 
Cello/Violoncello  
Clarinet  
English horn 
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Euphonium 
Flute 
French horn 
Harp 
Oboe 
Organ  
Percussion  
Piano 
Saxophone  
Trombone  
Trumpet 
Tuba  
Violin  
Viola 
Voice  
Other (please specify):  
 
14) Additional instruments played: (select all that apply) 
Bass/Contrabass 
Bassoon 
Cello/Violoncello  
Clarinet  
English horn 
Euphonium 
Flute 
French horn 
Harp 
Oboe 
Organ  
Percussion  
Piano 
Saxophone  
Trombone  
Trumpet 
Tuba  
Violin  
Viola 
Voice  
Other (please specify):  
 
15) Number of years of active participation in this orchestra. 
 
16) One-way distance traveled between home and this community orchestra’s rehearsal 
location: __________ miles 
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17) Types of formal musical activities in which participated during high school that were 
offered by your school district (select all that apply): 
None  
Orchestra – full  
Orchestra – string  
Chamber ensemble 
Choir/Chorus  
Concert band/wind ensemble 
Jazz band 
Marching band  
Solo and ensemble  
Other (please specify):  
 
18) Types of musical activities in which participated during high school that were outside 
your formal school activities (select all that apply):  
None 
Chamber ensemble 
Church band 
Church choir/chorus 
Church orchestra – full  
Church orchestra – string  
Commercial music ensemble – rock/contemporary/country 
Community concert band/wind ensemble 
Community choir/chorus 
Community jazz band  
Community orchestra – full  
Community orchestra – string  
Community marching band  
Traditional music ensemble – folk/bluegrass  
Professional orchestra 
Other (please specify): 
 
19) Types of formal musical activities in which participated during college that were 
offered by your school (select all that apply): 
None  
Orchestra – full  
Orchestra – string  
Chamber ensemble 
Choir/Chorus  
Concert band/wind ensemble  
Jazz band 
Marching band  
Solo and ensemble 
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Other (please specify): 
 
20) Types of musical activities in which participated during college that were outside 
your formal school activities (select all that apply):  
None 
Chamber ensemble 
Church band 
Church choir/chorus 
Church orchestra – full  
Church orchestra – string  
Commercial music ensemble – rock/contemporary/country 
Community concert band/wind ensemble 
Community choir/chorus 
Community jazz band  
Community orchestra – full  
Community orchestra – string  
Community marching band  
Traditional music ensemble – folk/bluegrass  
Professional orchestra 
Other (please specify): 
 
21) Types of musical activities in which participated after completing formal school 
settings (select all that apply): 
Chamber ensemble 
Church band 
Church choir/chorus 
Church orchestra – full  
Church orchestra – string  
Commercial music ensemble (i.e. rock/contemporary) 
Community concert band/wind ensemble 
Community choir/chorus 
Community jazz band  
Community orchestra – full  
Community orchestra – string  
Community marching band  
Traditional music ensemble – folk/bluegrass  
Professional orchestra 
Other (please specify): 
 
22) Types of musical activities in which you have participated in the past three years 
(select all that apply): 
Chamber ensemble 
Church band 
Church choir/chorus 
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Church orchestra – full  
Church orchestra – string  
Commercial music ensemble (i.e. rock/contemporary) 
Community concert band/wind ensemble 
Community choir/chorus 
Community jazz band  
Community orchestra – full  
Community orchestra – string  
Community marching band  
Traditional music ensemble – folk/bluegrass  
Professional orchestra 
Other (please specify): 
 
23) Have you taken private lessons on your instrument in the past three years? 
Yes 
No  
 
24) Have you participated in an instrumental ensemble other than this community 
orchestra in the past three years? 
Yes 
No – chose not to participate in another group 
No – no other ensemble was available 
 
25) Do you have opportunities to perform as a paid musician?  
Yes  
No  
 
26) If the answer to the previous question is yes, how often per year do you play paid 
gigs?  
 
27) Have you ever made your living teaching music (public or private, classroom or 
individual)? 
Yes, I currently teach music 
Yes, but I do not teach now 
No, I have never taught music 
I have a job in another music profession (administration, performance, sales, etc.) 
 
<<<<<<<<<<<<<<< 
 
3. Demographics and General Information  
 
Please complete the following section of information being collected for classification 
purposes. Remember, your responses are confidential. 
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28) Age: __________  
 
29) Gender:  
Female  
Male  
 
30) Race/Ethnic Background:  
Black Non-Hispanic origin  
American Indian or Alaskan Native  
White Non-Hispanic origin  
Hispanic  
Asian or Pacific Islander  
Other (please specify): 
 
31) Marital status:  
Never married  
Married  
Partnered  
Divorced  
Widowed  
Other (please specify):  
 
32) Number of children: __________ 
 
33) Which of the following best describes the area where you currently live?  
Metropolitan  
Suburban 
Non-metropolitan area 
 
34) Employment Status:  
Full-time (or work 30 hours or more per week) 
Part-time (or work less than 30 hours per week) 
Unemployed/looking for work 
Full-time student  
Part-time student  
Homemaker 
Retired  
Other (please specify): 
 
35) Current annual salary:  
Under $15,000  
$15,000–24,999  
$25,000–34,999  
$35,000–49,999  
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$50,000–74,999  
$75,000–99,999  
$100,000 and over 
 
36) Occupational category most closely describing your vocation:  
Professional trade (doctor, lawyer, engineer, professor)  
White collar (business person, self-employed, teacher other than music)  
Blue collar (tradesman, craftsman, service trades)  
Homemaker  
Student  
Professional musician (performer)  
Music educator (public or private elementary school) 
Music educator (public or private secondary school) 
Music educator (public or private college or university)  
Music educator (private instruction)  
Retired  
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